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ABSTRACT
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The Problem
One the most troubling issues for Near Eastern Archaeology is the lack of published
excavation reports. Part of the problem is that archaeologists love to dig, but dislike writing
publication reports. As a result, final reports are lacking for substantial number of archaeological
excavations. Without a final report, the results of an archaeologist season and new information is
lost forever.

Dr. Paul Lapp of Pittsburgh Theological Seminary lead excavations at Tell Taanach in the
West Bank, Palestine in 1963, ’66 and ’68. At the end of each season he wrote and published
preliminary reports. Preliminary reports provide an overall summary of a season, but a full report
is necessary. Due to his untimely death, the final reports for Lapp’s excavations were never
completed.

Method
On the basis of data culled from the personal diaries, field notes, manuals, drawings and
unpublished manuscripts a relative chronology for the Middle Bronze stratigraphy at Tell
Taanach was determined. Gathering the data was gathered involved photocopying every page
from the field books of every square; some field books are kept at Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary and some are stored at Bir Zeit University in the West Bank, Palestine. Reviewing and
coordinating the Middle Bronze loci in each square enabled a reconstruction of the Middle
Bronze Age stratigraphy in each square, which facilitated the forming of an outline of the entire
site.

Results
The evidence accumulated from Tell Taanach indicates two well defined Middle Bronze IIC
strata. There is also evidence of a modest early MB IIB campsite/occupation and a third MB IIC
strata in some squares. The method and consistency of buildings and construction and the
ceramic assemblage all indicate a socially stable community in the MB IIC phase.

Conclusion
The occupation story in the Middle Bronze Age at Taanach included no permanent habitation
in the MB AI, some campsite dwelling in the MB IIB and a thriving community in the MB IIC
Phase which transitioned peacefully into the Late Bronze Age.The ceramic evidence indicates a
smooth transition from Middle Bronze to Late Bronze pottery in the middle of the sixteenth
century B.C.
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CHAPTER ONE
TELL TAANACH IN THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE

Introduction
In April of 1899 Dr. Ernst Sellin of the University of Vienna was traveling north from
Jerusalem searching for a possible excavation site. He was hoping to find a Biblical site in the
territory of Canaan west of the Jordan River “Traveling from Jenin to Tell el-Mutesellim
(Megiddo) he saw in the distance an unnatural mound. Inquiring if it were Tell el-Mutesellim, he
was told by his guide, No, it is Tell Ta’annek,” (Hillers 1962:1). As they approached, Sellin was
impressed with the size and the possibilities for excavation on the mound.

Figure I.1 Tell Taanach from the west

Even as I rode up I noticed on the north side many entrances to rock-cut rooms; here and
there on the slopes remains of walls appeared through the layers of earth. On the upper
surface of the mound, which was planted with grain, quantities of sherds were strewn
about; in its center, only thinly covered with sod, could be seen the ruins of a whole city. It
was obvious that I was standing on an extensive ancient ruin, and the name of the mound
left no room for a moment’s doubt that this was the ancient biblical Ta’anach (Hillers
1962: 1).

1

Further perusal of the site convinced Sellin that this was the place he wanted to pursue:
“already during my two-hour stay on the tell the plan had matured within me that here and
nowhere else I must begin my future work,” (Hillers 1962:2). The first archaeological
investigations of Tell Taanach began on March 10, 1902.

After Sellin, two more archaeologists (Paul Lapp and Albert Glock) worked at Taanach, but
neither of them wrote a complete report of their expeditions. The purpose of this work is to
examine the reports and records from Dr. Paul Lapp, who lead the expeditions at Taanach in the
1960’s. Lapp died prematurely in 1970 before completing his final reports. The intent for this
work is to examine all the relevant and available material from the Lapp expeditions and present
a complete and concise report of the Middle Bronze Age stratigraphy for Tell Taanach.

Bronze Age Occupational History of Taanach

Taanach is located on an isolated rocky outcrop along the southern edge of the Plain of
Megiddo, also known as the Plain of Jezreel, in northern Palestine. Taanach was first occupied in
the Early Bronze Age during the 27th and 26th centuries B.C. In this early occupation a thick
defensive wall of small stones was completed around the circumference of the Tell, and the
surface area within the walls was filled in order to level the area of the town. These first walls
determined the circumference of the town for over 500 years. Early Bronze Taanach included
three distinct massive fortification systems. Khirbet Kerak Ware, from the 28th to the 24th
Centuries B.C., was found on the mound, which “links Taanach clearly with Palestine’s first citystate system,” (Lapp 1964: 6). But Early Bronze Age pottery forms were not found in the later
25th to 23rd Centuries of the 3rd Millenium B.C. Like nearby Megiddo, Taanach was abandoned
late in the Early Bronze III Phase due to undetermined circumstances.1

1It

is possible to ascertain a chronological outline from Paul Lapp’s Taanach material. He followed an adjusted
Albright Chronology – EBI 3300-3000 B.C., EBII 3000-2700 B.C., EBIII 2700-2200 B.C., EBIV 2200 - 2100 B.C.,
Intermediate Bronze/MBI 2100 - 1900 B.C., MBII A 1900-1800 B.C., MBII B,1800-1700 B.C., MBII C 1700-1550
B.C., LBI 1550-1400 B.C., and LBII 1400-1200 B.C. The important Phases for this paper are the MBII B and C.
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There is little evidence of any sustained occupation at Taanach for the next two to three
centuries (2500 - 2300 B.C.). During part of that time the population level was low across
Palestine. There was probably some limited campsite and cave habitation in the 20th and 19th
centuries B.C. (part of Middle Bronze Age I, henceforth MB I), but the “evidence comes only
from mixed fills of a later horizon” (Lapp 1967: 3), and so this is not a firm conclusion. There is
a break in occupation in the MB IIA and Taanach did not become an occupied city again until the
latter part of the 18th century B.C., in the MB IIB Phase. There were some sherds found in the
area of the Tell so far excavated, that either indicates that there was a possible small settlement in
the early 18th century B.C., or they are the remnants of a settlement which was almost
completely obliterated by massive building operations during the later Hyksos Period.

In the 17th and 16th centuries B.C., Taanach may have reached its highest level of prosperity
and prominence. It had massive fortifications typical of the Hyksos Period. According to Sellin, a
large Patrician house and caches of small artifacts attest the material accomplishments of
Taanach in the latter half of the 16th century B.C., at the end of the Middle Bronze Age (ca 1550 B.C.),
After that time, Taanach suffered an almost complete destruction after which the town was quickly rebuilt
and was flourishing again by the end of the century. It remained prosperous until the middle of the 15th
century B.C., about the time of Thutmosis III’s campaign in 1468 B.C. It continued to be inhabited for the
rest of the 15th century B.C., into the Late Bronze I Age.

After three seasons of excavations the evidence still pointed to a break in the MB IIA
occupation and moderate occupation in MB IIB. Evidence for a greater presence in MB IIB may
have been obliterated in the process of constructing the major MB IIC structures; although, at
least in Squares SW 7-7 and SW 8-1, those structures were built directly on Early Bronze Age
remains.
This summary counters previously held views about the occupation of Taanach.
Albright’s view was “that Megiddo and Taanach ‘were too close to flourish at the same
time except very briefly,’ and so their occupation ‘tended to be complementary, not
simultaneous. Actually, the occupation pattern at Taanach is very similar to that of
Megiddo. General prosperity or adversity in the area affected the two sites similarly, and
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any doubts about the capability of the Esdraelon plain to support towns the size of
Megiddo and Taanach five miles apart in periods of prosperity are belied by common
prosperity in the Early, Middle, and Late Bronze ages” (Lapp 1967: 9).

Composite Middle Bronze Age Chronology
For Taanach
EBI 3300-3000
EBII 3000-2700
Excavation indicates occupation from after the inception of EB II to before the end of EB III
for Taanach’s occupation.

EBIII 2700-2200
Taanach was first occupied in the Early Bronze Age during the 27th and 26th centuries B.C;
three distinct massive fortification systems; Khirbet Kerak Ware, from the 28th to the 24th
Centuries; Taanach was abandoned early in the Early Bronze III Age due to undetermined
circumstances; three massive fortification systems on the south slope of the Tell.
Little evidence of sustained occupation from 2500 to 2300

EBIV 2200 - 2100
Intermediate Bronze/MBI 2100 - 1900
MBII A 1900-1800
There was some limited campsite and cave habitation in the 20th and 19th centuries; there
was no evidence of permanent occupation until the 18th Century.

MBII B 1800-1700
There was a possible small settlement in the early 18th century B. C., but Taanach did not
again become an urban site until the middle of the 17th century B. C.

MBII C 1700-1550
In the 17th and 16th centuries B.C., Taanach reached its highest level of prosperity.

LBI 1550-1400
In the latter half of the 16th century B.C., at the end of the Middle Bronze Age (ca. 1550
B.C.), Taanach suffered an almost complete destruction, but the town was quickly rebuilt
and was flourishing again by the end of the century. It remained prosperous until the middle
of the 15th century B.C., about the time of Thutmosis III’s campaign in 1468 B.C. It
continued to be inhabited for the rest of the 15th century B.C., into the Late Bronze I Age.

LBII 1400-1200

Figure I.2 Middle Bronze Chronology at Taanach
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The Location and Environment of Tell Taanach

Tell Taanach is an escarpment encompassing approximately 13 acres, rising 50 meters out of
the ground, on the south edge of the Jezreel Valley, or the the Plain of Esdraelon. The north, east,
and west sides of the tell are fairly steep and provide considerable natural protection. On the
north side, below the crest of the mound, is a series of natural steps descending down to the level
of the plain. On this level is a construction which Ernst Sellin called the “Northeast Outwork.”

Taanach is in the area known as the Western Hills (the Central Highlands of Palestine). In the
region around Taanach are,
a number of east-to-west ridges, none rising above 2,000 ft., with some fertile valleys
leading to the coastal plain and the Jordan. The plains of Megiddo and Jezreel, divided by
the watershed near Jezreel, form an important break in the central highlands providing a
low and easy route. The plain of Megiddo, with the plain of Acco, is drained by the
Kishon River, which in the rainy season becomes a torrent (Judg. 5.21). It is one of the
most fertile plains of Palestine. The Plain of Jezreel drops quickly below sea level and
merges into the Plain of Beth-Shan, part of the Arabah, or Jordan Valley (May 1974: 48).

Taanach was well situated along several routes of trade and communication. The site sits near the
road which runs west-east from the mouth of Wadi ‘Aruna, south of Megiddo (the main route to
Esdraelon Plain from the coastal road), to Jenin (ancient en-Gannim). After reaching Jenin, the
road turns south through the hill country, past Ibleam to Shechem and on to Jerusalem. A second
important road leads from Tell Taanach to the Mediterranean coastal plain through the hills to the
southwest. This is the road the generals of Thutmosis III suggested as one of two alternate routes
by which to enter the Esdraelon Plain from the coast road coming from Egypt (ANET: 235).
Although only a secondary route, this way between the Esdraelon plain and the coastal road (Via
Maris) contributed significantly to the strategic value of Tell Taanach. A third road passes to the
northeast of Taanach through the Valley of Jezreel to Beth-Shean, and from Beth-Shean to the
Kings Highway, a major trade route in Transjordan connecting Egypt and Damascus. The
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strategic location of Taanach provided access to, and maintained some control of, the network of
roads which connected the site to the coast. Tell Taanach and the territory around offered the
requirements needed for human habitation to flourish: water, protection from attack, good
agricultural land in the valley, pasture land in the hills and access to travel and trade routes. The
average rainfall in the region is 19.3 inches (490.219 mm) annually. Four-and-one-half inches
(114.3 mm) of rain fall in the months of December through February. The average annual temp is
68º F. (20.0 C) In January and February the temperature averages 54.5º F (12.5 C) , and in July
and August 81.5º F. (27.5 C) (May 1974: 50). These natural resources account for why this site
has been occupied almost continually since the 26th century B.C. Today, there is still a spring on
the north side of the tell and a modern village called Ta’annek, on the southeast fringe of the
hillside.

Being located high on the southern fringe of the Jezreel Valley also gave Taanach access to
the raw materials needed to build fortifications on the top of this raised plateau. In addition, the
Jezreel Valley and the Plain of Megiddo, provided a means of travel and communication. The
sites of Megiddo and Jokneam are located along the Plain of Megiddo to the northwest.
Following the Kishon River northwest provided access to the Mediterranean Sea, about 9.6
kilometers south of Acco. Along the way are two passes which lead through the hills to the Plain
of Sharon and then south along the coast to Egypt. Toward the east is the Jezreel Valley which
runs southeast with a clear path to Jezreel and Beth-Shean in the Jordan River Valley. Following
north along the King’s Highway provides access to Damascus. Taanach is not far off the ancient
highway between Memphis and Damascus, the main north-south thoroughfare of Canaan in the
Middle Bronze Age

Written References to Taanach

There are few written references from the Bronze Age referring to Taanach. There are later
references from Egyptian sources, and from the Bible, that do mention Taanach. The earliest
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allusion to Taanach is an Egyptian record found carved2 on the walls of the great Karnak Temple
of Amun in Thebes (ANET: 234). In 1468 B.C., Thutmosis III led an expedition against a
coalition of Hittite leaders headquartered at Megiddo. The enemy had gathered in the Plain of
Jezreel. Thutmosis’ military leaders urged him to enter the plain by way of one of three routes
through the hills; one entered the plain north of Megiddo, another attained the Plain by way of a
road from Aruna, and the third entered the valley further southeast near Taanach. Thutmosis
entered into the valley by the narrow way through the Wadi ‘Aruna where he surprised his
enemies and vanquished them.

A second reference to Taanach by Thutmosis is from the same battle in 1468 B.C. Some of
Thutmosis’ enemies were encamped near Megiddo, “The southern wing was in Taa[nach]
(T’-‘’[-n’-k’])” (ARE 2: 182). After he defeated and routed his enemies, he went on to capture
the town of Megiddo.

Another reference to Taanach is found in one of the Amarna letters (EA 248), written by
“Ya[shd]data to the king” in Egypt from a town, called Ta-ah-n[a-k]a, thought to be Taanach. The
letter was a request by Yashdata, the local leader, for help from the Pharaoh in dealing with his
neighbors. “Ya[sh]data — who humbly calls himself "the dirt at the feet of the king" — is
unique, since its author has taken refuge with Biridiya at Magidda, because, "everything the
king, my lord, gave to his servant, the men of Ta‘anach have made off with; they have
slaughtered my oxen and driven me away.3"

There are seven Biblical references to Taanach. In Judg 1:27, Taanach is mentioned as a town
undefeated in the conquest by Joshua. In Josh 12:21, Taanach is named in a list of kings defeated
by Joshua on the west side of the Jordan River, and is included in the division of the land west of
the Jordan River. In this division, Taanach was given to Manasseh (Josh 17:11). Then, in a
The story of Thutmose III’s first military campaign is recorded in detail on the walls of the temple he built at
Karnak in Thebes as a record of his great achievement.
2

Trans by Yuval Goren, Israel Finkelstein, Nadav Na’aman November 1999 Number 4 Revelations from Megiddo
The Newsletter of The Megiddo Expedition.
3
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further division of the land, Taanach was transferred to the Levites from the tribe of Manasseh
(Josh 21:25). In a separate recording of the division of the land, “Taanach, Megiddo and Dor,
together with their villages” were allotted to the descendants of Ephraim (1 Chr 7:29). In Judges
5:19-21, Deborah, Barak, and the kings of Israel came and fought the Canaanite kings at
“Taanach by the waters of Megiddo.” The Israelites carried the day and the Canaanites were
defeated near the River Kishon. In 1 Kings 4:12, Taanach is named as one of twelve towns
whose kings had to provide supplies for King Solomon once a year.

The Biblical references suggest that Taanach was under the influence of the Israelites, and that
the Canaanites suffered a notable defeat to the Israelites near Taanach in the days of Deborah.
Although Taanach was under the influence of the Israelites, it still remained an independent
Canaanite city until the time of Solomon.

The Biblical narrative also recounts how Shoshenq I (in the 10th Century B.C.) went up to
Jerusalem where all the princes of Judah had fled. The Egyptians despoiled both the House of
Yahweh and the House of the King by capturing all the treasure which Solomon had stored in
them, sparing the city in exchange (1 Kgs 14:25-26, 2 Chron 12:2-12). The Egyptian report of
the affair is recorded on the south wall of the second pylon of the Karnak Temple of Amun in
Thebes. It lists the cities which Shoshenq I destroyed or captured in his domination of Israel and
Judah. Not all of the city names are legible, but the surviving ones indicate the large scope of the
campaign. Among the northern cities recorded on the wall are Aruna, Megiddo, Taanach,
Shunem, Beth-Shean, and Rehov.

History of the Excavations at Taanach

Three scholars saw the possibilities that lay beneath the soil at Taanach and had enough
curiosity to pursue them. The first to delve into Taanach was Dr. Ernst Sellin with the German
Oriental Society in a series of three seasons from 1902 to 1904. Then, Dr. Paul Lapp, the Annual
Professor, Director, and Professor of Archaeology at the American School of Oriental Research
8

in Jerusalem from 1960-68 investigated the site in 1963, 1966, and 1968. The third person to
investigate at Tell Taanach was Dr. Albert Glock, an archaeologist and Director of the Institute of
Archaeology at Birzeit University in Birzeit, West Bank.4 In 1985-87, Dr. Glock worked at Tell
Ti’innik, a village at the base of Tell Taanach. His interest was in encouraging a History of the
Palestinians drawn from archaeology rather than from the Biblical narrative.

The Sellin Excavations Being at the forefront of Ancient Near Eastern Archaeology, Sellin’s
methodology was rudimentary at best. In spite of his inexperience, his work did bring forth some
exciting material. In 1903, Sellin uncovered a Bronze Age “patrician house,” one of the largest
found in Palestine. He also unearthed a large and intricately-decorated incense stand, and
recovered seven whole Akkadian cuneiform tablets.5 The cuneiform tablet collection is still the
largest group of Akkadian tablets found in Palestine. In the translation of Sellin’s 1904 report, the
introduction tells the story of his efforts to organize an archaeological expedition in Palestine in
the early twentieth century (Sellin 1904: 1-8). Even in the Hillers translation (Hillers 1962a),
Sellin’s report is comprehensive and informative. It reflects the Biblical and Archaeological
knowledge of the time. In spite of the material success of Sellin’s work, his excavations are still
regarded as only nominally helpful.

Paul Lapp had some hesitation regarding Sellin’s work at Taanach. He was the concerned about
his background and experience. Sellin was not a trained archaeologist and followed “what by
present-day standards would be considered shocking excavation technique and woefully
inadequate recording, especially during the second and third campaigns” (Lapp 1964: 5).

In discussing Sellin as a Dig Director, W. F. Albright wrote,

4

Dr. Albert Glock was a member, and a Field Supervisor, on all three of the Lapp excavations

The tablets were published by F. Hrozny in Tell Ta’annek (Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Phil.-Hist. Klasse, L, Vienna, 1904, Part IV) p. 113, and in, Eine Nachlesse auf rem Tell Ta’annek in
Palestine (Denkschriften, LII, 1906, Part III) p. 36, Albright and Hillers in 1964 preliminary report.
5
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Fortunately he was assisted during the first two campaigns by the engineer and explorer
of Trans-jordan, Dr. Gottlieb Schumacher, to whom we owe all the plans and most of the
drawings. Unfortunately Schumacher was also wholly without excavating experience and
knew nothing about the pottery chronology which had been so systematically worked out
by Petrie, Bliss and Macalister during the years 1890-1900. As a result, there was no
methodical stratigraphic analysis of the excavated remains and virtually no attempt at
chronology. The contents of different strata were hopelessly mixed and the interpretation
of fortifications and building remains was so vague and contradictory that no clear
picture can be obtained. Add to these weaknesses the fact that a few of the plans were
drawn to scale and that the pottery was haphazardly and inadequately reproduced, and it
becomes virtually impossible to paint an intelligible picture of the history of Taanach on
the basis of the excavations of Sellin (Albright 1944: 13).

Sellin excavated within the accepted methods of the time. Rather than using clear small
manageable areas, he “decided to begin with two diagonal trenches from the north and northeast
corners of the mound, which I would continue until they met in the middle, so that I would
certainly strike the city wall.” (Hillers 1962a: 13) The trenches were 5 m wide, and were
expanded as discoveries were made. In some places the trenches were as much as 10 m. deep.
This method of excavation opened up a large area of the surface of the tell. Although Sellin’s
excavating technique and recording procedures were very basic, he did take seriously the
importance of prompt reporting and published his reports without delay in 1904 and 1905.6 He
was looking for a city wall that he hoped, or assumed, surrounded the city. Going south in the
north trench he encountered a succession of two walls and concluded that he was dealing with a
fortress. He continued beyond the walls and uncovered the remains of houses, two cisterns and
“several bodies buried in jars” (Hillers 1962a: 13).

Probing further south toward the center of the tell, Sellin saw "two much older levels of
houses and in or under these many graves,” (Hillers 1962a:14). Sellin then dug three shafts in the
middle of the central plateau, each 10 meters square down to bedrock but found no large
buildings. Instead he found houses, cisterns and oil presses which he dated as “all from a much
older city,” (Hillers 1962a:14).

Sellin, Tell Taanach; and Ernst Sellin, Eine Nachlesse auf dem Tell Ta’annek in Palastina, Denksthriften der
Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historisch Klasse 52, III. Abhandlung (Wien: Carl
Gerhold’s Son, 1906). Delbert R. Hillers made an unpublished english translation of Sellin’s two major reports for
the Taanach Excavation Staff.
6
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Then he followed a north-south street, south across the the plateau, at the north end of the Tell
in hopes of finding a city gate. Instead he found “an old place of worship and a great rectangular
building” (Hillers 1962a:15). Running out of time and money Sellin had to be satisfied with a
trial trench from the center toward the east and a great shaft South from the central fortress. The
shaft expanded to 18 m square and produced a great oil-press, many jars, and a ceramic incense
altar. In other short trial trenches to the east and south from the outside to the center of the tell, it
was revealed that there were no city or fortress walls but, in Sellin’s words, “at the most socalled revetments” (Hillers 1962a: 15). He didn’t recognize the fortifications for what they were.

When the season ended, Sellin declared he “had the certainty that I had won a clear picture of
the historical development of the mound, and had investigated the north half, undoubtedly the
most important, in such a way that ancient buildings of any great size could not have escaped
me,” (Hillers 1962a: 15). This was from the report on the work done in 1902. Sellin came back
for two more seasons 1903 and 1904 and found similar results using the same methods.

The Lapp Excavations Fifty-nine years after Sellens last season the second excavation at
Taanach commenced. The second exploration was a joint expedition of the American Schools of
Oriental Research and the Graduate School of Concordia Seminary in St Louis, MO., lead by Dr.
Paul Lapp.7 Taanach was selected for further work in the West Bank of Jordan because it was a
known Biblical site with Bronze and Iron Age remains and had only moderate later occupation.

The Lapp excavations had three goals: 1) to provide opportunity for students to learn
excavation technique and methodology; 2) to reveal more of the occupation history of Taanach;
and 3) to clarify the German work and their conclusions. The objective for 1963 was to probe
four areas (called Fields) for fortifications, domestic and industrial installations, public buildings,
and cult structures (Lapp 1964: 5).

Lapp’s first campaign at Taanach was conducted between June 17 and August 10, 1963. The second campaign was
from July 11 to August 26, 1966, and a third campaign took place in the summer of 1968, from June 4 until August
10.
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When they began excavating, only two of the core staff, Paul Lapp and Walter Rast, had any
previous field experience.8 In 1962, before first season, Lapp and his staff prepared themselves
by working with G. Ernest Wright at Tell Balatah (Shechem). With this knowledge and
experience, they used Wright’s methodology and system of recording, with slight adjustments, at
Taanach.

To obtain his samples and control the excavation, Lapp divided the site into four quadrants
and then imposed a grid of 6 x 8 meter units (called squares by the excavators) upon it. The
squares were numbered according to their location on the grid. For example, a square numbered
SW 5-6 was found in the southwest quadrant, 5 meters west of the north-south axis, and 6 meters
south of the east-west axis; SE 1-28 was in the first row of squares east of the N-S axis and 28
squares south of the E-W axis.

A member of the core staff served as a Field Supervisor in each field. The Field Supervisor
had responsibility for the excavation and the reporting of the squares in his Field. It was the Field
Supervisor who collected the material from each square and recorded it in the Field Book. The
material recorded included daily top plans, daily notes, a list of pottery buckets, pottery readings
for each bucket, a description of each locus and a record of objects found in each locus. It would
have been helpful if the top plans contained more level readings. The fields were chosen based
on a review of the Sellin excavations and the desire to locate different types of material remains.
Albert Glock searched for fortifications in Field A, Alfred von Rohr Sauer sought out cultic
materials in Field B, Carl Graesser Jr. hoped to find public buildings in Field C, and Delbert
Hillers supervised Field D looking for domestic and industrial installations.

Trenches were formed by digging contiguous squares in a line. The excavation of each square
was supervised by a Square Supervisor who kept a field book for the square consisting of daily
The core staff in 1963 was made up of Paul W. Lapp, Director; A. von Rohr Sauer (Concordia Seminary, St.
Louis), Associate Director; Albert E. Glock (Concordia Teachers College, River Forest), Field Supervisor; Carl
Graesser, Jr. (Harvard University), Field Supervisor; Delbert Hillers (Johns Hopkins University), Field Supervisor;
Walter E. Rast (Valparaiso University), Field Assistant; David L. Voelter (College of Texas A. & M.) Architect. The
core staff remained the same in all three excavation seasons.
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top plans with occasional levels, daily notes, a list of pottery buckets, pottery readings for each
pottery bucket, and the record of objects found, along with their object numbers. Complete
records and descriptions of each locus (a distinct soil deposit or feature) were also kept in the
field books.9 The work of excavation was carried out by paid local workmen, and a number of
trained workmen, or specialists, under the direction of the Square Supervisors.

Lapp adopted careful excavation and recording techniques. His system of excavation made it
possible to determine a rudimentary stratigraphy for the site. In some squares Sellin’s discoveries
served as starting points. Dr. Lapp divided the site into what he believed would be homogeneous
units for excavation. He opened contiguous squares forming large trenches which provided good
stratigraphic control and detailed architectural and artifactual samples. One shortcoming of “this
sampling strategy is that it does not provide a representative sample across the entire
site,” (Kramer: 361).

The purpose of the detailed recording technique was to make it possible to go back at a later
time and establish the stratigraphy of a site with a high degree of confidence. Judging by Lapp’s
reports, his excavation technique and skills were superb. His recording techniques were possibly
the best in the field at the time. The large controlled system of contiguous squares which formed
trenches used by Lapp provided good stratigraphical control as well as detailed archaeological
and artifactual information.

Publication of the excavation results of the ASOR and Concordia Seminary Excavations were
disrupted by the death of Paul Lapp in 1970. To date publications have been confined to Lapp’s
preliminary reports and Walter E Rast's volume on the Iron Age pottery (Lapp 1964, 1967a,
1967b; Rast 1969). This present work will use the results of Lapp’s excavations gleaned from his
preliminary reports, his field diary and the field books combined with Sellin’s report to
determine the Middle Bronze stratigraphy at Taanach.

Each feature or specific, distinct, separable pocket or layer of soil (generically termed a locus) was given the
number which was used to identify the pottery, small finds, or whatever came from that locus.
9
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The Glock Excavations The last excavator to delve into Taanach was Dr. Albert Glock. He
was a member of the core staff on all three of the Lapp Excavations. His experience there and his
knowledge of the site’s history, drew him back for further investigation. Glock's contention that
"(t)he villages of Palestine are ignored and thus the real character of Palestine has yet to be
studied” (1994: 78) reveals his archaeological agenda. He was interested in studying Taanach as
a part of the “Palestinian History” of the West Bank. He “began in 1982 with an ethnoarchaeological examination of the present village and continued in 1985-87 with the excavation
of parts of the Mameluke-Ottoman Village on the east slope of the tell” (Glock and Ziadeh 1986:
4).

The Purpose and Method of the Present Study

This work is an attempt to identify, describe, and analyze the Middle Bronze Age remains
from Tell Taanach unearthed and reported in notes and preliminary reports by the Lapp
Excavations in the 1960s. After the Middle Bronze Age material is identified, an attempt will be
made to establish a relative chronology for the Middle Bronze Age at Taanach and then to
correlate the information with the material remains from other Middle Bronze Age sites in
Palestine. The larger purpose is to better understand the town of Taanach as it existed in the
Middle Bronze Age and, if possible, to add to the knowledge of the architecture, construction
techniques, fortifications, city planning, and life-ways common in Palestine during the early
second millennium B.C.

The course of action used in this study follows both heuristic and intuitive methods. The
procedure necessarily involves the process of trial and error as attempts are made to identify
Middle Bronze loci and fit them into a systematic framework. This process of trial and error
involves intuitive decisions which occasionally had to be reconsidered and sorted out. On the
basis of the conclusions drawn from the written records of the Taanach excavations, a
stratigraphic sequence of the Middle Bronze horizon will be outlined. The stratigraphic sequence
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will be derived from the ceramic and architectural loci in the Squares and Fields of the Lapp
excavations from 1963, 1966, and 1968. The conclusions from this work should allow for basic
comparisons with other Middle Bronze Age sites across Palestine and Syria.

The central goal of this project is to establish a stratigraphical sequence and analysis of the
Middle Bronze Age for Tel Taanach. There will be a review and stratigraphic conclusions for the
Middle Bronze Age within each square. This requires an individual sketch and a stratigraphical
analysis of each Field. In order to establish a chronology it will be necessary to examine the loci
in each square in all four Fields. The field books10 were the primary source for constructing a
stratigraphy. These were generally well-kept by the excavators. The architectural features for
each square will be described and sometimes drawn according to the top plans found in the field
books. Photos and figures will be used where available and appropriate. Hypotheses regarding
activities which may have occurred in a given room, building, or open space (spatial-functional
analysis) will be presented.

The first step in this project was to comb through the field books for each square and compile
a master list of all the Middle Bronze Loci.11 This list, when correlated with the daily notes and
top plans in the Field Book, will act as a guide for constructing the Middle Bronze Age
stratigraphy in each individual square. With the help of the Middle Bronze Loci List in a
particular square, it was possible to create an initial framework of Middle Bronze Age loci for a
square.

The loci listed in the field books were labelled and dated by the excavator: see the graphic
page. 15 (Fig. 1.2). Sometimes the dating was very straightforward, and sometimes it was
unclear as to why the excavator labelled a particular locus the way he did. In those cases it was
determined, for the purpose of this work, by the pottery contained in or near the locus. If a locus

The field books consisted of daily top plans with occasional levels, daily notes, a list of pottery buckets, pottery
readings for each pottery bucket, and the record of objects found along with their object numbers.
10

11

There was a total of sixty-six squares spread across four fields.
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contained sherds from multiple periods, then the excavator, or the interpreter, had to make a
judgment based on experience and appearance.

Using the list of loci for a particular square as a guide, I took notes and began drawing a
rough schematic of the loci in the square and their relative position to each other (a stylized
matrix). Then I identified the various buckets from which the ceramics came. Architectural loci
were particularly important. A drawing of the architectural elements in the square could then be
made, starting with the latest and then working backward to the earliest. This involved grouping
related architectural features into contemporaneous units.
These units could represent a phase. As loci were
identified and placed in a schematic drawing, a
chronological snapshot for each square took shape. Then
the units could be sorted, if necessary, and combined
with contiguous squares in chronological order and a
schematic portrayal for the Middle Bronze Age phases in
the square. Then the squares were compared and
contrasted with other squares to assemble a
representation of the entire field.

The section drawings contained in the field books
were not drawn consistently from square to square or
area to area. Some were only line drawings with an

Figure I.3: Daily Log for Square SW
6-1 on June 11 and 12, 1968

occasional datum point, while other drawings included characteristics of the layers. Some section
drawings were thorough and included locus numbers. Some of the drawings were in process and
completed during the excavations, while others were only completed near the last day of the
season. Using the locus descriptions in the field books, and correlating the descriptions with the
daily top plans as they existed, it was possible to collate the loci and create an initial depiction of
a square as it existed during the Middle Bronze Age.
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Fortunately, almost all of the original excavation records were available for this project. The
data examined for this dissertation was taken largely from the field books, preliminary articles
and studies (including the locus lists compiled shortly after completion of the excavation), and
the object registry books. The daily notes in the field books included not only the crucial
architectural information from the excavation of the square, but also listed the artifacts found
during the course of excavation. A qualification regarding the conclusions drawn in this work
would be that very little of the tel was excavated. In his unpublished dissertation, Mark Meehl
(Meehl 1995) estimated that only about two percent of the Tell was excavated; most of the area
unearthed was in the northern part of the southwest quadrant. This is a very limited sampling of
the whole tell and does not produce a statistically-reliable sample or a representative picture of
the entire site. Given these limitations, Dr. Lapp did attain the goals he had set - they were able to
“expand our understanding of the history of Taanach and its times, and to clarify the German
discoveries at the site where possible” (Lapp 1964: 5). In Field B they were able to investigate
the Cult Area, even though they did not find any more cultic remains. A “Palatial Building”
identified by Sellin was uncovered in Field C and fortifications in the form of a Casemate Wall
was brought to light in both Fields C and D.
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CHAPTER TWO
STRATIGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF FIELD A
Field A at Tel Taanach was located on the southern slope of the tell. The tell has a downward
slope on the south, so this field is on a long descent toward the south. The primary objective for
Field A in 1963 was to locate defensive structures. There was no surface evidence of a city wall
on the plateau at the top or at the crest of the south slope, so it was hoped that down the south
slope a massive wall might be found.

Field A Schematic Drawing
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N
Excavated
Unexcavated
Figure II.1: Drawing of Field A
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The German expedition led by Ernst Sellin in 1902-1904, in addition to digging across the top
of the tell, cut a short trench down the south slope of the tell starting near the crest of the hill. In
1963, during the Lapp excavations, the Field Supervisor for Field A, was Albert Glock. Glock
began excavating by digging out a series of Squares down the south slope starting with Square
SW 1-25 to SW 1-30 (See Figure II.3 on page 17, and Fig. II.2 on page 19 for a understanding of
the arrangement of Fields and Squares). These squares acted as a trench down the slope used to
search for Taanach’s fortifications. Middle Bronze defensive structures, including a glacis and
defensive walls, were uncovered by Glock’s team in Field A. They did not find any city gates,
but they did uncover domestic habitation remains including caves and campgrounds used in early
habitation. Glock’s initial four squares extended south toward a large boulder at the bottom of the
hill. Later, in the 1963 season, Glock expanded the four squares east, west, and south. The
number of squares he eventually opened in 1963 was expanded to a total of ten squares including
SW 2-25, SW 2-26, SW 2-27, SW 1-25, SW 1-26, SW 1-27, SW 1-28, SW 1-29, SW 1-30.12 The
goals for Field A were essentially accomplished. Especially the goal of “expanding our
understanding of the history of Taanach and its times, and to clarify the German discoveries
at the site where possible,” (Lapp, 1964: 5).
FIELD A, OUTLINE BY SQUARE

Field A, Square SE 1-2613
SE 1-26, the northeastern-most square, was first excavated in the 1966 season. Two clearly
Middle Bronze phases were discerned in the course of excavation – I refer to them simply as the
early phase and the late phase.

In 1966 and 1968 Dr Glock and his team excavated squares SE 1-26, SE 1-27, SE 1-28, SW 2-29, SW 2-30, SW
3-25, SW 3-26, SW 3-27, SW 3-29, SW 3-30, SW 4-25, SW 4-26, SW 4-27, SW 4-29, SW 4-30, SW 5-26, SW 5-27,
SW 5-29, SW 5-30, SW 6-26, SW 6-28, SW 7-26, SW 7-27, SW 8-26 and SW 8-27. Ultimately this field included a
total of 35 squares.
12

13

See the Schematic Drawing of Field A (see fig. II.3, p.17) to locate the various squares within the Field.
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Figure II.2: Drawing of Tell Taanach and its’ four Fields
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The square was
partitioned into three
sections by two
parallel walls that
spanned the square
from east to west. To
the north, the
dividing line was
formed by two Early
Phase walls, Walls 34
and 38. In the south
half of the Square,
Wall 42 divided the
rest of the square to
demarcate the square
into three sections.
These walls were part
of the defensive
structure/glacis
across the square that

Middle Bronze Locus List for SE 1-26
MB IIC
Late Phase
15
Huwwar (yellow clay) only, under L.13
17
Compact brown-gray earth under L.9 in northwest corner
18
Hard packed layer, plaster and white clay under L.17
19
Loose brown layer under L.18
20
Loose brown earth under L.7
29
Packed brown earth layer under L.27 with flecks of huwwar and chalk
30
Loose brown-black earth under L.29
31
Huwwar with brown earth Sub L.15, 18, (and L.30)
32
Loose gray earth above L.15 below L.18
33
Dark brown packed earth under L.31
36
37
Burial jars in L.31
38
39
Tabun below L31 in L32
40
41
Pottery fragments of a tabun in L.32
42
43
45
Very loose brown earth under L.33
Early Phase
34
36
37
38
40
42
45
55

“Retaining” wall under L.15; (earth in wall)
Packed brown under L.29
Burial Jars in L.31
Wall (Retaining) under L.31
Loose, brown-grey earth under L.33; dump (fill)
Wall under L.29
Loose dark-brown earth, sub L.33
Angle juncture of walls L.42 and 43; loose brown soil

List II.1: MB Locus List for Square SE 1-26

was still present in the later Middle Bronze Phase.14 The defensive glacis constructed during the
later Middle Bronze Phase, included Walls 34, 38 and 42 from the Early Phase.

Middle Bronze residue, in the form of pottery sherds, first appeared in Locus 15, a yellowclay layer (huwwar) with some stones in it. Locus 15 was above, and distinct from, L.31, a
brown earth layer (individual loci will henceforth be designated by “L.” followed by a number.).

Refer to Figure II.2: Drawing of Square SE 1-26. All drawings are composite drawings traced from the top plans
for the appropriate square. They are representational drawings made from various top plans for the purpose of
elucidation and not an accurate drawing for any individual day.
14
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Loci 15 and 31 covered the entire northern two-thirds of the square. Later Walls 38 and 34 cut
through surface layers L.15 and 31.

On the north side of Wall 34 was a
foundation trench15 of black dirt. North of
the retaining wall composed of Walls 38
and 34 and below layers L.15 and 31
were successive Middle Bronze layers
from the Later Middle Bronze Phase.
Loci 17, 18, 19, and 20 were brown earth
layers determined to be Middle Bronze
layers based on their associated ceramics.
Locus 17 was compact brown-gray earth.
Locus 18 was a hard packed plaster and
white clay floor. Locus 19 was a loose
brown earth layer, as was L.20. Also,
across most of the northern end of the
square was Locus 32, a loose gray earth
layer. Underneath part of Locus 32 was
L.45 a level of very loose brown earth.
Also north of the two walls 34 and 38
were Middle Bronze burial jars (L.37)
found in L.31 and two tabuns (L.39 and
41) found just below L.31 in L.32. This
was a later Middle Bronze Phase
occupation area with Wall 34 defining the
Figure II.3: Drawing of Square SE 1-26

southern wall of a domestic unit.

15

There was no Locus number for this trench.
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Loci from the Later Middle Bronze Phase included the northern retaining wall, Locus 38/34.
The other Late Phase Loci were all south of the retaining wall. On the south side of Wall 34,
mixed in with stones fallen from W.34, was L.30, a loose brown-black earth locus just below
L.31. Covering the east half of the square south of Walls 34/38 and 42 were Loci 29 and 40.
Immediately underneath Locus 29 excavators found L.40 a loose brown-gray earth layer from
the Early Phase. Directly beneath L.40 was L.36 also from the Early Phase. In addition, south of
Wall 42 was L.36 an Early Phase packed brown earth locus below L.29.

The Middle Bronze walls in this square were determined, by construction technique and
pottery, to be Early Phase walls. They were constructed in three stages. The earliest wall, L.34,
composed of small stones included a foundation trench. Wall 38 is partly in the west balk
following a southwest to northeast direction toward W 34. The construction style of the two
walls clearly differed from each other. Wall
MB Loci Matrix for Square SE 1-26
2

23

21 22
24
26
35

36
W42

40
45

14
27

38 was composed of a single line of large
stones, and W 34 was made up of two

4 5
3
10 12 11 9 8
15 13 16 17 7
19 18 20

28 25
29 31
30
33
W34
W38
41
W43

parallel lines of smaller stones. The two
walls did not join together to form a single

32

wall. Wall 34 had a foundation trench, but

39 37

Wall 38 did not have foundation trench. Like
Walls 43 and 42 at the south end of the

55

square, Walls 38 and 34 were two different

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze

walls from an early date which later served

List II.1: Locus List for Square SE 1-26

as a single Wall in the early Glacis. Later they were separated by a gap between them.The
remains must Across the south end of the square Middle Bronze Wall 42 was built on the
previous Early Middle Bronze Wall 43 and then extended using a different construction method.
It was started on the rubble of Wall 43 using small stones and continued as a wall of large stones
a single stone wide. Wall 42 crossed the entire square from east to west in a Northeasterly
23

direction. This conglomeration of walls across the entire square from east to west W 34-38 and
W 42 and fills L.15, 29, 30, 31 and 33 shaped a typical Middle Bronze defensive system of walls
and fills forming a glacis.

Field A, Square SE 1-27

The 1966 excavation in square SE 1-27 (see Fig. II.3, p.21) turned up no Middle Bronze
structural elements. During the 1968 season only one Middle Bronze locus was identified. Locus
39 consisted of reddish dirt on bedrock; it contained some EB III body sherds and a few MB IIC
sherds.

An Early Bronze wall, Wall 40, labeled by the excavator as a revetment wall which may have
been part of a revetment/defensive system with Walls 36 and 37 in Square SE 1-28. Not enough
data was available to confirm this possibility.

Field A, Square SE 1-28

Square SE 1-28 was excavated only during the 1968 season. Five loci were identified by the
excavator as belonging to the Middle Bronze Age.

The Middle Bronze
remains were all related to
two Middle Bronze walls,
Walls 36 and 37, both founded
on bedrock. Wall 36 rested on
bedrock and was a tumble of
medium-sized stones to the
north of Wall 37 at the time of

Middle Bronze Loci List for SE 1-28
8
16
19
21
22
24
28
36
37
41A
43

Fill of medium sized stones, loose gray dirt below L.7
Hard gray, below L.5
White huwwar glacis, below L.13, 14 16 & 17
Soft brown, below L.15
Gray, hard pack, sandwiched in L.19
Hard pack tan, below L.19
Hard pack brown, below L.19
Wall of large stones below L.30
Wall - Stone line S L.36, Below L.30
Medium to loose packed brown with larger stones, below L.40
White huwwar layer below L.35

List II.2: Locus List for Square SE 1-28

excavation. Wall 37 was a
24

wall of large stones, six - seven courses high, immediately to the south of Wall 36. These two
walls abutted each other, but were not

MB Loci Matrix for SE 1-28

bonded or interlinked. Wall 37 sat on
bedrock L.43, an EB III packed layer of
hard tan soil with white huwwar, which
rested on bedrock. The earth level L.43
was used to set a foundation for Wall 37 to
be built upon. All the Middle Bronze
material found in SE 1-27 related to Walls
36 and 37.

10
17

9

16

13
12

21
24 22
27
28
40
W37
34
41
43

11
14

15

6 7 8
18

19
26

23

25

W30
38
42

35

31 33 32
W36

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Matrix II.2: SE 1-28

Above Wall 37 were three Middle
Bronze layers. Locus 16 was a hard
gray layer with L.19 immediately
below it. Fingered with L.19 was
L.22, a layer of hard gray soil with
chips of white huwwar mixed in.
These three loci, L.16, 19 and 22
extended from above W 37 to the
south balk. They were the latest
layers of the Middle Bronze glacis
that fronted W 37 on the south.

In front of Wall 37 (to the South),
immediately below L.19 was L.24, a
hard-packed tan-colored earth layer
beneath L. 24 was L.19 again.
Immediately below the lower L.19
was a hard-packed brown soil, Locus

Figure II.4: Drawing of East Balk of Square SE 1-28
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28. The only other Middle Bronze locus was L.41A, a small area of medium-to-loose-packed
brown earth with larger stones.

In SE 1-28, huwwar layer L.19 was part of a Middle Bronze glacis running both up the south
side of, and over the top of, Early Bronze Walls 36 and 37. The two layers, L.24 and 22,
sandwiched within glacis L.19, represent repairs or rebuilds of the EB/MB revetment wall. These
layers, along with L.16, are part of the early MB IIC construction phase.

Field A, Square SW 1-25

Square 1-25 (Fig. II.3) is in the southwest quadrant of the site. SW 1-25 was the northernmost
of a series of squares excavated individually but forming a large N-S trench from Square SW
1-25 to Square SW 1-30. There were no clearly identifiable Middle Bronze loci in this square.
Loci 81, 98 and 99 were all fills that contained some Middle Bronze pottery sherds, but there
was no evidence of any other Middle Bronze loci or structures.

Field A, Square SW 1-26

In the 1963 season, many loci in SW 1-26 were dated to the Middle Bronze by their
associated ceramics. Against the south balk of the square were two Middle Bronze loci, one in
the SW corner, L.64, and one nearby in the center of the square, L.63. They were each comprised
of six layers of flat stones rising to a height of 80 cm. They are east and west piers of Wall 4
which ran from the square to the south, into SW 1-27. To the north of these piers was a series of
Middle Bronze layers that covered the northern three quarters of the square. They are Loci 10,
14, 17, 52, 54, 55, 56, and 69 - a series of layers formed in the later MB IIC Phase. These layers
comprised parts of a glacis that ran across the square from east to west. All of these loci abutted
the west balk. Loci 14 spread across the entire square.
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Figure II.5: Drawing of the West Balk of Square SW 1-26

Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 1-26

130
133

MB IIC

Wall of smaller stones extending and bending
loose brown earth inside room of 128 and 13

Early Phase
110 Separated from L.45 above by burn layer, also
green-yellow huwwar
111 Ashy brown burn, perhaps fire pit, below L.103
117 Stone paving removed, pit filled with medium
stones
131 Hard brown mixed with plaster
133 Loose brown earth floor
135 Appears to be jar burial in hard grey mixed with
huwwar, below L.131
137 Badly broken tabun in L.136
142 Hard brown, some white flecks
144 Stone wall below L.58 removed
146 Small stone wall below L.280,283 removed
147 Cobbled surface
148 White plaster, some brown mixed
152 Below floor of MB IIC house, medium packed
brown, below L.148
157 Pocket of loose brown soil in L.155
159 Loose brown and burn mixed, below L.158
160 Hard gray surface of room
161 Floor of MBIIC room, hard pack gray

Late Phase
4
Wall, stone wall fragment
5
Brown. plaster-flecked soil, hard packed, under L.1
8
Tannur under W. 4 167.43
10
Hard packed plaster, below L.8
14
Brown flecked with lime, no gravel 167.23
17
Hard brown layer, level of L.16, below L.9
52
Loose grey, clean, below tip of L.14 in northwest
corner of square
54
Hard brown, few stones, below L. 1, 14 and 52
55
Layer of clean brown soil, below L.54, W balk
56
Hard brown layer, below L.54
63
E Pier of Wall SW 1-27 L.4
64
W Pier of Wall (?) SW 1-27 L.4
69
E of L. 61, Probe into L.46 or below among stone
fall
119
127 Wall, large stones on line with L.4 of SW 1-27
1963
128 Wall, medium stones
129 Brown loose, larger stones

List II.3: MB Locus List for Square SW 1-26
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The 1966 excavations in SW 1-26 produced more Middle Bronze remains. Below the glacis
identified in the 1963 season were three Middle Bronze walls. In the southwest corner of the
square, coming out of the south balk, was Wall 4, In the center of the south balk was Wall 127,
comprised of “large stones one course wide, on a line with L.4 of SW 1-27, 1963”. Also coming
out of the south balk in a north-westerly direction, parallel to W.127, was Wall 128 made up of
medium sized stones. The ceramics found at its base show that it was a Middle Bronze wall. Wall
128 extends to the northwest until it
connects with W 130. Wall 130 bends to
the east and exits the square through the
east balk. Wall 130 was composed of
smaller stones than W 128, and was an
addition to W 128 which helped complete a
room in the southeast corner of the square.
The room was comprised of Walls 128 and
130, and L.133, a loose brown earth floor
from the Middle Bronze period judging
from the pottery found there.

At the north end of the square was an
early Middle Bronze stone Wall 144, which
extended about four feet to the south out of
the north balk. It was at an elevation of
165.59 m at its base. A hard-packed gray
floor, L.161, found in the northwest corner
of the square, (to the west of Wall 144),
was dated to the Middle Bronze and was
related to Wall 144. A loose brown Middle
Bronze fill (L.164) was beneath floor
L.161. Locus 160 to the east of Wall 144,

Figure II.6 Drawing of Square SW 1-26
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was described by the excavator, as a hard gray surface of a room, it was an early Middle Bronze
floor and was also related to W 144.

In the northeast corner of the square was Wall 146 which came out of the east balk for
approximately 1 meter, and then made a left turn
MB Loci Matrix for SW 1-26
W4

8

33
34

10 14 13 11 12
9
15
17
F16
18,20
19 21 22 23 24 25
30 28 29 W26 27
32 39 31
37 36

46 41 42 50 53
45
52
49 50 44 51
54 55 56 58 59 57
60 61
63
65
68 72 89 70 71
66
80
81 85 81
79
78 77
82
86
84
87, 88
90
91
92
97=70 95=51 94 93 96
101 102 100 99
98
103
104
105
112 108 111 110 109
106 107
116
114
115 113 117
120
121
118 119 122
W127 W128
123 129
124 125
126
129
W130
132
131
133
134
137
136
135
140 141
138
139
143
142
149
145 W146 W144 147
150
151
148
153
157
154
152
160 159
156 158 155
165 161 W166
167
163
164 162
170
168 172 171 169
179
177 176 173 W174 175
64
62
69 67 74
76

Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Matrix II.3: SW 1-26

to the south for about a meter. Inside of the angle
of this wall was L.148, a white plaster Middle
Bronze floor. Immediately under L.148 was L.152
an MB IIC sub-floor of the house partially formed
by Wall 146. Under L.152 was L.159, a loose
brown and burned fill with mixed early Middle
Bronze ceramics. On the outside, and to the north
of this angled Wall, L.146, were two Middle
Bronze loci, a cobbled surface, L.147 and L.142, a
hard brown surface with white flecks. Loci 147
and 142 were Middle Bronze floors also
associated with Wall 146. Walls 146 and 130 seem
to be of similar
construction and
are both from
the earlier part
of the MB IIC
Phase.

A Middle
Bronze tabun,
L.137, was
discovered in

the center of the square under both L.110 a burn layer mixed
29

SW 1-26
MB Juglet, Reg No. 608

with gray soil, that was 15-20 cm thick and L.111 a fire pit or burn layer. This was to the west
and northwest of Walls L.128 and L.130. In the northeast corner of the square was an MB IIC jar
burial in hard gray mixed with huwwar, L.135. This locus was below L.131, a hard brown soil
mixed with plaster.

In the 1968 season the excavations uncovered no Middle Bronze loci in SW 1-26.

Two phases of domestic occupation were found in SW 1-26 during the MB IIC period. The
First Middle Bronze Phase was represented by Walls 144 and 146, Floors 148, 152, 159, 131,
147, 142, 161 and 164; a tabun 137; and a child burial 135, all found in the northern half of the
square. In the later MB IIC Phase the earlier Middle Bronze domestic phase was covered by a
glacis which extended across the square from east to west and covered the southern two-thirds of
the square. The construct was made up of Loci 10, 14, 17, 52, 54, 55, 56, and 69. The later
Middle Bronze Phase also included Walls 4, 127, 128, and 130.

Field A, Square SW 1-27

Numerous loci in the 1963 season contained Middle Bronze pottery sherds, but they were all
mixed with sherds from other periods. Many loci had mixed sherds with both Middle Bronze and
Iron Age, or Middle Bronze and the Islamic period. Early Bronze loci appeared, that were clearly
Early Bronze and not mingled with other periods. According to the excavator, in the northwest
coenr of the square was, “an east-west diagonal wall at the north end of Tell Taanach (L.3), face
slanting out.” (Field Book for SW 1-27 page 1) This was the MB II stone fall, and wall, that
extends through the north balk and into square SW 1-26 as Wall 4 in 1-26. South of this wall was
a series of layers that form a glacis outside of Wall 4. The glacis included multiple loci: loci L.5 a
loose-packed, light brown soil; L.6, a scree of stones over brown soil mixed with nari; L.7, a
loose-packed light brown soil; L.8, another scree of stones; and L.9, loose-packed brown soil
with roots and small stones.
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In 1966, no specifically Middle Bronze Loci were identified from this square and there was
no written report from 1968.

Field A, Square SW 1-28

Square SW 1-28 was only excavated during the 1963 season. It was cleared down to bedrock
and revealed significant Middle Bronze walls and a glacis.There was a revetment system in the
square which originally extended completely across the square and continued in Square SE 1-28.
However only the west part of the glacis was still identifiable because some destruction and a
large pit in the south/center of the square.

Figure II.7: Drawing of the East Balk of Square SW 1-28

Across the north half of the square was Middle Bronze Locus 10, a layer of large stones.
Beneath Locus 10 was a series of Middle Bronze layers comprising the later Middle Bronze
revetment. The revetment was comprised of three loci: L.11 a lime deposit layer, L.12 a hard
31

white surface, and L.13 a thick rock cover

MB Loci Matrix for SW 1-28

to soft soil, immediately below L.12.

1
6

W3

18
27

W9

P17
19
22

7

4
15
20

25
26

2
W5
10
11
12 W14
13
16
23
24

8

Below soil layer L.13 was the remnant of
Walls L.5 and14, Early Phase Walls, and
parts of the Early Phase revetment which

21

covered the entire northern three-quarters
of the square.

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Field Supervisor Al Glock wrote about
Matrix II.4: SW 1-28

the early glacis, “on the assumption that a

glacis surface must be very hard, most
likely the upper huwwar surface, we

Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 1-28

may reason that in SW 1-28, Loci 11

Late Phase

and 12, formed a portion of the

likely part of the same construction

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

though it was lower on the slope of

Early Phase

bedrock and was well-preserved

10
11
12
13
14
16

exposed surface of the earliest glacis.
Locus 27 on the east balk was very

thanks to the protection of its
location,” (Glock 1966: 9).

Beneath the glacis composed of
loci 10, 11, and 12. were four Middle
Bronze Age walls. To the north was
Wall 5. which extended out of the west
balk. The wall was composed of small

17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
27

Second wall of small stones
Soil between first and second wall
First wall and removal
S of lower wall near bone gray soil
Virgin soil under flint wall pottery again appears
Trench of step A
Removal of Wall 3

Removal of stone on slant, exposing hard white surface
Cutting through lime area only - below L.7
Removal of hard white surface, and below L.10
Removal of rock cover to soft soil, below L.11
Small retaining Wall below L.13
brown gravel surface, interrupting glacis (L.11), and
plastered Wall 3
Pit, interrupting portion of L.6
Formerly part of L.6, But now more specifically the
layer below L.6
Below surface of random stones in pit, L.17
15cm down from floor of trench, S of lime deposit
(L.11)
(below L.20 color change down towards H.W. surface)
Rock support for glacis
"sherd" layer below L.11
brown hard pack below L.24 to hard lime surface
Second lime layer between L.11 and

List II.4: MB Locus List for Square SW 1-28
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stones, approx. 32 cm in thickness, and laid in soft white mortar. A second wall, one meter to the
south of Wall 5 and parallel to it, was Wall 14. Both Walls 5 and 14 were, according to the
excavator, part of the Early MB IIC Phase. Between the two walls was L.7, a lime layer/deposit
and a Middle Bronze earth layer L.4. Both Walls 5 and 14 extended east to the middle of the
square, where they cut L.16, a Middle Bronze brown gravel surface. Also coming into the square
from the west balk, south of walls 5 and 14, were Walls L. 3 and 9. Both Walls 3 and 9 were
composed of small plastered stones. Between walls 14 and 3 was a fill of brown soil. South of
Wall 3 was L.6, a gray soil. In the center of the square, toward the south, was a brown gravel
surface, L.16, interrupting Loci 11, 3, and 9. Walls 3 and 9. were also cut by locus, Pit 17.

Between the west balk and Pit 17, south of Wall 14, were Middle Bronze layers, L.6 and 18.
To the east of the Pit L.17 were Middle Bronze Layers L.20 and 22 which extended north on the
east side of the square. In the middle of the square, on the north side of Wall 3 was Locus 23, a
rock support for L.7 and the early MB IIC glacis. This early glacis was composed of Walls 5,14,
3, and 9, and also fill layers 4, 6, 7, 18, 20, 22, and 23.

There were two MB IIC phases in SW 1-28. The early phase included the two walls in the
east half of the square and the associated
revetment. Walls 5 and 14 entered the
square from the west. These two walls
were part of the early Middle Bronze phase
fortifications, but in time two newer walls,
3 and 9 were added in the center of the
square and covered by the later Middle
Bronze Phase glacis including layers L.10,
11, and 12 which covered most of the
square. The glacis layer L.12, probably

MB Loci Matrix for SW 1-29
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3
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6
8
9
12 10
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W13
W14
16
17
15
19
20
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25
26
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Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

continued in SE 1-28 as glacis layer L.19.
Matrix II.5: SW 1-29
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18
24

Field A, Square SW 1-29

The MB IIC remains in this square are built around two Middle
Bronze walls. Wall 14 was an east-west wall in the center of the Square.
Looking to the west, Wall 14 crossed into and through Square SW 2-29
and on into Square SW 3-29 as Walls L.8 and L.17 respectively. At the
south end of the square was L.13, a thin (one row wide) early MB IIC
wall running east

SW 1-25 to 1-30; 1963

Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 1-29

to west across

Late Middle Bronze

the square and out of the west balk.

2
3
4
5
7
8
10
11
12
13
14

Grey soil, lower slope of large stone
Grey soil, exposing plastered, white and stone surface.
Under L.1
Beneath white plaster at base of large stone
Brown and white, plastered surface, below L.3
removal of gray soil at N of trench under L.6
Soft gray strata under L. 5 and 6
Floor of stone and clay at base of large stone S to brown
soil, but not past thin wall. Beneath L.4
3.04cm N of large stone in trial trench down to hard
brown surface, below L.8
Removed hard surface, S of large stone and down to
expose but not break plastered floor. Under L.10
Thin wall at south of end of trench
Large stone of 2nd 1.5 m. trench; stone anchors Wall 14
which extends into the west balk

Early Middle Bronze
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
26
27

Between the two walls were Middle
Bronze layers 22, 12, 10, and 4. Locus
22, on bedrock, was a plaster layer with
a hard surface, L.12, over the top of it.
Above Locus 12 was L.10 a stone and
clay floor with L.4 above it. Above L.4
was another plaster layer, which was not
given a locus number. It was simply
mentioned in the Field Book

Small section N of L.5, Above L.8, below L.3
Area around lower thin wall
Soft grey, (formerly top of L.8)
Removed L.18, formerly lower part of L.8, to hard brown
surface, (but not the same as L.11, but above it)
Thin hard plaster surface between L.18 and 23
Hard white surface, below L.12
Thin hard plaster surface and grey beneath to hard whitebrown surface. Below L.18
Stones in brown soil, below L.23 and L.11
Removed Light brown layer, below L.2
Removed dark brown surface, filled with many small
stones, sub L.26

List II.5: MB Locus List for Square SW 1-29

description. The two plaster layers (L.4
and the unlabelled locus) were part of a
glacis to cover and protect the space
between the two walls. This part of the
square was developed in the early
Middle Bronze phase.

North of the EW bisecting Wall 14,
was a series of Middle Bronze layers
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covering most of the north half of the square. The latest layer was L.3, a thin hard grey surface.
Directly below it was L.5, a glacis layer of stones and plaster, 3 - 8 cm thick. Alongside L.5 was
a soft gray strata, L.8. Beneath L.5 and 8 was a small locus, L.15. Under L.15 and 3.04 m north
of Wall 14 was L.11 of hard brown earth. Below L.11 were Loci 20 and 23, both thin hard plaster
surfaces.

Beneath Wall 13 was L.16. Locus 16 was composed of stones in brown soil down to bedrock.
Almost the entire square was cleared to bedrock. Some Early Bronze pottery was in evidence
near bedrock, beneath the Middle Bronze strata.

Field A, Square SW 1-30

Square SW 1-30 (see fig. II.3: Drawing

Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 1-30

158.50. Locus 3 was 3.0 m from the north

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
12
13
15
16

balk at an elevation of 158.07 on its north

17

of Field A) was at the bottom (south end)
of the south slope. Two large rocks
dominated this square. They were Loci 3
and 7. Locus 7 was 1.50 m south of the
north balk at an elevation, on top, of

edge and 157.29 at its south edge.
Together the two stones cover the east half
of the square. A crevice was formed

18
19
20
21
28

between the two large rocks which

Crevice between L.7 and N balk, below L.1
Large stone south of area: 300 cm S
North of L.7, S of L.19, below L.2; crevice
N of L.7, S of L.19, below L.4; crevice
N of L.7, S of L.19, below L.5; crevice
Large stone 150 cm S of balk
N of L.7, S of L.19, below L.6, lowest in crevice
Mixed gray sand, small stones, below L.10
Dark brown, speckled with white. below L.2
White and gray, below L.12
Deep red, below L.14
Thin surface above L.19, below Rock, L.3 in dark
soil (same as L.16 of SW 1-29)
Inside cave, dark brown and burnt yellow, gravel
and clay: below L.3 & 11
Deep red, below L.11
Shelf of rock in N of section
Red and brown, below L.18 and 13
Hard white, su L.13
Mouth of cave; covered with stone below L.15

List II.6: MB Locus List for Square SW 1-30

extended out of the north balk and the

bedrock (L. 19). There were five loci within the crevice. The first two loci, 2 and 4, contained
mixed sherds from Middle Bronze to Islamic. The next two, loci 5 and 6, contained only Middle
Bronze sherds. Beneath Loci 5 and 6 was the lowest locus, L.8, which contained a few Early
Bronze sherds as well as Middle Bronze sherds.
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The area south of Locus 3, “was a vast complex of colored soils, of high pigment. Clay of
black, red, yellow, white, brown, and other shades, mixed in a multitude of layers, and almost
devoid of pottery, or reasonable stratigraphy. Many of the clays are burnt.” (SW 1-30 Field Book,
July 11, 1963) Some mud bricks were found, “and what appears to be the beginning of a small
mud brick wall was found in L.11” (SW 1-30 Field Book, July 11, 1963) about 1.5 meters south
of Rock 3. The first locus, to the south and a little to the east of L.3, was L.12, a dark-brown,
speckled-with-white layer. Further south was Locus 11 which contained gray powder and small
stones.

The excavators began to dig under large Rock 3, on the southeast
side where they found a cave entrance. They “continued to find
pottery sherds in burnt layers of colored soils”. (SW 1-30 Field
Book, July 12, 1963) Locus 16 was below the Rock 3 in dark soil.
Immediately behind
Locus 16, to the north, going into the cave, was L. 17 which was
made up of dark-brown and burnt-yellow colored gravel and clay.
Within the cave under and behind Locus 17 was L. 28 a layer of
Figure II.8
Square SW 1-30

small stones in the mouth of the cave. Cleaning around Locus 28,
revealed L.15 a deep

MB Loci Matrix for SW 1-30

red layer which contained a burnt MB IIC juglet.
The excavator dated the juglet to the MB IIC–1500
B.C. which placed it in the later MB IIC phase,
transitioning to LBI. Loci 15, 16, 17, and 28 were

3
8
11 15
18

all Middle Bronze loci, evidenced by the pottery
30

they contained.

Outside of the cave, to the south was Locus 11.
Below L.11, was a red clay layer L.18 and a white
36

1

7

27

4 5 6

12
20 13
28
29

24

25

23
26

21

19
17
22

Orange -Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Matrix II.6: SW 1-30

2

16
8

and brown clay layer L.13. Below Locus 13 and 18 was a red-brown layer, L.20, along the west
balk, under L.13, was L. 21 a white hard surface. After cleaning Loci 28 and 15 out of the mouth
of the cave, digging
continued down exposing
Loci 29, 30, 31, and 32
(all Early Bronze loci).
On August 2, 1963,
“digging was
discontinued just before
second breakfast by
severe cave in.” This was
the last entry in the Field
Notes for SW 1-30 1963,

Figure II.9: Squares SW 1-29 & 1-30, Field A

as digging ceased for the
1963 season.

When excavations resumed in 1966, workers found two large rocks, loci, L.16 and L.19 on
bedrock, extending into SW 1-30 from out of square SW 1-29. South from Loci 16 and 19 are
two more large rocks, Loci 7 and 3. A crevice was found between Loci 16 and 19 and the
northernmost rock, L.7. In the crevice are four loci, 4, 5, 6, and 8. Locus 4 contained both Late
Bronze and Middle Bronze pottery, but L.5 and L.6 contained only Middle Bronze and L.8 was
Early Bronze.

There was no clear distinction, or demarcation, of a Middle Bronze sub-phases in Square SW
1-30. There were Middle Bronze remnants in the square, but not enough to delineate individual
MB Phases. The only evidence of habitation found within this square was in a cave. There was a
small cave underneath rock Locus 3, and downhill, to the south, are a number of Middle Bronze
Loci. The various loci were irregular and difficult to distinguish; they also revealed an
inconsistent pattern of mud bricks. The loci south of Rock 3, and the cave, all contained evidence
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of burning, indicating a destruction level. Given the presence of Middle Bronze pottery, the lack
of Early Bronze pottery, the presence of a floor in front (to the South) of the cave and the
presence of a possible mudbrick wall outside the cave, it is clear that this square was part of the
earliest phase of occupation, probably a campsite dwelling during the MB IIB period.

Field A, Square SW 2-25

Most of the loci in this Square excavated
in 1963 contained a mix of Middle Bronze
and Late Bronze pottery. There were many
LB loci, but only two clearly Middle
Bronze Age loci. The two Middle Bronze
loci were L.11 and L.142. Locus 11 was a
layer of supporting stones for a broken Late
Bronze clay stand-pipe structure in the
southeast quadrant of the square. The standFigure II.10: Middle Bronze Cooking Pot
Cooking
Pot Figure X
from SW 2-25. Reg. No 1278

pipe was a clay pipe approximately six
inches in diameter standing vertically. It

was a Late Middle Bronze feature based on the sherds found around its base. Locus 142 was a
loose brown soil layer in the center of the square, behind a circular wall and under graves 1 and
3. The graves contained 8 adult burials from the Iron Age.

The 1966 excavations included no exclusively Middle Bronze loci. Some loci contained
Middle Bronze sherds. Middle Bronze sherds were always mixed with Late Bronze, 12th-11th
century B.C. sherds, or even later.

In 1968, the “excavations represent the deepening of an extant trench along the west balk line,
extending from the south balk for 2.5 m, 90 cm wide.” (SW 2-25 1968 Field Book page 19)
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Several Middle Bronze Loci were in the square, but only one Locus contained any significant
Middle Bronze material. Locus 218, a loose brown soil layer, in the north section of the trench,
contained a Middle Bronze clay cooking pot # 1278 (See Figure II.6). Locus 218 also contained
some Early Bronze and LB I pottery.

In the 1968 season, no Middle Bronze architectural remains were found. The trench, begun in
1966, was extended south into the balk to meet up with a trench cut into the northern balk of SW
2-26. In that trench was a wall of massive stones corresponding to L.63, a line of stones in the
northwest corner of SW 2-26

There was limited evidence of Middle Bronze occupation in this square. Since there were few
significant Middle Bronze ceramics, and no Middle Bronze walls, floors, or other architectural
remains found, it is impossible to be more specific.

Field A, Square SW 2-26

SW 2-26 (See Fig. II.7) was excavated during the 1966 and 1968 seasons. In 1966, in the
center of the east half of the square, along the west balk, was a Middle Bronze plaster surface,
Locus 22. Below Locus 22 was a medium-gray layer L.25. Below Locus 25 was L.26, a burn
layer. Within the burn layer, Locus 26, was found on what the excavator called, a “tully” oven,
L.23. Locus 23 was incomplete, all that was found intact were pieces of the oven rim. There were
four other Middle Bronze ovens, or tabuns, found in this square. Partially in the east balk, and
near to the north balk, was Oven L.40 at an elevation of 165.36. On the opposite side of the
square, partially in the west balk, was Tabun Locus 31. Nearby, to the south, was Tabun Locus
43. Tabun 43 was at elevation 165.48. In the 1968 season, a fifth Tabun, L.68, was uncovered in
the center of the square at elevation 166.35. It was made up of large overturned storage jars that
were badly broken and it contained ashes within. Just south of Tabun 68 on the south and east
sides was Locus 72, a curb/layer of stones at elevation 166.50. The tabuns were all from the late
MB IIC phase, and their presence gave credibility to this being a domestic MB IIC area.
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Locus 19, a Late Middle Bronze Phase medium-brown earth layer, covered most of the north
half of the square with Loci 36 and 38, both Middle Bronze layers according to the excavator.
Under L.36 and 38, in the northeast corner of the square, was Wall 45. This wall in the northeast
Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 2-26
Late Middle Bronze
19
22
23
25
26
27
29
30
31
33
36
38
39
40
41
43
45
46
47
68

Brown medium soil level
Plaster surface. Plaster removed below L.18 & 25
Oven
Gray medium ground
Burn area
Brown, medium, flecked with white. Below L.19
Brown medium below L.19
Layer of small to medium stones, below L.27
Taboun in west balk
Dark brown, soft, below L.30
Below L.29, N balk, below L.39
N balk below L.36
Large rocks in N balk
Removal of taboun, sherds from top
Dark brown fleck, medium
Removal of installation, taboun
Wall
Floor surface
Loose gray wash layer
Large overturned storage jars, badly broken (one within the other); large ashy pocket within; rests on
surface of L.72; ashes scattered all around

Early Middle Bronze
48
63
68
71
72
74
73
75
77
79
80
81
82
85
90
91

Row of stones (wall)
Line of stones on surface of L.65, piled with other stones into N and W balks; sherds taken from among
stones. Extending thru L.64 & 62
Taboun, removed
Two course stub of wall, below L.54
Stones first appearing in L.66, widening to half of square
Dark brown semi-compact w/flecks and gravel
Compact medium brown with flecks
Below L.73, within L.74, stone wall 25-20cm single stone wide. Removed
Below L.76, crumbly brown with small stones & gravel
Below L.74, medium compact brown, stony, east of Wall 75
East balk removal
From L.81 & 77 east balk removal
Below L.79 and edge of L.80, compact brown with sone huwwar flecks
Earlier part of two phase building of Wall 75-85
Stone wall one course wide
Below L.90, semi-compact brown with small stones

List II.7: MB Locus List for Square SW 2-26
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Figure II.11: Drawing of Square SW 2-26

corner of the square, was found half in the north balk. It extended approximately 1.5 meters west,
then turned 90° to the left and continued south for about two meters. Within the angle of the wall
and around Tabun 40 was floor L.46, identified as Middle Bronze by the pottery in the vicinity.
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Wall 45 and Tabun 40 were removed at the end of the 1966 season. In 1968, Wall 48 was
uncovered in the northeast corner. Southeast of Wall 48, was Locus 47, a loose-wash gray
Middle Bronze earth layer. Based on the localized ceramics, construction, and position Wall 48
was from the Earlier MB IIC Phase and Wall 45 was constructed in the Later Phase.

In the south half of the square was a series

MB Loci Matrix for SW 2-26
1
8

W2

of eight late Middle Bronze loci including

7 6 5 4 3

Locus 19 with brown medium soils. Loci 27

11 10 9
17 14 13
16
15
12
19 20
18
27
22 23
26 24
21
30
W28
25
29
31
33
34 35
38 36 32
37
44
41 42 43
40 39
46
44 W45
49
48
47
51 54
52
53
50
57
56
55
59
58
60
61
62
66
64
65 63
71
72
69 68
67
70
74 W75
73
77
76
78
79
81
80
82
85
83 84
86 87 88 89
W90
91

and 29, which should be considered one hard
surface or floor, were just below L.19.
Continuing under L.27 and L.29 was L.30, a
brown layer with stones; L.33, a soft, darkbrown earth stratum; and L.41, a mediumdark brown layer with flecks. All of these
loci, when completely exposed, extended over
the entire square and were late Middle Bronze
period loci as identified by the ceramics
found in proximity to them.

Three meters west of the east balk and

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

coming out of the north balk was Wall 75.
Wall 75 extended south for about 4.5 meters.
Continued excavation showed that Wall 75

Matrix II.7: SW 2-26

ceased after only two meters. A second Wall,

85 extended another two and one-half meters further south. Wall 75 was, , “according to order of
building, size of stones and relation to context,” (Field Book for SW 2-26 1968, page 33)
comprised of two walls, Walls 75 and 85. The southernmost stone in L.85 was at an elevation of
166.25. Further probing by the excavators showed that W 85 extended north under W 75. Wall
85 looks like the earlier part of the two phase building of Wall 75-85. Under W 75-85 was
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Middle Bronze locus, L.82 which extended east and west over the northern third of the square.
Wall 85 was of the early MB IIC Phase and Wall 75 was an MB IIC early Phase rebuild or
addition.

Wall 75-85 continued south until it met the curb of stones Locus 72. More stones emerged
around L.72 which began to resemble a fall of stones to the west from Wall 75-85. Continued
exposure showed that these stones formed a floor which covered the entire south half of the
square, a floor contemporary with Wall 75-85 from the Early MB IIC Phase.

In the northwest corner of the square was a layer of rocks. The rocks were the remains of a
fallen wall, Wall 63, from the early Middle Bronze phase which was uncovered in the balk
removal. The rocks extended diagonally from southwest to northeast across the northwest corner
of the square; this wall of 3 or 4 courses was the extension of Wall 63 in SW 2-25, which was not
previously identified as a wall.”

Removal of the east balk, between SW 2-26 and SW 1-26 included the removal of Middle
Bronze Loci 73, 74, 77, 79, 80, 81, and 82, a series of Middle Bronze soil layers of variegated
fills. At the south end of the east balk, extending south and east through the south balk and into
the east balk of SW 2-27 was a one course stone Wall 90. Underneath Wall 90 was Locus 91, a
Middle Bronze locus of semi-compact brown soil with small stones. The only other Middle
Bronze wall found emerging from the south balk, was the stub of an early Middle Bronze Wall
71, which was two stones wide.

Square SW 2-26 was an MB IIC domestic area with habitation in two phases. The Earlier
Phase included Walls 48, 75-85, 71, and 90, in the east balk. The stone floor Locus 72 which
covered most of the square was also from the Early Phase. The Latter Phase had earth levels 19,
36, and 38 over the north half of the square. Underneath these layers, and covering most of the
square, were earth layers 27, 29, 30, 33, and 41. Just above these layers along the east balk were
later Loci 25, 26, and 22, with Tabun 23 on top of them. Five tabuns for cooking from the Later
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Phase were found across the square. This was the latest Middle Bronze Phase habitation in the
square. Just below these layers in the northeast corner of the square were Walls 45 and 48, with
earlyMiddle Bronze earth layers 46 and 47 in contact with them. Wall 48 was an early phase wall
in continued use, and Wall 45 was laid in the late phase. Across the northwest corner of the
square was Wall 63. Walls 63 and 40 may have met to form a corner in the square to the north
SW 2-25. The architectural remains in this square were mostly from the later Middle Bronze
period.
MB Loci Matrix for SW 2-27

Field Square A, SW 2-27

SW 2-27 was a predominantly Early

15
18 19
20 W21

Bronze square. Only five loci were

1
W2
3
7 8
6 5
W4
9 10 11
14
12 13
16
17

27 25 26 23 22

24
31
33 34 29 28 32 W44
37 48 51 38
36 35
39 42 41 43
40
47 45
46
50 49
53 54 52
51
57 56 55
60 59 58
64
63 62
61
69
68
70
72
65 70 74
Balk removal
73 71
76 77
W78 83 84 85
73 82 W81
75
86 W88

considered by the excavator to be Middle
Bronze layers. In 1966, Loci 7, 9 and 15 were
found. They were all earth layers in the north
half of the square. They were not in
succession, there was an Early Bronze layer
partially sandwiched in between, and
separating, Loci 9 and 15.

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

In 1968 only two Middle Bronze loci were
found. Locus 43 was a layer of rocks in the

Matrix II.8: SW 2-27

north half, and L.47 was a semi-compact

brown soil layer which covered much of the square. These two loci seemed to be part of a
continuing defensive

Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 2-27
7
9
15
43
47

Gray hard below L.3
Brown, medium packed
Possibly = L.10, brown medium to loose, many stones
Below L.38; rock pile over (in) brick-brown soil over soft fine brown
Below L.45, semi-compact brown huwwar dense at south, sparse
north

List II.8: Locus List for Square SW 2-27
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revetment across the
square. That was the
extent of the revealed
Middle Bronze presence

in SW 2-27.
Field A, Square SW 2-29

The architectural anchor in this square was an Early Phase MB IIC Wall, Locus 8, running
completely across the middle of the square from east to west. This wall was part of the longer
wall including Locus 14 in SW 1-29 to the east, and L.17 in SW 3-29 and L.4 in 4-29 to the west.
Wall 8 continues into the west balk where it was above Middle Bronze Loci 37, 38, and 39 found
in the west balk.
Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 2-29

To the north of Wall 8 was a series of

5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
16
1718
19
20
21
22

Middle Bronze loci. Together the loci,
including 18, 19, 20, and 21, covered the
eastern two-thirds of the square. Locus 18
was surface material. The rest were earth –
slightly gray and soft L.19, slightly graybrown L.20, and hard gray-brown L.21.
Below loci 19, 20, and 21 was Locus 22, a
soft brown layer, only a meter wide. East of

Middle Bronze surface layer
Hard packed with stones
Middle Bronze surface
Wall of large stones
Packed earth immediately south of W 8
Packed earth, below L.10 = L.9
Soft earth with stones, covering L.8 = L.10
Hard brown, below L.12 = L.9, L.11
Yellowish, below L. 15, without stones
Softer crumbly earth, below L.15 at east
Surface dirt, brown
Slightly gray soft earth
Gray-brown below L.19
Hard gray-brown with small stones, below L.20
Soft brown, below L.21 with gray layers
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L.22 was a yellowish layer, L.16. Sealing
against Wall 8 along its north side, was fill 17, a soft, crumbly earth fill with some stones. All of
these Middle Bronze layers north of Wall 8 were determined by the excavators to be Middle
Bronze by their associated ceramics.
MB Loci Matrix for SW 2-29
3 2 6 41 5

South of Wall 8 were Loci 11, 12, and 13

12 13

11 9 7 10 W8 29
15
16

14

17
18 19 20 21
25 24 23 22

which covered most of the southern half of the
square, down to bedrock, near the south balk.

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze

Locus 11 was a rectangular area of packed
earth. Locus 12 was made up of soft stones, and
L.13 was hard brown soil. All three contained
45
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Middle Bronze pottery. North of the shallow layers of Locus 11, 12, and 13 were Middle Bronze
layers L.6, 9, 5, and 7. Loci 5 and 7 were surface layers. Locus 6 was a hard-packed layer with
stones, and L.9 was a hard-packed soil layer. Each of these layers contained Middle Bronze
pottery sherds and together, Loci 5, 6, 7, and 9 comprised part of a revetment covering the
southern half of the square which was the continuation of a revetment/glacis that stretches into
this square from SE 1-28 through SW 1-29. Underneath the revetment, in the southern half of the
square was Early Bronze loci down to bedrock.

Figure II.12: Drawing of the East Balk of Square SW 2-29

An interesting installation appeared south of Wall 8 which had been cut into the bedrock. It
consisted of “two rectangular basins connected with each other by two channels bored into the
bedrock. The larger of the two basins was approximately 3.10 m x 2.00 m and of shallow depth
(about .10 m). The smaller basin below it measured approximately .88 m x .55 m and was close
to .70 m in depth. Some plaster lining was found in the smaller basin as well as in one of the
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channels. The usage of this installation probably as a winepress seems very likely,” (Lapp 1968c:
38).

Field A, Square SW 2-30

The central feature in SW 2-30 was a cave toward the north under a large rock shelf in the
middle of the square. Locus 8, a powdery black earth locus, was found below Middle Bronze
Locus 7, at the cave entrance. Locus 8 was both inside and outside the cave entrance. Outside the
cave, L.8 extended south and east across almost the entire square and included many pots,
storage jars, a krater, and bowls, all dated to either 1500-1468 B.C. or the Late Bronze Age.
Within the cave entrance, one Middle Bronze pot, (storage jar, 922), was found at elevation
156.40 m. The cave contained many sherds dated by the excavator as 1500-1468 B.C. Locus 8 is
a Middle Bronze burn layer which is both in the cave and across the square where it goes down
to bedrock. The pottery description given by the excavator indicated that the cave was a cave/
campground area of occupation from the MB IIC phase.

Field A, Square SW 3-25

In the center of this square were three walls roughly in the shape of an “X.” The most
complete wall was Locus 5 (in a southeast to northwest direction). It was “crossed” by Walls
L.14 and L.15. Going from Wall 5 toward the southwest was Wall 14, and going east from Wall 5
Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 3-25
4
5
14
15
16
17

Flagstone pavement east of Wall 5
N-S wall to west of pavement L.4
Wall running to west from Wall 5 this wall belongs to the last phase of the building
Wall running to east from Wall 5 this wall belongs to the last phase of the building
Flagstone pavement to the north of Wall 15 and east of Wall 5
Small circle of stones in pavement L.16 at end of Wall 15

List II.10: MB Locus List for Square SW 3-25
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was Wall 15. To the northeast of the intersection of Walls 5 and 15 was a stone pavement, Locus
16. At the east end of Wall 15 and in the pavement of L.16, was a small circle of stones, L.17.
Locus 17 “was a drain installed in the pavement in the latest phase of the building,” (Field Book
for SW 3-25 1968, page 2) and was from the late MB IIC. To the south of Wall 15 and east of
Wall 5 was L.4, a flagstone pavement. L.4 was under L.3, an LBI locus.

Walls 14 and 15 and Pavements 16
and 4 belong to the last stage of the MB
IIC building phase. The two pavements,
separated by Wall 15, are the same basic
pavement. “There is evidence of a
building up of the flagstones on some of
the older flagstones of an earlier phase
of the building,” (Field Book for SW
3-25 1968, page 2) but not enough, or of
a kind, to identify a specific phase for
the lower flagstones.

Wall 5 was an Early MB IIC wall with
a room to the east, with an earlier

SW 3-25

pavement floor. In the later phase, W 15
was added to form two rooms to the east

Figure II.13: Drawing of the East Balk
of Square SW 3-25

with reconstructed pavement floors. The
later floor, comprised of both L.16 and 4,

had a drain in it. Wall 15, the drain and the two stone pavements were Late Middle Bronze loci
according to the corresponding ceramics. This square was a domestic area with two Middle
Bronze phases.
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Field A, Square SW 3-26

In Square SW 3-26 was a small wall with
a right angle corner in the northwest
quadrant of the square, with stones of 25-35
cm. Wall 30 entered the square from the
northwest corner going southeast for 1.5 m
and turned 90º right toward the southwest.
The wall was one stone wide and 1-2 courses
high. Within the angle of Wall 30, was
Locus 34, a Middle Bronze locus of semicompact brown earth with flecks. When the
north-south leg of Wall 30 was removed, it
had was was seen to be resting on L.32 a
hard-packed brown earth locus. The eastwest leg of Wall 30, was two courses high,
and was laid upon Locus 35, a semi-compact

Figure II.14: Drawing of Square SW 3-26

light brown earth locus. Loci, 32 and 35
contained only Middle Bronze pottery sherds
and were, thus, both Middle Bronze loci.

MB Loci Matrix for SW 3-26
W28 25 24

Appearing out of the center of the north balk

36
38

and stretching approximately three meters
south-southwest into the square was Wall 31.
Wall 31 was one or two courses high, and when
it was removed, it also rested on Locus 32. At

26 27
W30 W31 29
34
32
33
37
35

39

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Matrix II.10: SW 3-26

the south end of Wall 31 it split into two
extensions going south and disappeared in L.18. Continued excavations showed that Locus 18
was an Early Bronze locus of stones lying irregularly which extended across the entire square to
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Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 3-26
18
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
39

Stones lying irregularly on Wall 28
Below L.20, plaster floor and basin - sherds taken from cleaning of surface and of basin interior; 1
piece worked flint
Below L.26 & 27, semi-compact brown stony; usual maximum stone size was that of a grapefruit;
huwwar pieces
Wall of one stone width (25-35 cm) with right angle corner
Wall of stones (15-18 cm), 2 stones wide
Below L.29 between and under L.30 and 31 compact brown with flecks
Below L.20 and 29, east of L.31, loose brown soil with many stones
Below L.29, semi-compact brown with huwwar flecks; bones
Semi-compact light brown, below L.30,32,33 & 34; dug from north edge of stones, deeper as north
balk was approached, exposing stones of the character of L.18 to N balk
Loose brown, below L.36, stoneless
Below L.38 White plaster

List II.11: MB Locus List for Square SW 3-26

the south. Middle Bronze Locus 35 lay both between Walls 30 and 31 and east of Wall 31, and
abounded in pottery, mostly MB IIC.

To the east of Wall 31 were three successive Middle Bronze layers, Loci 29, 33, and 35. Locus
29 contained “eight whole or part jugs, badly broken, near each other among and under rather
large stones (15-20 cm),” (Field Book for SW 3-26 1968, page 31). Under Locus 29 was L.33, a
“loose brown soil with many stones,” (Field Book for SW 3-26 1968, page 2) and under L.33
was L.35 which extended across the square from the west balk to the east balk.

In the southwest corner of the square was a loose brown stoneless Locus 38. Beneath L.38 was
white plaster locus, L.39. Across the square along the east balk was Locus 27, a plaster floor and
basin. These two were both identified as Middle Bronze by the excavator according to the
ceramics in them.

Wall 30 formed part of an MB IIC room toward the west and Wall 31 was the western wall of
an MB IIC room to the east. The space between the two walls shows no evidence of a floor or a
street and does not indicate any architectural relationship between them, except that the two
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layers both contain Middle Bronze pottery which help to confirm that both walls are from the
Middle Bronze period.

Field A, Square SW 3-27

This square was almost exclusively Early Bronze. Only eight miscellaneous soil layers
contained any MB sherds. None of the Middle Bronze loci were architectural in nature.

Field A, Square SW 3-29

A long MB IIC wall, Wall 17, extended from east to west across Square SW 3-29. It was a
continuation of Walls 8 in SW 2-29 and Wall 14 in SW 1-29. Wall 17 was built with a single row
of large stones. A second MB IIC Wall, L.24, made up of smaller stones went south from Wall 17
for about one meter before
making a right angle
turn to the west and
exiting the square into
the west balk. Inside the
angle of Wall 24 was
L.25, a Middle Bronze
locus of soft gray earth.
To the south of Walls 17
and 24 were two Middle
Bronze loci. Locus 27, a
brownish-gray layer and

SW 3-29

below L.27 was a
brown layer, L.28.
Across the entire

Figure II.15: Drawing of Square SW 3-29

square, north of Wall
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Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 3-29
10
17
18
19
21
22
24
25
27
28
31
32
36
38

Soft gray with white chips, stones, below L5
Long wall = L.8 of SW 2-29
Gray and brown soft soil No edge of bedrooms, over shaft
Gray-white soil at top of shaft
Huwwar in shaft/tomb, below L19 at 3.15 m below top of shaft
Brown dirt below L.21 in shaft
Angle of wall, attached to L.17
Soft gray earth between L.17 and L.24
Brownish-gray below L.23=L.15
Brown, below L.27 = L.26= L.15
Soft dark brown below L.30
Hard Brown, below L.31
Below L.35 soft brown below L.32
Cave

Figure II.16: MB Bowl
from SW 3-30
Reg # 822

17, were Middle Bronze loci L.31, a
List II.12: MB Locus List for Square SW 3-29

soft dark brown earth layer, and L.32,
a hard brown layer.

In the southeast quadrant of the square was a cistern with four distinct layers of earth inside.
The layers Loci 18, 19, 21, and 22 all contained Late Bronze and Middle Bronze pottery, but
mostly Middle Bronze.

In the northeast corner of the square,
just north of the long Wall 17 was a
cave in bedrock, extending East into the
balk. The cave, Locus 38, contained

MB Loci Matrix for SW 3-29
123

4 5
7
10
9

12 14 13
19 18
15
21
22

pottery. It was not large enough to
provide any kind of habitation and there
were no architectural features or
household remains to indicate any

11
16

W17
20

26

both Early Bronze and Middle Bronze

6
8

39

23
W24
27 28 29
37

25
32 31 30
33
34
38
36 35

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Matrix II.11: SW 3-29

domestic habitation. Its purpose is
uncertain.
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Field A, Square SW 3-30

Most of the Loci in this square are from the Late Bronze Age. Only three loci were identified
as being from the Middle Bronze Age. Eight loci that are possibly Middle Bronze should be
noted because most of them are architectural.

At the north balk, under Loci 1 and 2, was bedrock Locus 3 across the entire north end of the
square. It extended approximately one half meter south into the square. On the south side of the
bedrock L.3, coming out of the east balk, and extending about 4 meters to the west, was Wall 4.
At the west end of Wall 4 was Wall 7 going south at a right angle to Wall 4. Walls 4 and 7 were
not connected to each other. Wall 7 went south from bedrock L.3 and the west end of Wall 4 for
one meter, then turned right, to the west
and exited the square through the west
balk. Wall 4 was composed of large
stones, and Wall 7 was made up of
much smaller stones. As excavation
continued, Wall 10 emerged. Wall 10
was a continuation of the southward
part of Wall 7 and was constructed of
larger stones like Wall 4. Wall 10 was
not bonded to, or a part of, either Wall 4
or Wall 7.

Across the south half of the square
was Locus 15, a brown dirt layer
containing a rock fall. In this locus was
Middle Bronze pottery, one Roman
sherd, and a Hyksos Scarab (reg.

Figure II.17: Drawing of Square SW 3-30

#1000). In Locus 15, extending
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northeast from the southern part of the west balk was Wall 17. Both Loci 15 and 17 were under
L.1. Underneath L.15 and 1-2 meters east of Wall 17 was a rock fall determined to be Middle
Bronze Wall 19. Between and around the two walls was Locus 18, a loose gray soil layer with
few stones, perhaps a corridor between the two walls.

The Middle Bronze habitation in this

MB Loci Matrix for SW 3-30
6
W10
9
16 W15
14
13
20
W17 18 W19
21 22 23 24
25 26

5
W7

1 2
8
11

W4

square was primarily early MB IIC. Wall 4

3

was early MB IIC with some Early Bronze

12

sherds around it. Wall 7 was also early MB

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

IIC. Wall 10 was later than Wall 7, but still
an early MB IIC phase wall. Each of these
walls was independent of the other. They

Matrix II.12: SW 3-30

differed in construction and in the size and
shape of the stones that composed them.

Walls 17 and 19 were both two courses wide and had fallen over. There was not enough pottery
associated with the walls or the surrounding loci, or any other evidence to determine which
Middle Bronze phase the walls came from.

Field A, Square SW 4-25

The only Middle Bronze architectural feature in this square was L.17, “one course of stones in
vaguely regular order; in roughly the same line as Wall 30 of SW 3-26, although of different
construction." (Field Book for Square SW 4-5 page 29) Wall 17 which stretches across the entire
square along the south balk, was under Locus 16, “a stony fill with stones up to ca.10 cm; loose
brown soil,” (Field Book for Square SW 4-5 page 29) below. L.13. Locus 13 is an EB III locus.

Both Locus 18, a layer of compact light-brown soil with gravel and small stones, and L.19, a
semi-compact brown soil containing flints at the north end of the square were below locus 16.
Locus 20, consisting of loose fine brown soil with small stones, was under Loci 16 and 19.
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All the soil layers, Loci 16, 18,19, and 20, were determined by the excavator to be from the
Middle Bronze Age. Wall 17 was of the same earlier Middle Bronze phase as Wall 30 in square
SW 3-26.

Field A, Square SW 4-26

The only locus in Square SW 4-26, determined by the square supervisor to be from the Middle
Bronze Era was Locus 6. Locus 6 was a large scatter of stones of varied size, some as large as
30x40 cm located across the northeast corner of the square.

The complex of stones was shown to be a wall from the MB IIC Early Phase. It had connected
with Wall 30 in square SW 3-26 and Wall 17 in square SW 4-25. The other Middle Bronze loci,
5, 11, and 12, contained Middle Bronze pottery mixed with Late Bronze Age Pottery, but there
were no architectural remains associated with Loci 5, 11, and 12.

Field A, Square SW 4-27

All of the identified Middle Bronze loci were in the southern part of Square SW 4-27. In the
southwest corner were parts of a Middle Bronze revetment structure composed of Locus 8, a
Middle Bronze layer of white huwwar mix, and L.9, a white powder layer immediately below
L.8. Both loci 8 and 9 were determined to be Middle Bronze by the ceramics contained within
them. Also, in the southwest corner of the square was Locus 14, a stone complex with a ridge of
stones crossing the southwest corner of the square descending south and west to a low point in
the corner. The stones were placed next to each other on the slope, with small stones filling in
spaces. The stones were laid upon each other, but not as a wall. Locus 14 was also a Middle
Bronze loci based on pottery.
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On the south edge of the square was Locus 25, a small brown area of large stones. Locus 30
was a circle of stones several courses high, filled with loose brown soil and many small stones.
Locus 30 appeared to be a stone-lined silo. The interior soil of the circle of stones was designated
by the excavator as Locus 25A.

Locus 14, the stone complex, was part of an early MB IIC glacis construction under the white
layers, L.8 and 9. Loci 25 and 30 combine to form a silo, several courses high, with loose brown
earth within the circle of stones. The stone complex and the stone silo were both remnants of an
early MB IIC construction phase.

Field A, Square SW 4-29

In the northeast corner of the square were two Middle Bronze wall stubs which entered the
square from the east balk. Wall 4 was the extension of Wall 17 in SW 3-29 and Wall 8 in SW
2-29. Wall stub L.5 was the continuation of the “angle wall” Locus 24 from SW 3-29.

West of the two walls, and below Locus 2, a brown hard soil layer, was a gray layer with
stones, Middle Bronze L.3, which spread across the entire north half of the square. Under Locus
3 were Middle Bronze loci 7 and 9. Locus 7 was a hard brown dirt layer. Locus 9 was a soft
brown dirt layer which equaled L.8, which was also a soft brown dirt layer. Loci 7 and 9 did not
extend across the entire square. Locus 7 went west from the walls in the northeast corner twothirds of the way across the square to a split in the bedrock. Locus 9 went west from the east balk
to the same bedrock split. Locus 9 was south of L.7, but not under it.

In the southeast corner of the square was a small bedrock “plateau”. On top of the bedrock
plateau were earth layers Loci 13 and 14; both were brown earth layers with mixed pottery
including some Middle Bronze sherds. Locus 19, a cave with some Middle Bronze pottery, was
underneath the plateau. Across from the bedrock plateau in the southeast corner of the square,
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toward the northwest, was Locus 18, a Middle Bronze wall. The stone wall lay north-northwest
across a low area between two bedrock high spots which formed a larger wall.

Three Middle Bronze walls were in SW 4-29. Walls 4 and 5 were the continuations of MB IIC
walls from SW 3-29. Wall 18 was also an early MB IIC wall which bridged a low area between
two bedrock mounds. The cave, Locus 19, was too small for habitation, but did contain Middle
Bronze pottery. Based on the pottery contained within the cave, it must have been in use during
the later Middle Bronze IIC period.

Field A, Square SW 4-30

In Square SW 4-30 were two walls identified as being from the Middle Bronze Period. Wall 3,
coming out of the east balk in the middle of the square, was a Middle Bronze wall based on
associated pottery and the fact that it continues the early MB IIC Wall 7 from square SW 3-30.
Wall 3 rests on bedrock and shows evidence of having been used in the Early Bronze Age and
reused in the early MB IIC phase. The other MB Wall, (Wall 5) was also an early MB IIC wall
which entered the square in the southeast corner and continues in a slightly northwest direction
to the middle of the square. East of Wall 5 was a fine, brown, medium-packed soil layer (Locus
9). In Locus 9 was a stone collapse that paralleled the line of the Wall 5. The collapse was not a
new, or different, wall but remnants of Wall 5 in the Middle Bronze soil layer.

The only other Middle Bronze locus in the square was Locus 12, a hard brown earth layer
with white specks, covering the northwest quadrant of the square.

Field A, Square SW 5-26

This square contained predominately Early Bronze Age material. In the surface layer was one
Middle Bronze locus. The Middle Bronze Locus, 21, was a hard grayish black layer with ash. It
was located in the northeast corner of the square.
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Within the square there were Walls 18, 14, and 8. They all extended across the square from the
southeast toward the northwest, parallel to each other and about 2.0 meters apart. They were
elements of an Early Bronze revetment.

This square contained an abundance of Early Bronze pottery and walls, but no Middle Bronze
evidence was found other than Locus 21.

Field A, Square SW 5-27

Only two loci in this square were Middle Bronze loci. In the southwest corner were Locus 11
consisting of yellow-green huwwar, and L.31, a white huwwar layer. No Middle Bronze
architectural structures were associated with either of these loci. No evidence of any Middle
Bronze occupation was found

Field A, Square SW 5-29

This square was excavated to bedrock. There was only one possible Middle Bronze loci in SW
5-29; a scree, Locus 4, in the northeast corner. Most of the loci were from the Late Bronze or
Iron Ages.

Field A, Square SW 5-30

No Report

Field A, Square SW 6-26

Only two Middle Bronze loci were found in this square: Locus 11 and L.13. Both were found
in the western third of the square and identified by the Middle Bronze sherds they contained.
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Locus 11 was a huwwar layer which contained a number of randomly distributed medium to
large stones, and immediately under it was L.13 a fine dark-brown earth soil layer. No Middle
Bronze architectural remains were found.

Field A, Square SW 6-27

Unexcavated

Field A, Square SW 6-28

This square was excavated down to bedrock and contained a significant number of Middle
Bronze loci, most of which were earth layers. Some Middle Bronze architectural features which
indicated two phases of Middle Bronze occupation, an early MB IIC phase and an earlier MB
IIB phase.

Wall 14 lay diagonally across the middle of the square in a northwest to southeast direction.
Parallel to Wall 14, and just to the south of it, was a
short Wall, 13. Also, parallel to Wall 14, and just to
the north of it, was Wall 24 extending 1.5 meters
out of the east balk. Under Wall 14 was Locus 22, a
semi-compact dark brown earth layer. Locus 31, a
layer of brown earth with flecks under L.22
extended further to the north. Immediately under
Wall 13 was Locus 12, a soft, sandy tan earth layer
Figure II.18: MB IIC Bowl from SW 6-28
Reg # 1725

with L.18, a boulder pile beneath L.12. Under and
mixed with the boulders was Middle Bronze soil

layers Locus 48 and L.55. These three parallel Walls, L.13, 14, and 24, were the remnants of a
defensive structure of retaining walls and glacis from the Early MB IIC phase.
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Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 6-28
10
12
13
14
18
22
24
27
30
31
34
35
38
40
41
43
44
45
46
48
54
55

Wall
Tan wash, below L.9
Wall
Glacis retaining Wall
Boulder pile, dirt like L.12
Semi-compact dark gray layer below L.20
Short wall of stones
Below L.22, Crumbly, very chalky, red to whitish tan
Below L.29, semi-compact brown earth
Below L.22, brown earth with specks of white
Below L.33, Semi-compact tan earth
Below L.30, Brown earth with white grains
Below L.37, Stony compact brown earth
Large to very large stones in soft brown earth (Cave)
Within L.40, Clayey brown to black soil with weathered medium stones
Below L.11 and 14, Soft dusty brown earth
Below L.38, Many thin gray and brown layers separated by plaster floors
Below L.17, Soft rocky brown earth
Below L.18, Semi-compact brown earth
Below L.44, Semi-compact gray earth
Below L.27 or 40, wall in cave
Below L.53, Semi-compact brown and gray layers = bottom 1/2 of L.44

List II.13: MB Locus List for Square SW 6-28

One more Early Phase MB IIC wall, Wall 10, extended south out of the north balk into the
square for approximately 2.0 meters. Like the other walls, it extended in a northwest-southeast
direction, but not quite parallel to Walls 13, 14 and 24. Wall 10 rested on bedrock.

North of Wall 14 was a patchwork of many Middle Bronze loci all located between Wall 14
and a bedrock shelf across the square, along the north balk. Immediately against Wall 14 was
Locus 22, a semi-compact dark gray layer across most of the square. To the north, against
bedrock and below Locus 22 was L.27, a crumbly, chalky, red to whitish-tan layer. To the south
of Locus 27 was L.30, a semi-compact brown soil that covered the east half of the square from
the bedrock in the north to Wall 14 in the center. A finger-shaped locus, L.34, of semi-compact
tan soil extended into the square from the east balk. Below and east of Locus 34 was L.35, a
brown soil with white grains, which extended halfway across the square from Wall 14 north to
L.27. Covering the entire square south of the bedrock extending to Wall 14, was a stony compact
brown layer, Locus 38. In the northwest quadrant of the square was Locus 43 overlaying L.38.
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Along the east balk just north of Wall 14,

MB Loci Matrix for SW 6-28

under where Wall 24 had been, was
1
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L.44, made up of “many thin grey and
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21
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brown layers separated by plaster
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floors.”(Field Book for Square SW 6-28
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page 5) Each of these layers were from
the Middle Bronze period according to
the pottery excavated from them.

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

South of Wall 14 were two more
Middle Bronze loci. One in the southeast
Matrix II.13: SW 6-28

corner of the square, Locus 45, was a
soft rocky brown layer and the other in

the southwest corner was L.46, a semi-compact brown soil.

In the northeast quadrant, in Locus 44, was Child Burial # 48. The remains were contained in a
cist which contained a jar with a juglet inside the jar. Another MB IIC jar was found near the
south handle of the burial jar. The opening of the cist had been
plastered over.

In the north balk, under bedrock, was an MB IIB cave, Locus 40,
extending north into, or under, the balk for approximately 2.75 meters.
Outside of the cave were several flat-faced stones which suggested to
the excavator a possible wall, Locus 54. A wall indicates some
measure of habitation. Within the cave were two soil layers. The first
layer in Cave 40 was Locus 27, a very chalky red and soft whitish-tan
soil layer. Underneath Locus 27 was L.41, a layer with smooth
surfaced stones stained brown. Outside the cave, to the south, and on
bedrock, were five successive thin layers Loci 44, 48, 51, 53, and 55
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Figure II.19: MB Jug
from SW 6-28,
Reg # 1727

remnants of what had been a series of floors. This cave was inhabited during the earlier MB II-B
Phase, as an Encampment/Campground domestic area.

The Middle Bronze loci in this square go down to bedrock. Habitation began here with cave
dwelling in the MB Age IIB with a wall built across the mouth of the cave. The Walls, 13, 14,
and 24 are early MB IIC walls, and were similar in construction, and may be related to Walls 8,
17, and 5 in squares 2-29, 3-29, and 4-29 respectively. It is impossible to tell with certainty since
Squares 4-28 and 5-28 were not excavated. If Squares 4-28 and 5-28 had been excavated and the
walls were connected, it would mean that there was a continuous Middle Bronze wall and glacis,
for approximately 40 meters across the entire southern end of Field A.

Field A, Square SW 7-26

Only two loci in SW 7-26 contained Middle Bronze remains, and they were mixed with later
material. The two loci were surface Loci, L.1 and 2. Below Loci 1 and 2 the square goes down to
bedrock and was overwhelmingly Early Bronze.

Field A, Square SW 7-27

SW 7-27 was a shallow square going over bedrock, with no specifically Middle Bronze loci.
There was some loci with Middle Bronze pottery but, wherever there were Middle Bronze
remains, they were mixed with others from the Early Bronze to Islamic Periods.

Field A, Square SW 8-26

This square was relatively shallow, only one and one-half meters deep. Most of the depth was
made up of Locus 1 which was as much as half of the overall depth. There were no specifically
Middle Bronze loci, but every locus (there were only 12) contained some Middle Bronze sherds,
along with a mix of Early and Late Bronze sherds. There were two caves within the square, one
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of which, Locus 7, was determined to be an early Middle Bronze IIB period habitation site by the
pottery contained within the cave. The dating of the other cave, Locus 3 in the northwest corner
of the square, was indeterminate.

Field A, Square SW 8-27

There was a total of six loci in this square. None of the loci were primarily Middle Bronze,
although they all contained some Middle Bronze sherds. There were no architectural features in
this square.

FIELD A, OUTLINE BY PHASE

The goals for Field A were to disclose the habitation sequence in this area, to uncover any
living quarters, to reveal any defensive works, and to unveil any city wall and gates. As far as
possible, the goals were met.

Although most of the human occupation in Field A was during the MB IIC phase, the Middle
Bronze habitation sequence in Field A began with people living in campgrounds and cave
quarters in the early MB IIB phase, approximately 1750 to 1700 B.C. After a period of
abandonment from 1700 to 1650, Taanach was inhabited again in the MB IIC phase for
approximately a century until the population dwindled during the early sixteenth century. In the
middle of the 16th century (1550 B.C.) the society, apparently influenced by transients from the
north, transitioned into the Late Bronze Age Culture.

The early MB IIB occupation included Square SW 6-28, where there was a cave in the east
balk of the northeast corner of the square, which was the earliest Middle Bronze habitation
location on the south slope of Tell Taanach. The cave was a large opening in the soft nari
limestone with a depth of about 3 meters and was dated to MB IIB by pottery found in the cave.
The full width and depth of the cave could not be determined because of the danger of collapse.
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The floor of the cave was flat nari limestone bedrock upon which thin Middle Bronze occupation
levels were exposed (Loci 44, 48, 51, 53, 55). The nari surface and these occupation layers
extended out from the opening of the cave. Outside of the cave and under the surface was a child
burial (CB 48). This burial had been cut through surface layers into the nari limestone beneath.
Nearby, to the north, was a neat spherical depression (Locus 47) in the nari limestone which,
according to the excavator, must have been used for bracing up a storage jar of the type in which
the child burial was found. “This appears to be an imitation of the same type of burial found in
great abundance and also much more impressively in the excavations on the upper tell. Also, in
late Middle Bronze IIB, part of the population was living outside the city, following certain of
the customs of the times, although in a somewhat inferior manner,” (Lapp 1968: 38).

The interior of the cave, Locus 40, was filled with medium-sized limestone stones. The stones
on the upper part consisting of mostly broken pieces of soft limestone, while those on the bottom
were of a harder substance. These two layers of stones were separated by L.27, a thin layer of
chalky-red-to-tan soil. In a diagonal direction to the northeast from the opening of the cave was
Wall 54, a wall of small stones which may have been used to strengthen the cave roof or divide
the inhabited area into two separate spaces. Within the cave, directly in front of Wall 54, a group
of whole Middle Bronze vessels, and a Middle Bronze basalt saddle quern, were found lying in
the debris of Loci 27 and 41. Since the fallen pieces of soft limestone, L.40, were lying on top of
this group, it can be surmised that Locus 40 was comprised of collapsed pieces of soft limestone
in the interior of the cave, perhaps part of the ceiling.

There were four other cave habitation localities in Field A. In square SW 1-30 was a small
cave, Locus 17. Inside the cave there was pottery and sherds dated by the excavator to the MB
IIC - 1500 B.C. phase, the time of the transition to the Late Bronze Age. Square SW 2-30
contained a cave under a rock shelf. One earth locus, L.8, was located both inside and outside of
the cave. There were many ceramics both inside of, and in front of, the cave dated by the
excavator to 1500-1468 B.C., the very end of the MB IIC phase into the Late Bronze Age. A cave
in bedrock, in SW 3-29, which contained both Early Bronze and Middle Bronze pottery was not
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large enough to accommodate occupancy. The size of the space within the square indicates it
may have been used for storage by the people who resided in Square 2-30. There was a cave in
SW 4-29 which was too small to for habitation, but did contain a trove of Middle Bronze pottery.
Outside the small cave was Wall 18, crossing the space between two higher elevations of
bedrock. This wall and cave combination made up part of a residential area. The presence of
human cave habitation in four contiguous squares (1-30, 2-30, 3-29 and 4-29) reflects a
residential area of a small group of people, not merely one isolated family dwelling in a single
cave. Cave habitation in Field A during the early Middle Bronze Age, started and died out in MB
IIB, then flourished again at the end of the MB IIC stage as Taanach was transitioning to Late
Bronze Age I.

There was other evidence of Middle Bronze occupation on the South Slope. There were
remnants of occupation in three contiguous squares along an east-west horizontal line from SW
2-26, through SW 1-26 and into SE 1-26. Both phases of Middle Bronze occupation were
evident in SW 1-26 with an intervening layer which covered the earlier material and provided a
new base for a second occupation.

Together, Wall 45, in SW 2-26, and Walls 61 and 74 in SW 1-26 form a room (see Fig. II.13).
In the inside corner of Walls 45 and 74 was L.40 a tabun that was formed by an inverted MB IIC
storage jar.

In SW 1-26, Wall 144 was located one meter east of and parallel to Wall 61. These two walls
along with the trace evidence of Wall 74 form a second room with an exit to the north. The two
rooms share a common wall between them, Wall 61 in SW 1-26. Wall 38, in SE 1-26, proceeds
into the west balk. If it continued in SW 1-26 it would form the south wall for the room formed
by Walls L.146, 144, and 61. Remains of Wall 38 do not appear in SW 1-26, but the remnant of
an Early Bronze wall might have followed approximately the same path into Square SW 1-26.
Thus, an MB IIC wall could have been constructed on the remnant of the earlier Early Bronze
wall, or it may have been the Early Bronze wall reused. In the east half of SE 1-26 was Wall 34
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Figure II.20: MB Phases in SW 2-26, SW 1-26 and SE 1-26

which was in line with Wall 38 and probably amkn extension of it. Wall 75-85, in SW 2-26,
would have been the western wall of a probable room with Wall 45.

Belonging to the same early MB IIC phase was the corner of a room formed by Wall 146. Wall
146 enters SW 1-26 in the northeast corner, travels for about a meter, then turns south for a
meter. On the north side of the wall was Locus147, a cobbled stone surface. On the south side,
within the corner of the wall, was L.148, a white plaster surface. These rooms, and others to the
east, must belong to the earliest permanent Middle Bronze occupation on the South Slope from
the early MB IIC phase.

The single-course wall, Locus 130 in SW 1-26 which rests on L.124, a brown pebbly layer,
was associated with the later MB II phase in these squares. To the south was adjoining Wall 128,
reused in this phase. Since Wall 128 was of larger stones and was founded two courses deeper
than Wall 130, it was the earlier of the two walls. Walls 130 and 128 were both later in the MB
IIC period than the other walls in this square.
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In the later Middle Bronze phase were a series of pits in SW 1-26 many of them filled with
stones. In one, L.135, there was a burial jar. In SE 1-26, another burial jar, L.37, was found in a
compact huwwar layer, L.31.

More MB IIC habitation evidence comes from SW1-28 and SW 1-29. They contain remains of
two major phases of glacis construction. Loci 11 and 12 in SW 1-28 formed a portion of the
earliest glacis. Locus 27 was likely part of the same construction. The second glacis, Loci 5 and
6 in SW 1-29 was 25 to 50 cm under the surface, just south of the revetment of large stones,
L.14. Under this construction, in the east balk, can be seen the “sandwich” technique of glacis
assembly. These two glacis constructions come from the latest MB IIC period.

Defensive fortifications in SW1-28 and 29 included revetment walls and glacis. At the south
end of the mound, the remnants of two glacis structures were found near the base of the mound
that suggest the Middle Bronze glacis completely overlay the south slopes of Taanach. The
earlier glacis may be noted in square SW 1-28, and the second appeared just beneath the surface
north of the foundation trench for SW 1-29, large stones, L. 14 (white huwwar). The earlier
glacis flattened out just over bedrock without any sign of a lower revetment. Perhaps the glacis
sloped down again further south.

Ceramic evidence shows that all these glacis structures were constructed within a century of
each other, beginning in the second half of the 17th Century B.C. Evidence across the mound
suggests that these Middle Bronze defenses suffered substantial destruction in the late 16th
Century B.C.

Another component of the defensive construction was a long east-west wall across the tell in
Squares SW 1-29, 2-29, 3-29, and 4-29. The wall followed the contour of the tell and may have
continued through the unexcavated squares, SW 4-28 and 5-28, to appear again in SW 6-28 as
Wall stub 24 and Wall 10. The wall was first revealed at its eastern end, in SW 1-29, with the
uncovering of two large stones forming the eastern terminus. Smaller stones were placed
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between Walls 14 and 2 to construct part of the longer wall. More stones were laid to the west to
extend the wall across the square and into SW 2-29 to create the long wall which was preserved
in one course across the tell.

“The interstices of the wall were filled with soft gray dirt and rested on a thin bed of the same.
Dismantling the wall gave evidence of homogeneous MB IIC pottery with the sherds from a fill
underneath putting the date more precisely close to the end of the MB IIC phase,” (Rast 68: 10).

It is possible that the wall was part of a simple retaining system, or it may have been part of
the MB IIC fortification of the city. That the long wall was part of the city fortifications is
indicated by the presence of a possible early Middle Bronze tower along the wall in Squares SW
3-29 and SW 4-29. Locus 24 in SW 3-29, and L. 5 in SW 4-29, formed what seems to be the
outline of a small rectangular-shaped tower built on the south, or outer side, of the long wall. It
extended 1.3 meters out from the wall on its’ east side and 1 meter from the long wall at it’s west
side. It was 3.15 meters wide. The tower was constructed of small stones, in both single and
double rows.

“The east-west wall and tower are constructed on a leveled area of fill of hard brown earth
which was laid over the earlier Early Bronze layers on bedrock. The ceramic analysis places this
fill and the wall above it at the very end of the MB IIC era, near the beginning of the LBI phase,”
(Rast 68: 11).

In the 1968 season, excavation was expanded to the west in the hope of discovering a city gate
by following the base of the tell. No great Middle Bronze city wall or city gate were found.

In Field A, Middle Bronze Age habitation began with cave, or campground, settlement during
the MB Age IIB in the mid-18th century B.C. After the temporary habitation, there was a short
gap in occupation, followed by a new period of Middle Bronze construction on top of previous
Early Bronze foundations, in the early 17th centuries B.C. Middle Bronze Age construction
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included walls for domiciles, floors, revetment walls and a glacis. By the early 16th century, the
Middle Bronze Age settlement was dwindling in population, but did not disappear from the south

Figure II.21: Field A Architectural Record
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slope, in Field A. By the middle of the 16th century, (about 1550 B.C.), the Middle Bronze Age
population had reached its nadir. In the late 16th century B.C., there was another short period of
cave habitation as the society was transforming to the Late Bronze Age culture.
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CHAPTER THREE

STRATIGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS IN FIELD B
Field B was chosen for excavation with the hope it would disclose more cultic materials in the
locality Dr Ernst Sellin designated as the “cult area.” In 1902 Dr. Sellin unearthed an exceptional
incense altar in this zone. The Cult Area was a Late Bronze Age facility, but Sellin hoped there
would be more, and earlier, cultic remains in this locale. In his work, he cut a trench from north
to south right through what would become, in 1963, Squares 1-7, 1-8, and 1-9. Alfred von Rohr
Sauer of Concordia Seminary in St. Louis was the
Associate Director for the excavation in 1963 and
the Field Supervisor for Field B in all three
seasons. Assistant supervisors were Rudolph
Dornemann and Thomas L. McClellan in 1963,
Herbert Huffman and Paul Tweedy in 1966, and
James Sauer, Michael Hagebush, and Harvey
Lange in 1968. The 1963 excavation in Field B
started with four squares: SW 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, and
2-7. In 1966, Square SW 3-6 was not worked, but
SW 2-8 was cleared instead. Squares SW 1-7,
1-8, 1-9. 2-7, 2-8, and 3-7 were all excavated in
Figure III.1: Drawing of Tell Taanach

1968. During Dr. Lapp’s excavations some
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Middle Bronze Age remains which indicated Middle Bronze Age occupation were found, but no
Middle Bronze Age cultic remains were recovered.

Field B Schematic Drawing
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Figure III.2: Drawing of Field B
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2

1

FIELD B, OUTLINE BY SQUARE

Field B, Square SW 1-7

James A. Sauer was the Square Supervisor for Square SW 1-7 in both the 1966 and 1968
campaigns. The distinguishing locus of the Middle Bronze Age in Square 1-7 was L.165, a
compact, dark-brown floor from 0.25 to 1.4 meters thick which covered the entire square. Only a
few Middle Bronze loci were found below L.165, but many more Middle Bronze Loci were
found in and above Floor 165. In the eastern half of the square, L.165 rested upon L.195, an EB
III fill, and Wall 200, an Early
Bronze wall resting on bedrock.
Immediately above, and covering
most of Locus 165, were L.163, a
thin red-brown floor, and a
medium-firm, black soil layer,
L.164, both dated by ceramics to
the Middle Bronze Age. Locus
165, along with L.164 and 195,
formed a clear boundary between
the Middle and Early Bronze
stratum in Square SW 1-7.

Figure III.3: Drawing of Square SW 1-7
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Within Locus 165, in the center of the square, was L.173, a small (1 x 1.5m) square fill layer
which equaled L.165. A bronze chisel #1215, and a Middle Bronze cook pot were found in
L.173. Above L.165 were twelve Middle Bronze Age walls; ten were within the square and two
were in the balks (Fig. III.3: SW 1-7).

Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 1-7

165
166
167
168

Late Phase

23
81
83
84

101
103
104
105
106
107
111
112
114
115

Plastered floor in northwest under L.17 (CB)
Section of east-west Wall at balk; rebuild of
Wall 83
East-west Wall at north balk
North-south Wall from N balk forming
corner w/Wall 83
Sub L.5 medium compact gray w/charcoal
Sub L.78 hard gray soil
Sub L.103, Soft brown pit, = L.108
Sub pitL.102 Hard packed brown w/
limestone bits
Sub L.5 bricks and stones in east section of
pit L.102
Wall, one course wide, five courses deep
Sub L.105 S of Wall 107. Red floor running
up L.107.
Very compact brown soil
Sub L.68, a trial trench
= L.5 = L.125 compact brown stub left by
robber trench
Wall, one course wide on floor L.109
= L.5 Compact brown sub L.116

169
170
171
172
173

Compact Dark Brown
Sub L.144 Patchy red layer
Sub L.166 Compact brown
Sub L.167,Gray floor layers w/some orange
patches
Sub L.108 and equalling it.Soft black pits
Sub L.168 Compact reddish brown earth
= L.5 and 112 Hard brown between the east
balk and Wall 157
Balk trim sub L.83 revealing Wall 174
Fill layer - compact brown

Early Phase
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

124
125
132
133 Sub L.5 in NE corner, loose black and stones
136 Wall Sub L.137 two courses wide, two deep
142 Wall sub L.140
144 Pavement sub L.140
144b
147 Sub L.145 compact brown fill = L.112
153 Sub L.140, Trial Trench
155 Compact Brown earth
157 Wall, sub L.5, two courses wide, three deep
158 Wall in east balk
163 Red-brown floor
164 Medium-firm black fill layer
164b Ashy black, thin line in L.164

183
184
190
191
195
196
204
205
206
200
201

Sub Wall 83 as an upper rebuild
= L.165, north of Pit L.146
Wall Sub L.165
Plaster surface and circular hole associated
with (running up to) Wall 179
Sherdy layer in compact black L.164
Wall, two courses wide
Wall sub Wall 136
Series of packed earth floors
Removal of balk between SW 1-7 and SW
2-7
Jar Burial L.23 cut by pit L.126 in west balk
Wall in west balk
Sub L.117B = L.164 around Walls L.176 and
180
Sob L.190 = L.165
Stones in loose brown sub L.165
= L.165 Burial in L.195. Burial #L.33
Sub L.5 and 165 Stone fall in SE corner
Sub L.195 Pit, soft burn black to bedrock at
172.15
Sub L.165 and 126 Pit to bedrock near west
balk. soft black sherdy soil
Wall, sub L.195 founded in bedrock
Wall against south balk

List III.1:MB Locus List for Square SW 1-7
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Also, there was a compact brown fill, L.112. Loci 112 and 165 extended to, but did not go
underneath EB Wall 201. In the west balk, Locus 165 was underneath two layers, L.178 and
L.181. Locus 178 was a sherdy

MB Loci Matrix for SW 1-7
23
W83 81
112 111 115 W107 114 101 102 113 105 103 W84 110 108
104
106
119
118 120 121 122 F123 W124
131 127 134 128 126 129 130
W135 137
144 W136 132
143 141 W142 140 139 138
149 150 148 145 147
133
P146
109 125
144 153 125
133
155 154 149 W157 W158
156
160
162
164
163
166 167
165
168 170
169
171
173
172
W174
175
177 W179
W180 W176
178
182
183
181
188
W184
191 190
185 186 187 189
193 194
195 199 198 217 216
196burial
197 W202
212 W201 204
W200 W203
P205
P206
P207
210 209 208
Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

layer in compact-black ash, and
L.181 was an almost
indistinguishable series of
packed-earth floors which ran
under Middle Bronze Wall 180.

A jumble of Middle Bronze
walls and wall stubs, which
clearly indicated two Middle
Bronze construction phases in
Square SW 1-7. Twelve of the
walls were identified by the
excavators as from the Middle

Matrix III.1: Square SW 1-7

Bronze. In the northwest corner

of the square were three walls uncovered in the 1966 excavations. Wall 83 extended into the
square from the west balk, along, and partially in, the north balk. It stretched east for
approximately 2.5 meters where it formed a corner with Wall 84. Wall 84 entered the square
from the north balk and progressed south for more than a meter before it disappeared in Robber
Trench L.132. East-west Wall 83 was only one course high. Above and along Wall 83 was Wall
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81, a rebuild of part of Wall 83. The corner
formed by Wall 83/81 and Wall 84 was the
northeast corner of a Middle Bronze Age room,
Room One. Another wall coming out of the west
balk, Wall 174, was half in the north balk and
beneath Walls 81 and 83. Wall 174 extended east
to W.84. Based on construction, elevations, and
ceramics, W 174, was from the earliest Middle
Bronze Age. Walls 83 and 84 were from a later
phase, and the construction formed by Walls
83/81 and 84 was also from the later Middle
Figure III.4: MB IIC Jar Reg # 1448
from Square SW 1-7

Bronze construction phase. Room One, in the
northeast corner of the square, was a late Middle

Bronze Phase room, even though it contained construction elements from both the early and late
Middle Bronze phases.

Just a meter-and-a-half to the south of Wall 83/81, was east-west Wall 142, the south wall of
Room One. Two loom weights, 1314 and 1313, were found in Room One along the north side of
Wall 142. Wall 142 was built above Middle Bronze layers Loci 165, 178, and 164. Locus 164
extends up to and under W142, which exits the west balk and extends east until it hits the Robber
Trench 132. This trench removed all traces of any possible relationship between Wall 142 and
north-south W 84. It appeared they were connected and formed the southeast corner of Room
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One, along with Wall 83. A Middle Bronze stone pavement, Locus 144, was within Room One.
Wall 142 may have continued east where it would have joined with Wall 124. Walls 142 and 124
may have been one long wall across the square, but the Robber Trench obliterates the evidence.
Based on construction style, these Walls 83, 142, and 124 were all from the later Middle Bronze
phase.

East-west Wall 142 proceeded west into the west balk and was bonded to north-south Wall
184. Wall 184 went north and south from W.142. To the north, W.184 did not join either eastwest Walls 174 or 83; Pit 108 cut off the path of W 184. A door socket found next to W 174
indicated that a door had existed in the NW corner of this room between Wall 174 and W 184.
Both Walls 174 and W 184 were from the early Middle Bronze phase.

A second room on the south side of Wall 142 was formed by north-south Wall 176 which
extended two meters south from Wall 142 where it met with east-west W 180. Wall 180 consists
of three stones lying in an east-west line parallel to Wall 142. The excavators assumed that Wall
180 went all the way into the west balk even though the course was cut off by Pit L.126. Walls
142, 176, and 180 form three sides of a room with the western wall obliterated by Pit 126 which
extended into the west balk. A stub in the balk on the south end of Wall 184 indicated that W 184
extended south where, if it continued far enough, it would have joined W 180 forming a
complete room. This Room Two was also part of the later Middle Bronze phase.
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In the west balk, just west of where Walls 184 and180 would have met, a child burial was
uncovered. This burial indicates the likelihood of another room to the west of the corner where
Walls 180 and 184 would have met. Child burials within a domestic room along a wall were as
common at Taanach as they were at other Middle Bronze Canaanite sites.

Two walls extended out of the east balk; the northernmost was Wall 124. In the middle of the
Square, Wall 124 was cut off by Robber Trench 132. On the west side of the Robber Trench,
opposite Wall 124, was W142. Walls 124 and 142 may have been a single wall at one time, but
Robber Trench 132, down the middle of the square, destroyed any evidence of the two walls
connecting with each other. Wall 124 was one course wide and extends about two meters into the
square. Two meters south of Wall 124 was Wall 107. Wall 107 was parallel to Wall 124 and
extended out of the east balk for approximately one and one-half meters. These two walls appear
to be the northern and southern walls of a third Middle Bronze room from the later Middle
Bronze phase in the square. Wall 158, in the east balk, was the eastern wall of this room. In the
east balk, Wall 158 was abutting, but not bonded to, Wall 107. Wall 158 runs north-south within
the east balk for two meters. It did not connect with Wall 124, but if Wall 124 extended into the
balk it would have met with Wall 158. An enclosed room, Room Three, would have been formed
by Walls 124 on the north, 107 on the south, 158 on the east, and 176 on the west. Room Three
was a second Middle Bronze phase construction from the same phase as Rooms One and Two.

On the south side of Wall 107 was layer L.112, a Middle Bronze soil layer, which rested on
Middle Bronze Locus 165 and sealed against Wall 107. On the north side of Wall 107, within
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Room Three, were layers Loci 164 and 163, resting on dark brown soil layer L.165. Wall 107
also laid on layer 165 with layers 112, 164, and 163 against the wall on the south and north sides.
All of these layers were identified by the excavator as Middle Bronze loci through the pottery
they contained. To the north of Room Three, on the north side of Wall 124, several Middle
Bronze pots and sherds were found in Locus 165, including whole pot #1326 and a ring #133.

A meter south of Wall 107 was Wall 179. Wall 179 runs east and west and stands on its own in
the south-east quadrant of the square. It was not connected to any feature other than Locus 177, a
plaster patch dated by pottery to the Middle Bronze. Wall 179 was from the early Middle Bronze
Phase. It may have had a connection to Wall 107 at one time, but nothing indicated that any wall
existed between them.

Square 1-7 was a domestic sector cut up by three large pits (102, 108, and 126) which
confused the interpretation of the Middle Bronze remains. The Square retained enough material
to identify three rooms; two rooms west of north-south Wall 84 (one room north and one room
south of Wall 142) and one room east of north-south Wall 84. The three rooms were all from the
later Middle Bronze construction phase in SW 1-7. Ten of the walls in the Square were from the
later Middle Bronze construction phase and two walls, W 174 and W 184, were constructed
during the early Middle Bronze Period.
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Field B, Square SW 1-8

The Square supervisor in Square SW 1-8
for the 1968 season was James A. Sauer. Dr.
Sauer established that this square contained
material indicating two distinct Middle
Figure III.5: MB IIC Bowl Reg # 687 from Square
SW 1-8

Bronze phases. The later Middle Bronze
Phase included Walls 37, 29, 30 and 68. Walls
37 and 29 both entered the
square from the north balk.
Wall 29 was a wall stub
extending a meter into the
square adjacent to Wall 30.
These two walls made one
continuous wall in the later
Middle Bronze phase extending
approximately three meters into
the square. When Walls 29 and
30 were both removed, Wall 37
was revealed underneath W 29.
Wall 37 was the earliest

MB Loci Matrix for SW 1-8
23
36 33 34

28
W30 W11 W38 50 32 35 W37 49
40 42
W41
43
39 37 49 52
P44/75
F31 W48
P12 47 46
P75/45
W53
W54
W55 P25/70 56
57
60
66 59
63 69 W67
61 62
70
72 73 65
74 W71
75
W81
76
W77
CB78 CB79
W80
W82
W83
85
W84
W88 W89
90
W87
P91 92
93
95 W94
W105
99
W103 P101 P96
W104
102
W108
109
107 106
F112 110
100 111
P113
P115
123
124
119 121
CB114
W125 123
F13

29

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

remaining wall in the square. It

Matrix III.2: Square SW 1-8
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moved south into the square until it
approached the north side of east-west
Wall 38. The fourth late Middle Bronze
wall was Wall 68. Wall 68, in the
southern half of the square, was a short
remnant of a longer wall lying up against
the south side of later Wall 53.

Removal of Wall 29 revealed Floor
23, a Middle Bronze plaster floor under
the wall. Immediately below Floor 23
was Floor 28. Both L.23 and 28
contained Middle Bronze sherds. Wall 29

Figure III.6: Drawing of Square SW 1-8

may initially have been part of W 30.
Wall 30 extended further south into the square from W 29 and, like W 29, was a later Middle
Bronze phase wall.

Immediately below Wall 37 was Early Phase Wall 71. Wall 71 was one-course wide and
abutted Wall 38. Wall 71 went into the north balk.

In the north half of the square, were Walls 41, 38, 48, and 65, all of which were Late Phase
walls. Walls 38 and 41 came out of the east and west balks respectively. They met in the middle
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of the square but were not bonded together. North-south Wall 48 was bonded to the south side of
W.38 near the center of the square and continued south until it was cut off by Pit 44.

Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 1-8

57
59
60
61
62
63
65
66
67

MB IIC
Late Phase
12
Stone lined pit in SE corner
16
Hard gray sherdy layer
17
Hard brown earth
23
Plastered floor in NW
24
Hard bricky w/charcoal and limestone
flecks
29
north-south Wall from north balk, extends
1 meter and perhaps is a rebuild on a
higher level of Wall 30
30
north-south Wall of which L.29 may be a
rebuild
32
Trial Trench in northwest corner
33
Trial Trench in southwest corner
35
Compact Brown = L.32
37
Wall below L.35 = 150B
38
Wall, one course wide
40
Compact Brown over Wall 41
41
Wall below L.40
42
Sub and equals L.17, dirt in rock fall
43
Pit, soft black with small stones
45
Trial trench = L.42
46
Compact brown-black in stone fall
47
Removal of plaster floor
48
Wall sub L.42
51
Below L.42 Red plaster on the east faceoff Wall 48. Equals 73,57,69,66.
54
Wall sub L.47, two courses wide
55
Wall sub L.47, one course deep and two
courses wide
56
Pavement associated with Wall 55

Compact gray and reddish layers
Stone tumble removal west of Wall 48
Soft Black in L.33, a pocket
Sherdy fill layer above Wall 41
Equals L.33 under L.61
Compact dark black = L.75
Curving wall bonded with L.41
Red Plaster sub L.59
Wall line, one course deep and wide

Early Phase
53
Wall sub L.47, one course wide with a
doorway that has been blocked
68
Wall, one course wide, inside W53, with
W67 after the blocking of doorway in
W53
69
Red floor, under L.67 and L.68
71
Wall sub Wall 37, one course wide
72
Compact brown soil above red floor L.73
73
Red floor, sunken into pit L.101
74
Compact black and brown earth
75
Compact brown fill across the square
78
Child burial #28 in S balk
79
Child burial #27
90
Floor, ashy black and brown
91
Pit, loose black, stones
96
Pit, firm black and stones
101 Pit, Sub L.73 Loose black, sherdy
contained CB #46
113 Stone fall, shaft of pit for CB# 53
114 Sub L.113, CB# 53
115 Pit, firm to soft black, w/red lining

List III.2: Locus List for Square SW 1-8

In the southern half of the square was Early Phase east-west Wall 53, a wall of one course
with a doorway that was now, in the late phase, blocked up. Had Wall 48 been extended straight
south, it would have met east-wall Wall 53 right at the opening of the door. On the south side of
the blocked doorway of Wall 53, and extending south from the doorway, was Wall 67, one course
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high and one course wide. Presumably, Wall 67, built after the doorway was blocked up,
continued south to the south balk.

Wall 53 extended east and west for approximately four meters. It may have extended as far as
the east and west balks, but there is not enough evidence for a firm conclusion. Protruding out
from under the south side of Wall 53 was early Middle Bronze Wall 68, which ran parallel to
Wall 53 as a lower course. This early wall, 68, extended west from Wall 67 where it joined Wall
53 at the blocked doorway. All of these Walls (67, 68, and 53) were built on layer 57, a compact
gray and reddish Middle Bronze earth layer. This layer covered Middle Bronze red floor 69, red
plaster 66, red floor 73, and red plaster 51. Loci 69 ,66, and 73 were all west of Wall 48. Locus
51 was east of Wall 48. All these layers were identified as distinct Middle Bronze loci based on
the ceramic materials found in the vicinity. Walls 67 and 53 are later phase walls, while Wall 68
was from the first phase.

Wall 53, which was part of a combination of Walls 53, 48, 41, 65, 71, and 38, (all related to
each other by construction style and Layer 57) was from the Middle Bronze later phase. Wall 65,
a short curving wall, standing in a southeasterly direction, was bonded with Wall 41. It also was
related to Wall 48 by red plaster floor, L.66, which lay between them.

This square reflects a continued Middle Bronze habitation comprised of early Middle Bronze
remains built above the compact brown layer L.75, a thick fill covering the whole square and
sealing off Early Bronze remains. The later Middle Bronze architectural remains outlined a
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dwelling area composed of a series of six clearly identified domestic rooms, with three rooms on
each side of a general north-south wall composed of Walls 71, 48, and 67.

Field B, Square SW 1-9
Middle Bronze Locus List for SW 1-9

The Square Supervisors for SW 1-9 were Paul
Tweedy in 1966 and Herbert Huffman in 1968. A
considerable number of Early Bronze remains
were found in this square, but only a minimal
number of Middle Bronze remnants were found.
The only Middle Bronze Age wall was Wall 155.
MB Loci Matrix for SW 1-9
P137
141
142
144
W147
150
145 146
152 149
153
154
157 W155 156
158
159 164
161
160 134 166
CB165
167
168
170
171
177
176 173 194 175
178
180
183 184
194
190
193
196 191
195
202
197
155a 175a
200
201
199
204
205

136
139
140

MB IIC
126
134
136
137
144
146
148
149
154
155
156
157
161
164
166
168
171

Stone pile between Pits 102 and 130
Child burial sub 164
Hard brown surface with white flecks
Pit
Med brown hard soil
White plaster basin
Hard brown fall
Gray surface Sub L.141
Probe for surfaces in L.150
Wall
Red plaster surface
Dark brown hard surface
Pit
Hard brown soil layer
Hard brown layer sub L.153 and 157
Removal of dirt sub Wall 155
Probe in L.167 for wall lines

138

List III.3:MB Locus List for Square SW 1-9
163

This wall was originally built in the Early

162
169
174

Bronze Age as Wall 155a, and extended

181
188 187

approximately 2.5 meters out of the east balk.

192
198

The wall was rebuilt and reused in the MB

202

IIC phase, identified as Wall 155. Locus 168,

206

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

a dark brown Middle Bronze layer of hard
soil, was found under the west end of the wall
where the lower courses of Wall 155 (Wall

Matrix III.3: Square SW 1-9
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155a) connected to the EB Wall 175.

On the north side of Wall 155 was a Middle Bronze floor, L.156. On the south side was Locus
164 a hard brown soil layer with Child Burial 34 underneath. No other significant Middle Bronze
remains were found. Other Middle Bronze remnants might have been razed in the Late Bronze
construction or demolished during one of Sellin’s expeditions.

Field B, Square SW 2-7

This square was cut up and confused by many pits at varying levels, particularly the large and
deep pits L.216, 248, 124, 121, and Robber Trench 169. Between and around these intrusions
were Middle Bronze architectural elements. The earliest identifiable Middle Bronze layer was
locus 271, a plaster and stone floor with mixed Early Bronze and
MB IIC pottery. Every locus below L.271 had Early Bronze
remains within it, but there were no Early Bronze elements
above it. Above Floor 271 was a series of plaster floors including
plaster floor L.185, a, thick plaster floor 184, another plaster
floor L.181, thick plastered floor L.180, and plastered floor
L.157. Also above Floor 271 was Stone pavement L.149, and a
hard-packed brown soil with flecks, L.135. Above and
concurrent with these floors, was a series of walls.
Four walls all came out of the East balk. The walls were
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Figure III.7: MB IIC Juglet
Reg # 1442
from Square SW 2-7

Loci List SW 2-7

241
243
244
245
247

MB IIC
Late Phase
121 Pit that cuts through the grey bricky
stratum
135 Hard packed brown soil with flecks
145 East-west Wall resting on f 135
149 Stone pavement in L.141, sub 135
155 Stone complex under Pit 106
157 Plastered floor under pavement 149
160 East-west Wall bounded by plaster floors
155 to the south and 157 to the
north
175 Hard flecked brown earth below L.172 N
and E of Pit 168
177 the “Plaster Pallet”
180 Thick plaster floor sub L.179 and 155
181 Another plaster floor sub L.180 & 155
184 Thick plaster floor under L.157 and 183
185 Plaster floor = southern extension of 180
or 181
197 Remains of N-S Wall
205 Stone pavement
212 Hard grey with small stones
215 One meter trial trench
218 E-W Wall which appeared in three
courses at its removal
223 Mixed brown, sub orange floor L.208
224 Small pit
225 Fine black ash
227 Soft brown sub L.223
234 East-west Wall below Wall 218
231 Soft dark brown w/black ash and many
sherds
238 Wall below Wall 234, two rows of small
stones, level at W balk 173.40

249
250
251
252
253
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
273
274
275
276
280

Early Phase
233 East-west Wall sub Wall 160
235 EW Wall beneath plaster pallet L.177
236 Fine hard brown soil
239 Hard brown soil layer in NE corner
238 Wall sub Wall 234 two rows of small
stones
240 Soft black between Walls L.234 and 235

282
283
289
290

Soft brown between Wall 235 and N balk
Trial trench S of Wall 238
Floor north of Wall 233
Floor south of Wall 233
One meter trial trench in northwest
corner
Deep loose powdery brown layer
Foundation trench next to Wall 238
Small pit adjoining west balk
Soft brown with stone
Removal of S balk
MB IIC Bowl in Foundation Trench
L.250
Soft gray S of former pit L.230
Soft brown S of former pit L.230
Dark black soft, sub L.256
75 cm trial trench
Westward extension of soft brown soil
L.259
Eastward extension of soft brown soil
L.259
Small pit adjoining balks in SE corner
Cleanup of pit L.251 in NE corner
Trial Trench adjoining Pit L.168
Rocky fill adjoining S balk sub L.259
and 261
Incoherent rocks in SW corner
Soft brown adjoining S balk
Soft gray and brown soil sub L. 259 and
261
Possible Pit adjoining L.269, sub L.259
and 261
Plaster and stony pavement sub L.269
Soft brown sub L.230
Small Pit along E balk
Trial trench through soft brown soil sub
L.265
Extension westward of L.275 sub L.273
Small Pit partially in west balk in NW
corner down to bedrock
Trial trench through L.265
Incoherent stones in center of square in
the north
Circular shaft 165 cm. deep cut through
bedrock
Burial #58 at base of shaft L.289

List III.4: MB Locus List for Square SW 2-7

stacked on top of each other and extended different lengths into the square. The earliest of these
Middle Bronze walls was Wall 233, an Early Phase wall coming out of the east balk built upon
Floor 271. Wall 233 was surrounded to the north and south by two floors, Floor 244 on the north
86

at elevation 173.20 meters and Floor
Middle Bronze Loci Matrix for SW 2-7
L.245 to the south at 173.10 meters. These
two loci were later determined to be one
floor. North of Wall 233 was a later
Middle Bronze phase Wall 197. Above
Wall 197 was Wall 160. Plaster floors 155
and 157 flank Wall 160 on the south and
north. Floor 205 was a stone pavement to
the north and west of Wall 160. North of
Wall 160 was later Wall 145 which rested
on Floor 135. Walls 197, 160, and 145 all
date to the later Middle Bronze phase.

P84 111 131 132P124 122 121P91 P76 105P108W92 P128 119
130 120
133
134
135 W145
136 138 137 140
146 141 147 W145 148 138
149 143 144 153 152 151 P113
162 156 154 157 W160 155 163
159 W158
164 P165 171 167
170
165
166
176 172 P168 174 171 173 175 169
178
184 180 186 181 187 183
192 190 177 194 W197 191 193 195 196 185 189
188
202 204 200 203
198
205
207 208
209
P206
211 212
205
210
W222 214 W218 W217 225 222
221
213
215
177 179 W234 226 W233 227 228 223 224 231 229 220 P216
W235 240 236
P230
239 237
241 W238 243
247 249
244
245
252
P251 254 P248 255
256 253
263 260
259
248
258 257 264 261
265 269
266
267
273
P270 272 271 268
P262
276
275
277 P274
P280 282 283
279
284 286
285
289
288 287 290
Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

On the opposite side of the square,

Matrix III.4: Square SW 2-7

sticking out of the west balk, were four
more Middle Bronze walls. The oldest wall on the west was Wall 238, an early Middle Bronze
phase wall two rows wide. Wall 234 was a single-course, later Middle Bronze phase wall south
and slightly offset from Wall 238. Further south was Wall 234 was Wall 218, which was partially
destroyed by Pit 168. These walls were identified as Middle Bronze walls by the surrounding
layers containing Middle Bronze pottery, their construction, and their elevations. An MB IIC
bowl was found in the soil between the Wall 238 and Foundation Trench 250. To the north of
these walls was a series of Middle Bronze layers containing Middle Bronze pottery (Loci 236,
87

240, and 241). These layers
were fills, not floors. To the
north of Layers 236, 240,
and 241 was the fourth
Middle Bronze wall, a
single-course Wall 235. It

Figure III.8: MB IIC Bowl Reg # 1445 from Square SW 2-7

was parallel to all the other
Middle Bronze walls in the square. It was identified as an early Middle Bronze phase wall
according to the associated pottery.

All the Middle Bronze walls in this square ran east and west, consequently none of them
intersected with any other remaining wall. Because no north-south walls were found to form
rooms, no building structures could be identified. Also, the pattern of walls had been destroyed
by the various large pits. The two groups of Walls (145, 160, 197, and 233 from the east balk)
and (218, 234, and 238 out of the northwest balk) are remnants of two separate Middle Bronze
construction phases.

Field B, Square SW 2-8

Middle Bronze architectural remnants were found by the excavators in the northwest corner
of Square SW 2-8. Walls entered SW 2-8 from the north and west balks. They originated in SW

88

2-7 to the north, and in the west where SW 3-8 would have been, if it had been excavated.(See
Figure III.9)

North-south Wall 88 (174.01 meters at south end) resting on plaster Floor 85, which extended
across the northern third of the square (at 174.02 m), and extended about one meter south into
the square. Floor 85 was clearly an Middle Bronze floor based on corresponding ceramics.
Connected to Wall 88 and going to the west into the balk was Wall 110. Walls 110 and 132 may
have formed the southwest corner
of a room which extended out of the
balk to the northwest. Inside the
area formed by these walls was a
plaster floor, L.98, under which
were two hard flaky brown layers,
Loci 105 and 119, which contained
sherds identified by the excavator
as “MB II-1500” B.C., the late
Middle Bronze occupational phase.
Just west of Wall 88 and also going
north into the north balk from Wall
110 was Wall 132. This was an
early Middle Bronze wall, lower
than Floor 98.

Figure III.9: Drawing of Square SW 2-8
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Middle Bronze Loci Matrix for SW 2-8
50 66 68 72 P67
70 73 71
69
79 75 74
76
78
82 89 86 87 W88 77 67 84
81
80
93 92
91
90
97 99 f98
96
94
95
100
105 106
103 101 102
104

Extending further south from the end

P21

f85

of Wall 88 was Wall 107 at 173.84 m.

83

Wall 107 connected with and extended
Wall 88. At its base Wall 107 was slightly
higher than Walls 88 and 110. It was not

112
W110 119 116 111 118 W107 108
W108
120
115
109
117 122 121 114
113
W132 W136 129 131 133
W109
128
W130
137 139
124
134
135
138
123
125
126 127
129
143 f141 139
f140
145
144
149
142
146
147 148
150
151
154
161
158
157
156 155
162
P163 165
167
166
169 f168
164
172
P173
W174
P175
P178

bonded to Wall 88. Next to Wall 107 to
the east, and slightly askew from it, was a
late phase Wall 108. Along with Wall 108,
Walls 88, 110, and 107 were all late
Middle Bronze Phase walls. Wall 132 was
earlier than these walls.

South of Wall 110, and continuing
south, was a “fairly thick” plaster floor,

Orange - Arab
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Floor 168. Floor 168 went south and east
around Walls 107 and 108 and covered

Matrix III.5: Square SW 2-8

most of the rest of the square where it was

cut by at least four pits (163,173, 175, and 178). Pit 163 contained Child Burial 4516 at 172.23
meters, an MB IIC Bowl (object # 1855) and a Basalt Grinding Stone. Plaster Floor 168 was the
The pattern of reporting at Taanach was to list child burials separate from the loci that contained them. A burial
beneath a floor would have one locus number for the hole dug in the floor and the burial. Then a separate list of
burials with a different set of numbers was kept for the burial. For example: the locus list includes a listing, Locus
125 Child Burial No. 15 June 26.
16
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lowest (earliest) Middle Bronze floor and was the base feature upon which the Middle Bronze
remains were found.

Since intramural burials were common in Palestine in the Middle Bronze Age, they are an
indicator of a domestic living area. A Child Burial, L.12, was found on the south side of Wall
110, where Walls 110 and 88 intersected. Child Burial 15, was in Locus 124 along the north balk
in the center of the square. East -west Wall 109 was in the southern half of the square and crossed
most of the square. South of Wall 109, resting upon Floor 147, were two more Child Burials.
One Child Burial, L.26, was uncovered just south of Wall 109 at 172.72 meters in MB IIC
Storage Jar object # 142; the other was in Middle Bronze storage jar object # 148 in the southeast
area of the square.

With so few Middle Bronze remains in Square SW 2-8 that extend into the north and west
balks, only a comparison with Squares SW 3-8 and SW 2-7 might give a clear understanding of
architectural remains in the north-west quadrant of the square. However, Square SW 3-8 was not
excavated and there were no Middle Bronze walls found in the north balk that were shared with
Square SW 2-7. Middle Bronze construction in the Square included a small late Middle Bronze
phase room (1m north-south x 2m east-west) formed by Walls 88 and 110 in the north-west
corner of the square. It had a late MB IIC phase plaster floor, L.98. Earlier Wall 132 was below
Floor 98. Pottery and child burials indicate habitation across the square. South of Wall 110 was
another domestic space between the west balk and Wall 107. This is where Child Burial 12 was
found. Walls 107 and 108 may have extended south to connect with Wall 109, but no evidence of
91

Loci List SW 2-8

Early Phase

MB IIC
Late Phase
81
Reddish colored enclosure adjoining
plaster floor L.85
85
Plaster floor adjoining large circular tabun
L.81
88
North-south Wall built on plaster floor
L.85
98
Plaster floor fragment west of Wall 88
105
Hard flaky brown earth under plaster floor
L.98
107
North-south Wall partly sub L.88
108
North-south Wall earliest phase
109
East-west wall appears to be at right angle
to wall 107
110
East-west wall in NW corner of square
113
Sandy brown stratum under plaster floor
L.85
114
Thin brown soil with charcoal under L.113
115
Hard flecks brown in SW corner
117
Reddish floor runs up to Wall 108
119
Hard flecks brown sub L.98 and 105
120
Soft Brown adjoining west balk of Pit
L.21
121
Fine reddish soil under L.114
122
Hard dark brown sub L.121
124
Child burial number12
125
Child burial number15
126
Soft brown sub L.117
127
Mixed brown in 50 cm square
129
Hard brown layer sub L.107
130
Stump of East-west wall

132
133
134
135
137
138
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
154
155
158
161
162
165
168
171
172
174
177

North-south wall between W 110 and the
north balk
Soft brown sub L.108
Removal of Wall 130
Soft brown sub L.121 and 122
Soft brown sub L.119
Balk removal, no sherds
Red floor with white underneath
Child burial 26
Reddish gray sub L.120
Soft brown sub L.140 in SE corner
Powdery brown fill with small stones
Trial trench in SE corner
Paster floor in L.146
MB IIC Storage Jar on floor L.146
Hard gray sub L.139
Plaster basin
Top three courses of Wall 109
North-south wall attached to first 3
Courses of Wall 109 on south side
Stone pavement on which .148 was found
to stand
Soft brown sub east end of Wall 109
Soft brown extension north of L.157
Soft brown sub L.143
Soft brown sub L.140a
Reclining MB jar containing CB No. 45
Fairly thick plaster floor
Coarse loose brown top stratum in L.170
Soft gray sub L.157 in S ctr of square
EW Wall in NE corner of square
One meter square trial trench

List III.5:MB Locus List for Square SW 2-8

any remnants were found. South of Wall 109 were indications of possible living space, but there
was nothing conclusive.

Field B, Square SW 3-5

A significant number of Middle Bronze remains were found in Square SW 3-5. The
configuration of loci included walls, floors, burials, and personal artifacts. The Middle Bronze
92

Loci List SW 3-5

76

46

77
78

48
49
54
60
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
75

Hard tan soil sub L.41,31 and 45 at
174.60
Stub corner of wall in NE at 174.84
Hard bricky red soil sub L.33 east 1
inside of corner L.48
Stone Wall in NW
Medium red-brown soil
Small stone(pit or fireplace) circle,3/4
round,3 course high at 1174.35
Rock Wall running NS, sub L.43 and 51
Medium brown soil sub L.49
Uneven coarse white plaster
White hard plaster sub L.66
Soil immediately around jar L.93
Loose stones in reddish-brown soil
A stone pit 2 or 3 courses deep
An irregular pit sub L.59
Stone wall in west balk adjoining L.54
In rocky area adjacent to L.54

79
80
81
82
84
85
86
87
88
92
93

Stone Wall in west balk top partially
covered with white plaster
Loose rocky red-brown soil sub L.59
In stairs at NW corner at 174.90, sub
L.34
Lower and earlier Wall extending east
from Wall 54m
In L.75, broken pot with baby bones
inside
Wall running N from Walls L.59 and 79
Wall sub L.55 and 56
In, around and under Walls L.84 and 85
EW Wall in extreme south sub L.61
Stone Wall sub L.77
Rock fall or wall in NW corner of L.60
Loose black rocky soil sub L.77 in SW
corner
Loose red-brown soil sub L.63, CB in
L.93
Large jar in situ within L.69

List III.6: MB Locus List for Square SW 3-5

walls within this square included Walls 54, 65, 73, 76, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86 and 87. Wall 73
stretched north and south in the west balk and at its north end was abutted by Wall 54, a wall of a
single row of stones. Wall 54 extended to the east out of the west balk. It continued about two
meters into the square. There it was extended across most of the square by Wall 79. Heading
north from Wall 79 was Wall 81 which extended north into the north balk. At the northeast corner
of the square was a stone fall which turned out to be Wall 87, also heading north from Wall 79
into the north balk. Between Walls 87 and 81 was Locus 60, a medium-hard, red-brown soil at
174.03 meters which was determined to be Middle Bronze Age by the pottery contained within
it. These Walls, 87, 81, and 79 formed a Middle Bronze Age room. They point to the possibility
of more rooms and domestic structures continuing north out of the square into Square SW 3-4,
which was not excavated. All three of these walls date to the later part of the Middle Bronze Age.
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In the center of the square were two
rooms bounded on their north by Walls
54 and 79. The first of these two rooms
was formed with Wall 73 on the west
and Wall 82 to the east. A southern wall
was not identifiable. In the space
between Walls 73 and 82 was a loose,
stony, reddish-brown soil layer, (L.70),
with Middle Bronze Age pottery.
“Associated with the destruction debris
of this structure (in which elements of
mud brick walls and the ceiling could be
Figure III.10: Drawing of Square SW 3-5

clearly distinguished) were a scarab, a
bronze dagger haft, a beautifully-

preserved bronze dagger, a basalt ring, a limestone hammer head, a basalt mortar, a basalt
rubbing stone, and even traces of matting on a floor. Under the floor of this house in the hollow
south of Wall 76 was a common MB IIC store-jar placed upside down with a double-handled
juglet with degenerate button base (belonging to the very end of MB IIC) lying against it,” (Lapp
1963: 11).

94

The second room, made up of Walls 54 and 79 on the north, had three other walls, each of a
thickness of a single stone. Wall 82, was on the west side of the second room. Wall 76 ran eastwest and formed the south side of this room. The east side was formed by north-south Wall 65
which was bonded to the east end of Wall 76. This room had a reddish-brown, loose, and stoney
earth floor, Locus 69, which included much late Middle Bronze Age pottery. On the east side of
Wall 65 was Locus 68, a white, hard, plaster floor. All three floor surfaces, Loci 68, 69, and 70,
were Middle Bronze loci according to the ceramics associated with them. Like the entire square,
both of these rooms were from the later part the Middle Bronze Age.

Middle Bronze Loci Matrix for SW 3-5
48 49
W50
51
52 61
53 62
55 56 63
57

Along the south side of Walls 54 and

46

W65
67
69 P71
70
W73
74
W76
78
W79
W84
W85
90

79 was a depression containing Locus 93,
W54-W73
58

60
64
66
68
75<80
83
W87

W81

a large Middle Bronze store jar, set flush

59

to the Walls. To the south, just west of

P72

Wall 85, was Locus 92, an MB IIC store

77

jar placed upside down; in the jar were the

W82
SW86
88

bones of an infant under two years of age.
Another similar jar, Locus 80, was buried

89

under the floor against north/south Wall

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

81 in the north end of the square. The
burials indicate that these three areas were

Matrix III.6: Square SW 3-5

all part of domestic living spaces.
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Just southeast of the center of the square was Wall 84, which ran south from where Walls 76
and 65 met and continued south toward east-west Wall 85, which was partially in the south balk.
Wall 84 was not bonded to walls 76, 65 or 85. Within the south balk of the square was a wall
parallel to Wall 85, running east and west, (Wall 86). All these walls were determined by the
excavator to be from the MB IIC phase, according to the associated pottery and construction of
the walls. The remains in this square were all from the later part of the Middle Bronze Age
occupation in Field B.

Field B, Square SW 3-6.

Square SW 3-6 was only excavated in the 1963 season. No Middle Bronze Age structures
were discovered, but it did contain a few Middle Bronze Age loci. Locus 52, was a hard, tan-gray
bricky material which equaled three other loci. The other three loci equivalent to Locus 52
included L.51, a multi-layered soil layer which included an orange brick pavement layer,
possibly a floor, with three post holes; L.53 of light-brown dirt with charcoal and ashes; and
L.54, a pit filled with many sherds and stones. The charcoal and ashes indicated some
destruction. The excavator described Locus 51 in the Field Book as an “Orange brick fall (or roof
fall) pavement with
three post holes.”
Locus 52 contained
some MB IIC pottery
which included a
small MB IIC jug.

Loci List for SW 3-6
51
52
53
54
61
67
72

Orange brick pavement with post holes
= L.51, 53 and 54 Hard tan-gray bricky material
Light brown ‘dirt’ with much charcoal and ashes
Pit filed with med brown gravely soil w/many sherds and stones
Gray clay layer
Brown compact soil sub L.52
Brown dirt under gray clay floor surface L.61

List III.7: MB Locus List for Square SW 3-6
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Triangular-shaped Locus 67 was a brown compact soil layer in the middle of the square,
which included some MB IIC pottery sherds. Locus 61, a gray clay layer in the northwest
quadrant of the square, and L. 72, immediately below it, were also Middle Bronze loci. Only
seven Middle Bronze Loci (51, 52, 53, 54, 61, 67, and 72) were found in Square SW 3-6. No
Middle Bronze architectural remains were brought to light.

Field B, Square SW 3-7.

Alfred von Rohr Sauer was the square
supervisor in this square. Dr. Sauer found large
amounts of both Early and Middle Bronze Age
material in SW 3-7. He found Middle Bronze
material from both the earlier Middle Bronze
and the later Middle Bronze Age occupation.

The early Middle Bronze Age assemblage
was built off a single long composite wall
extending from the north balk through the
square and to the south balk. This long wall
was comprised of Walls 146 and 158. Walls 146

Figure III.11: Drawing of Square SW 3-7
early Middle Bronze Age

and 158 met and abutted each other in the center of the square. Three short (approximately 2
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meters in length) east-west walls went west from Wall 146-158; Wall 150 on the north, Wall 159
to the south, and Wall 147 between them. Walls 147 and 159 extended to the west balk. Wall 150
probably exited the square through the west balk, but it was too damaged to be sure. On the west
end of Wall 150 were the remains of a short wall, 204, bonded to Wall 150 and went south for a
meter. Wall 204 was the western wall for Room One. This configuration of walls formed two
rooms. Room One was about 2 x 2 meters and Room Two was 2 x 2.5 meters. A series of five
Middle Bronze Age layers (floors) was found in Room Two. At the top was Locus 179, a crisp
MB Loci from SW 3-7

182

MB IIC
Early Phase
146
147
150
153
158
159
164
179
180

196
198

A north-south wall running 2.8 m, two
courses, two stones wide
east-west wall lying between west balk
and north-south Wall 146.
east-west wall possibly abutting northsouth Wall 146
north-south wall running along east
balk
North-south wall out from south balk
east-west wall out from west balk
An east-west wall between east balk
and L.146
Brown dirt with some dark spots,
above thin floor
Hard exposed brown, possible
pavement along west baulk

214

Brown flecked earth with limestone,
ash spots, patches of plaster, burn
lines
Hard dark brown loam somewhat stony
Dark brown hard, earth between west
balk l.196 walls down to plaster
floor
Stump of east-west wall coming out of
east balk

Late Phase
193
210
213
227
246
260

Stump of east-west wall, large single
stones
East-west wall
Stump of east-west wall coming out of
east balk
Two burn lines, remnants of plaster
floor(?) Few sherds
Lower course of stones forming an
east-west wall
Group of stones coming out of west
balk

List III.8: MB Locus List for Square SW 3-7

brown soil. Below L.179 was Locus 182, a brickey-brown soil layer flecked with pieces of
limestone mixed in. Locus 182 was on top of L.196, a hard dark-brown soil flecked with some
Limestone bits. Locus 196 was above L.198, a hard dark-brown layer. Underneath Locus 198
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was a plaster floor with burned material, L.227. This configuration of floors and walls was dated
by the pottery to the earlier phase of the MB II Age.

On the east side of the square,

Middle Bronze Loci Matrix for SW 3-7
84
89
85 86
87 88
91
P96
P91 92 90 W93
94
98
95
P97
99
W109
100
113
W147 W150 W146
162
142
W150
W158
W153
W165
W164
163 CB166
W159
CB 175 W176
177 178
179
181 182 180
183
184 188 186 187
191 W193
195 196
194 198
197
200
204 209 207
203
205
208
211
W210
212 W213 215 W214
CB217
216
218
219
222 223
227 226 228 225 224
229
234 232 230
239 240 236 237
242
241
245 CB243 244
249
251
250
247 246
CB254 256 257 258
261 261
266 264
CB266 CB267 CB268
270
274 W275
273 276

progressing north and south
along the east balk, was Wall
153. At the north end of Wall 153
was Wall 164 extending west to
north-south Wall 146-158. Wall
164 continued to the east side of
Wall 146-158 where it was
designated Wall 150. The three
walls were bonded together.
Along Wall 153 were three wall
stubs - Walls 193, 213, and 214.
These walls were configured in a
pattern that may have framed

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

three partial rooms with Wall 153
as the common eastern wall. All
Matrix III.7: Square SW 3-7

three of the walls may have

extended to Walls 146-158, but there are no remnants left indicating how far west each of these
walls proceeded. What was left of Wall 193 was a short stub. Wall 213, also a stub, was a little
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longer. Wall 214 was a short stub that was demolished later. These four walls outlined a
configuration of rooms, or storage areas during the earlier Middle Bronze Period.

During the later Middle Bronze II Period there
was a “courtyard” on the east half of the square.
Rooms Three, Four and Five had been eliminated
by the removal of Walls 193, 213 and 214. The
resulting courtyard was framed by the remaining
four walls. On the east was north-south Wall 153
running north and south in the east balk. At the
north end of Wall 153 was east-west Wall 164. At
the south end of the square was east-west Wall
210. These two walls, 164 and 210, leading off of
Wall 153, extended halfway across the square to
Wall 146-158, the west wall of the courtyard.

Figure III.12: Drawing of Square SW 3-7
later Middle Bronze Age

These four walls formed a courtyard approximately 7.0 m. north to south and 3.5 meters east to
west.

In Square SW 3-7 there were indications of Middle Bronze Age settlement in two distinctly
different Middle Bronze phases. Domestic rooms may have covered the entire square in the early
Middle Bronze phase. The domestic structures in the eastern half of the square gave way to a
"courtyard" covering the eastern half of the square in the later Middle Bronze phase.
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FIELD B, OUTLINE BY PHASE

After three seasons of excavation, the Middle Bronze Age occupation within Field B was
confused and incomplete.This was due in part to the earlier excavation methods of Dr. Ernst
Sellin who dug a trench directly through much of this field. In spite of the disturbance, some
Middle Bronze Age remains were found in all eight squares. Square SW 3-6 exhibited almost no
Middle Bronze remains, but it was only excavated during the 1963 season. In Square SW 1-9,
material from only one Middle Bronze phase was found. The other squares all contained enough
Middle Bronze material to identify two Middle Bronze occupational phases. A maze of walls was
found in most of the squares (Squares SW 1-7, 1-8, 2-7, 2-8, and 3-7). Some squares showed
possible architectural connections to other squares through the balks. Walls in Squares SW 2-7
and 1-7 connected through the balk. A wall running north and south along the east balk of Square
SW 3-7 (Wall 153) was connected to east-west walls in both Squares SW 2-7 and 3-7. A wall
may be under the balk between Squares SW 1-8 and 2-8. Further excavation could easily clarify
these possible walls.

The Middle Bronze Age domestic spaces (rooms) were small - about 2.5 m x 2.5 m on
average. The construction of walls was typical of the Middle Bronze Age. Walls in the earlier
phases were generally constructed with a single row of large stones and later phases were usually
assembled with smaller stones, two rows wide (Walls L.210 and 213 in SW 3-7). Child Burials
were found in the floors of the rooms.They were usually, but not always, near a wall as in
Squares SW 2-8 and 3-7. According to Paul Lapp, “there are many good parallels to this practice
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of burying infants under the floors of houses in MB II Palestine.” (Lapp 1963:11) These features
are all typical attributes of Middle Bronze Age occupation in Canaan.

Figure III.13: Field B Architectural Record
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CHAPTER FOUR

Stratigraphic Description and Analysis in Field C
Excavation in Field C started in 1963 with seven Squares; SW 5-1, 5-2, 6-1, 6-2, 9-1, and NW
8-1 and 9-1. In succeeding seasons, 1966 and 1968, the number of Squares was expanded to
include SW 5-3, 5-4, 7-1, and 8-1. This area was chosen for excavation in order to disclose more
of the large public buildings and walls that were visible in the balks left by the German
excavations of 1903 and 1904.

The purposes of the excavations were simple enough, 1) to dig stratigraphically in all areas
opened to bedrock and in the process, 2) to prepare a Great N to S section running from
5-1 to 5-4 (and on to 5-8 in the Domestic area in Field D) and a great E-W section running
from 9-1 to 5-1. Therefore digging took place in 5-4, 5-3, 5-2, 6-2, and what was termed
6-1. Square 6-1 was a three meter wide trench (including steps which narrowed the
digging area to two meters) which connected stratigraphically the defenses discovered in
8-1 and 9-1 with the great N to S section. Digging removed all LB materials in the whole
area, save the Great Shaft installation in 5-4, and got through the latest MB elsewhere. In
6-1 proper, and 7-1 proper, bedrock was reached. Future digging will meet only EB in 5-1
proper, though it will encounter some very early MB in 6-2, 5-2, 5-4, and perhaps in 5-3
also.
The supervisor in 6-2 was John Grindel, in 5-2 it was Keith Beebe, and in 5-4 Holland
Jones. Carl Graesser, Jr. dug in 5-3 and 6-1. In the last two weeks Holland Jones dug in
5-3, and 5-1 proper was dug by Keith Beebe. (Graesser 1968: 2)

There were four Middle Bronze phases in Field C. All four phases were found only in Square
SW 6-2. Squares 5-2, and 5-4, and what the excavator called the great east-west section,
consisting of Squares 9-1, 8-1, 7-1, and 6-1 each contained three Middle Bronze phases. Squares
SW 5-3 and NW 9-1 both had two phases while Square SW 5-1 contained only one Middle
Bronze phase.
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FIELD C, OUTLINE BY SQUARE

Field C, Square SW 5-1

Only one Middle Bronze locus in SW 5-1 was found during the 1963 season. The Middle
Bronze locus was a “strip of clayey surface soil.” This Square was excavated in 1963, and only
for a partial season. Most of the north half of the square was an open pit, which having been dug
out by Sellin, was not in shape for excavation. Because the two squares had been reduced in size
by Sellin’s work, the excavator worked in Squares SW 5-1 and 5-2 simultaneously. At the start of
the season one common loci list was kept for both squares. On July third, “Dr. Lapp advised that
Square SW 5-1 be terminated as an identifying square as of today.” From then on all of the
excavation and all the loci on the common list were only from Square SW 5-2.

Field C, Square SW 5-2

SW 5-2 Early Middle Bronze Phase

The early Middle Bronze phase was the earliest identifiable Middle Bronze phase in SW 5-2.
In this phase, Square SW 5-2 was bisected from east to west by two walls, Wall 148 in the center
and 149 approximately 2.5 meters south of 148 along the south balk. On the east side of the
square, partially in the east balk, was a composite wall which was composed of a series of
shorter walls. In SW 5-2 the composite wall ran north and south the entire length of the square
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Figure IV.1: Drawing of Field C
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within the east balk. The composite wall was comprised of five different Middle Bronze wall
segments; (Walls 212, 150, 260, 226, and 177). Wall 212 came out of the south balk for a meter
where it abutted, but was not bonded to, Wall 150. Moving north, 150 became Wall 260, which
became Wall 226 and finally going into the north balk as Wall 177.

In the north half of the square was
Wall 237 which extended north from
Wall 248. These two walls formed part
of a room along with Wall 226, part of
the Composite Wall in the east balk. At
the north end of Wall 237, on the west
side, was a circular stone cooking
installation, Locus 291.

Along the west balk in the northwest
quadrant of the square was Wall 307.
Perpendicular to Wall 307 was Wall 290
Figure IV.2: Drawing of SW 5-2,
early Middle Bronze Phase

which extended one-half meter into the
square with a short extension to the

south. The excavator believed this arrangement of walls to be a the remnant of a storage facility.
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South of east-west Wall 148 was a small quadrangle formed by Walls 148 on the north, 260
and 150 on the east, 149 across the south, and north-south Wall 259 along the west. Parallel to
Wall 259, and inside the courtyard, was Locus 280, which appeared to have been some sort of
bench or low shelf rather than the foundation of a wall, since it lies so close to the more

Middle Bronze Loci List for SW 5-2

255

Late Phase MB Loci

256
259

114
115
133
145
148
149
150
177
182
184
191
201
209
210
211
212
214
215
216

Soft stone laid in black clay mortar

260

Pit with soft gray ashy yellow dirt
Removal of Wall 148 and 15 cm of hard
brown soil
Cleaning north face of Wall 149
Wall 150 in east balk
Removal of Wall 177
Hard brown soil with huwwar chunks
Wall between L.148 and 143
Broken plaster and hard brown dirt
North-south Wall
Stone Wall abuts L.226
Stone Wall
East-west Stone Wall = L.148
Stone Wall below L.117
Hard plaster surface
Hard tan earth surface with white flecks
Brown crumbly soil, white flecks, few
stones

263
266

Early Phase MB Loci
244
268
276
277
278
280
288
290

Middle Phase MB Loci
222
223
224
226
231
237
244
248

North-south Stone Wall laid on pebbly
plaster
North-south Stone Wall
North-south Stone Wall bonded to L.149
at 174.20
North-south Stone Wall below L.150 upon
L.247 and 257
East-west Stone Wall
West balk removal, fill in paster gutter,
dark brown earth

291
293
296

Stone lined pit
Stone structure set in plaster of 191, circle
of stones
Stony plaster surface
north-south Stone Wall
Remains of oven against Wall 226
Stone Wall below L.216
Large stones, gabled and spaces in
between, soft fine brown earth (C.B.
35)
East-west Stone Wall

298
299
300
301
302
307

Large stones, gabled and spaces between,
soft fine soil
Below 267, medium brown stony soil
Very hard brown soil layer spotted with
red clay and huwwar chips
Pit, ashy, soft brown and stone
Foundation Wall of small stones upon
which Wall 260 was built
Removal of Wall 280, three courses high,
adjacent to 259
White plaster surface
One course wall perpendicular to West
balk
Circular stone installation in surface 288
Foundation Trench of Wall 149
Below L.268 Hard surface south of Wall
149, mortar and oven on floor
Hard grayish clay, charcoal flecked
Pebbly floor abuts L.149 and 260, goes
under L.259, 280 and does not abut
L.248
Dark brown stony .65 x .65 square
Wall south from, and perpendicular to,
Wall 149
Wall = SW 5-3 L.143
North-south Wall in West balk at Rt angle
with Wall 290

List IV.1: MB Loci List for Square SW 5-2
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substantial Wall 259. Bench 280 only extended slightly more than a
meter to the north into the courtyard where it was cut off by a stonelined Pit 222.

Directly south of Bench 280 on the south side of Wall 149 was
Wall 301 which stretched south from Wall 149 to the south balk. To
the south of Wall 149 and west of Wall 301 were two Middle Bronze
Surfaces, 268, a medium-brown stony soil, and 296, a hard surface
with mortar.

Middle Bronze Matrix for SW 5-2
148 149

150
201

177

184

In this early Phase, Wall 278 was only

211 209

211
212

Figure IV.3:MB Juglet
# 1473 in SW 5-2

partially exposed from under the greater wall.
Wall 278 was a foundation wall for the more

226

substantial Wall 260. Wall 278 was clearly of

237
244

248

256 256

259

263
260

the “small stone” Type II, while Wall 149 on
the south side of the courtyard was a Type III

280

278

Wall of two larger stones in width (See the

290 288
293
302
307

291

excavator’s typology of Middle Bronze

301 300 299

walls on page 111).

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Matrix IV.1: Square SW 5-2
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SW 5-2 Middle Middle Bronze Phase

The extensive pitting present in this square did not completely obscure the general plan of the
area in the middle Middle Bronze phase. Two open courts were found within Square SW 5–2.
One room and a courtyard were located
to the north, and an open area was to the
south.

In the square to the north, (SW 5-1), a
courtyard with a sturdy plaster surface,
extended almost 3.5 meters south into
SW 5-2 as surface Locus 288, as far as
Wall 148. This wall originally extended
another meter or so westward, and then
was shortened in a re-building. Later
Wall 148 was extended again about 1.5
Figure IV.4: Drawing of SW 5-2,
middle Middle Bronze phase

meters further west. This courtyard in
the north was almost completely covered

by the plaster surface. Wall 237 still extended north from Wall 148 outlining a room or, perhaps,
a storage facility, with Wall 266 in the east balk. Within this room, in the corner formed by Walls
148 and 266 were the remains of an oven, Locus 231, against Wall 266. The room had a floor,
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Locus 298, made up of grayish clay and charcoal-flecked soil. Another cooking facility in the
shape of a circle of stones, Locus 291, was set on the plaster surface 288.

West of Wall 259 near the west balk was an installation of stones, (Locus 244), the
disturbance of which was first described in the Field Notes for Square SW 5-2 as “large stones
with space between them, gabled.” As it was uncovered, and the stones were removed, burial #35
was revealed underneath the gabling. The Burial contained Middle Bronze pottery (Bowl 1496,
Juglets 1497 & 1414, Jug 1446, Jars 1491 and 1492.) There were two floor layers in this South
Courtyard; Locus 274, a hard gray clay surface and L.299 a pebbly floor.

SW 5-2 Late Middle Bronze Phase

The late phase of the Middle Bronze Stratum in SW 5-2 represents a few small changes from
the middle phase stratum. In the middle phase of the Northern Courtyard there was Wall, 237,
which was missing during the late phase. Also missing from the late phase was installation Locus
244 in the southern half of the square. In the late middle phase, Wall 148 across the middle of the
square had been removed and replaced by Wall 248 which may have gone west across the square
far enough to connect with Wall 201, a north-south wall one meter from the west balk. According
to the excavator, there was too much destruction to be sure if these two walls ever connected. A
stub of a wall sticking out of the west balk, Wall 211, may have connected with, and therefore
been part of, Wall 248. If so, then it appears likely that Walls 201 and 248 would have connected
with each other also.
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In the north courtyard Walls 177, 226,
and 260 from the Composite Wall, were
removed. They were replaced by Wall 184,
lying approximately 1/2 meter inside the
east balk, and extending south from the
north balk to join east-west Wall 248.

In the southern half of the square Walls
256 and 255 were removed. The removal
cleared the southern area to create an open
courtyard. In the open area south of Wall
248, Wall 149 was still present with Pit 115
Figure IV.5: Drawing of SW 5-2,
Late Middle Bronze Phase

along the north side. Most of the courtyard
was open space with a large pit, (Locus

145) of soft gray ashy yellow dirt, covering a large portion of the western half of the open space.

Three identifiable Middle Bronze II phases were found in SW 5-2, (the early, middle and late
Phases). In the course of excavation approximately twenty-three Middle Bronze walls, or wall
stubs, were uncovered. Most of these are attributed to the middle Middle Bronze phase which is
the second Middle Bronze phase in this square.
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According to the excavator, the Middle Bronze walls in this square illustrate the three types of
construction commonly found in the Middle Bronze horizon at Taanach:

I. The first type of walls were made up of one large stone, about 35 cm wide; such
as walls 177 in SW 5-1 and 62 and 115 in Square SW 5-2.
II. The second type are exhibited by Wall 248 in SW 5-2, a wall made of two small
stones in width, ca. 40 cm, wide.
III. Walls 149 and 148 in SW 5-2 are examples of the third type of construction, a
wall composed of two larger stones in width, as large as 65 cm wide.
The most prevalent form of construction in the Middle Bronze horizon at Taanach
is the first type, the single large stone (approx. 35 cm) in width.

Field C, Square SW 5-3

SW 5-3 Early Middle Bronze Phase

This Square contains elements from two Middle
Bronze Phases, an early and a late phase. In the early
Middle Bronze phase most of SW 5-3 was composed
of a large courtyard area. The courtyard was outlined
by Wall 190 on the south and Walls 195 and 182 on the
east. Wall 195 continued North from Wall 190 for one
meter, then there was a space of about 1.0 meter.
Stones laid in the space indicate a doorway or
passageway. North of that space, Wall 182 continued
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Figure IV.6: Drawing of SW 5-3,
early Middle Bronze Phase

north for two-and-one half meters where it joined Wall 138. Wall 138 defined the northern
outline of the courtyard.

Middle Bronze Loci Matrix for SW 5-3

In the early phase, Wall 144 entered SW
5-3 in the middle of the north balk and
extended south for one and one half meters.
At this point in the excavation, there was not

204
209

enough of Wall 144 extant to show whether it
joined to Wall 138 or not. Both Walls 144 and
138 were Middle Bronze walls which
continued to be used during the Late Bronze

227

169 W138
187 188
155
W190 W99 186 189 191 192
W131 197 196 193 163 198
194 199 W195
201 CB202 200 W136
205 206 207
208 210
W144
212
211
215
216 195 217 W190
W213
222 224 218 219 221
214 225
228
226
229 230 231

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Period.17

Matrix IV.2: Square SW 5-3

To the east of wall stub L.182, was a street made up of various levels of Middle Bronze fills
including Gravel Street 178, Gravel Street 175, a red-brown Surface 191, a Fill level 192 below
Surface 191 and a Street Patch 196 which contained much Middle Bronze pottery. The street
continued from the south balk at a slight northeasterly direction, and exited the square near the
northeast corner.

When Walls 144, 138, 131, and 136 were first uncovered, they were listed in the Locus List as being from the Late
Bronze Period. However, when they were removed they were also listed as being from the Middle Bronze Period.
These were Middle Bronze walls that were reused in the Late Bronze Period.
17
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Middle Bronze Loci List for SW 5-3

MB Early Phase Loci

Late Bronze Loci

190
191

115
72
100
103
104
103
105
116
120
126
131
136
138
144

Soft late phase MB Loci
Wall stub, super L.72, below L.66
Below L.44 =L.102
Below L.93 hard brown dirt.
Below street L.102.
Wall or line of stones
Below L.46, = part of L.54. Wall two
stones wide
Cobbled street under L.114.
Below L.74, triangle shaped area, dirt hard
brown.
Below L.111, super L.133. Huwwar
surface, dark brown
Wall, five courses high, below L.129
Wall, two courses wide, six high
Wall, two stones wide
Wall, two stones wide, four courses high

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
199
200
201
202
207
211

MB Late Phase Loci
155
156
169
172
173
174
175
178
179
180
181
182
183

212
213
214
215
216
217
218

Wall below L.55, 60 cm wide and 50 cm
high, smaller stones
Stones dug out of L.208
Below L.140 Curb top stones huge
Below L. 172, brown stony soil
Below L.116 Curb
Below L.174 gravel street
Below L.175 gravel street
Below L.173 dark-brown
Below L.178 dark-brown sherdy next to
L.179
Below L.149 soft brown w/stones pit
Wall below L.169
Pit below L.178 with hard bricky brown
fill

219
220
221
222
226
228
229
230
231

Wall below L.188
Red-brown and dark-brown med soil
below L.134 & 157
Below L.141 from arbitrary level below
L.191
Below L.179 coarse red-brown patch
Below L.192 dark-brown w/huwwar flecks
Wall
Street - patch much pottery abuts L.182
Below L.193 & 196 med compact soil with
much pottery
Below L.193 Pit dug from surface L.183
Below L.131 and 130
Floor below 131 and 130
Trial trench 70 cm from west balk
Plaster pit against N balk - 36 cm in
diameter
Burial - CB 47
Plaster surface, below L.204 at 173.16
Rocky surface extending from L.182 to 50
cm from W balk
From L.182 to W balk. below L.193 & 194
Rock-pile from E balk
Hole in E Balk - pit or cistern
Below Wall 182
Below L.187 supra rock pile L.213
Wash fill below L.170
Wash fill below L.190, 193 and 195 to
173.25
Wash fill below L.218
Group of sherds beside and under rocks of
L.213
Extension of trial trench L.217 to S balk
below L.192
Wash fill below L.167, 183, and 216
Plaster above dirt surface at 173.07
Wash fill below L.170 supra L.229
Wash fill below L.228
Wash fill below L.229
Wash fill below L.230

List IV.2: MB Locus List for Square SW 5-3

SW 5-3 Late Middle Bronze Phase

In the late phase, SW 5-3 contained two opened-face rooms. The northern room was open to
the east and the southern room was open to the west.
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The late Middle Bronze phase included
Walls, 144 and 138. In the Middle Phase,
Wall 138 crossed most of the square from
east to west about one meter from the north
balk. In the middle of the north balk, Wall
144 extended south from the balk to where it
was bonded to the east-west Wall 138.
Against the west balk laid out southward
from Wall 138 for two and one half meters
was Wall 131. Wall 131 abutted Wall 138 on
the north and was bonded to Wall 136 on the
south. Wall 136 went to the east for two
meters, where it abutted north-south Wall
182. Within the northern room formed by

Figure IV.7: Drawing of SW 5-3,
late Middle Bronze Phase

Walls 138, 131, and 136, in the southeast
corner of the room, was Child Burial 47 inside a jug, Locus 202. Included in Locus 202 was
Child Burial 47 and Juglets 1570 and 1718 and Lamp 1637, all Middle Bronze ceramics. The
surface within this room was Locus 126, a black and brown Middle Bronze fill with some
plaster.

Another room in the south half of the square was formed by Walls 155, 120, 182, and 136.
Wall 155 was along the south balk. Wall 120 abutted Wall 155 on its east end and extended north
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for about two meters to where it bonded with Wall Stump 182. Wall 136, on the north, extended
west from Wall 182 to the west balk. Enclosed within the walls was a pavement of large stones,
Locus 97.

Square SW 5-3 has two phases. In the early phase there was an open courtyard covering most
of the square. The courtyard must have extended to the west which was not excavated. In the
later phase, the square was represented by two open-ended rooms. The northern room was open
to the east and the southern room was open to the west. There were no walls found from the
same time period that would have enclosed either of these two rooms.

Field C, Square SW 5-4

In the square designated SW 5-4, most of the Middle Bronze remnants were found in the
eastern half of the square. The general plan shows streets and walls extending north and south in
the eastern half of the Square and open space to the west.

Square SW 5-4 Early Middle Bronze Phase

Even though the very earliest Middle Bronze levels, (MBII A and B), yielded only a few early
Middle Bronze remnants, enough were uncovered to indicate a small early Middle Bronze II
presence. In the far northwest corner of the square were two early Middle Bronze surfaces, Loci
(123 and 124). Locus 123 was a stone surface, and beneath it was L.124, a pavement surface.
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Both Loci were from the MB IIB phase.
In the southwest corner of the square was
an early Middle Bronze phase plastered
surface, (Floor 131). The early Middle
Bronze phase in the western half of the
square included the huge Shaft Reservoir
which had been constructed in the latter
part of the Early Bronze Age, and then
abandoned by the middle of the Middle
Bronze Age. There was a remnant of a
north-south stone Wall, locus 122, on the
Figure IV.8: Drawing of SW 5-4,
early Middle Bronze Phase

southern side of the Early Bronze Age
Reservoir Shaft. On its south end, Wall

122 abutted east-west Wall 126. Wall 126 ran eastward from near the west balk until it connected
with north-south Wall 115. Within the corner formed by Walls 126, on the south, and 115, on the
east, was Locus 121, an MB IIA surface which was described by the excavator as a “small rock
surface with firm dirt (Graesser: 1968; 136)”

On the east half of Square SW 5-6 were the earliest indications of the streets to come later in
the Middle Bronze Age. In the northeast corner was a Trial Trench, (L.140), which dug through a
sherd layer and into a brown dirt fill. The Trial Trench was under Locus136 a sherd and cobbledstone street surface which extended about 2.5 meters south along the east balk. Continuing south
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along the east balk, on the same path that later streets would follow, was a stone-dirt surface,
Locus (141). The later MB IIC streets would be laid on top of this foundation. All three of these
Loci, 136, 140, and 141, were identified by the excavator as being from the earlier MB IIA
phase.

Middle Bronze Loci List for SW 5-4

118 Dirt layer, same dimensions and below
L.117, supra L.119
119 Dirt surface, same dimensions and below
L.118
120 Dirt surface bounded by L.62. Westward
extension of 105. Approximately in
middle of area below L.74

Late Middle Bronze Phase
88
98

Fill from west balk to curb wall 89
Plastered surface, probably street. Same
dimensions as L.97, curbed by L.105

100
101 Dirt layer between upper and lower plaster
surface L.98, in some sections.
102 Street. From 90-600 cm from S balk
104 Street. Same dimensions as and below
L.102. Supra L.106
106 Street. Same dimensions and below L.104
from N balk
107 Curb-Wall below L.105, supra L.115. Curb
for streets L.102 and 104.

Early Middle Bronze Phase
121 Rock surface bounded by extension of
L.62, 116 and 126
122 Rock surface apparently top of Wall
123 From 0-100 cm from N balk, from 0 - 150
cm from W balk, below L.80 and 81
124 Rock surface below L.123
125 Trial trench from 60 - 120 cm from W balk,
from 200 - 320 cm from W balk, N of
Wall 126
126 Wall from Wall 115 to 25 cm of west balk
127 Wall from L.115 to 25 cm of W balk, 160 200 cm from S balk, below L.63 and 79
128 Layer 90-200 cm from S balk, 0-150 cm
from W balk, below L.78
129 Layer 0- 150 cm from W balk from Walls
L.130 - 126. below L.76 and 75
131 Plaster Surface, MB A floor.
135 Cobbled surface below L.108, apparently a
street not well preserved between L.108
and 136
136 Sherd and cobbled surface same dimensions
as and below L.135
137 Area bounded by L.62, 130 and 134
140 Trial trench 1m from N balk in street area,
below L.136 through sherd layer and
into brown fill.
141 Stone-dirt surface

Middle Middle Bronze Phase
108 Dirt surface, under complex of strata from
L.64 - 106. Apparently not a street, but
represents time when street area was
used for living space
109 Pit dug from surface of L.108. below L.104
and 106 to 173.52
110 Trough constructed on surface L.108
111 Tabun constructed on surface L.108
112 Second plaster layer connected with L.98
113 Tabun constructed on surface L.108
114 Plaster surface below L.63, which is
superstructure of pit L.79. Supra L.131
115 Curb-wall below and constructed same as
L.107
116 0-1 meter from N balk. From 1500 - 300
cm from W balk. below L.62
117 Rock surface 90-150 cm from N balk, 200 275 cm from W balk

List IV.3: MB Locus List for Square SW 5-4
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The early Middle Bronze loci from the

MB Loci Matrix for SW 5-4
88
123
124

117
118
119

111
107

116
122
126
131

120

121

MBII A phase point to a very early
100

109
110

98
101
102
104
106
108

domestic presence in the Middle Bronze II
Age, but there were too few elements to
identify any conclusive plan or to indicate
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a continual presence from MB IIA to MB

115

IIC.

113
114

136
140
141

Nevertheless, the street system along

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

the east balk remains intact and affords a
clear stratigraphic link with SW 5-3. Links

Matrix IV.3: Square SW 5-4

with SW 5-3 in the western portion of the

square were not available because of later destruction.

Square 5-4 Middle Middle Bronze Phase

Most of the earliest Middle Bronze Age materials found in this square were from the middle
Middle Bronze phase, although one or more fragmentary elements may have originally been part
of the early Middle Bronze phase.

Coming out of the center of the north balk were two Middle Phase Walls, (100 and 105). Wall
100 was two courses wide and extended less than a meter into the square. Wall 105 immediately
to the east of Wall 100 was more substantial, made of larger stones, and extended about three119

and-one-half meters south-southwest into
101

the square. Covering the square to the east
of Walls 100 and 105 was a street of
various layers, extending from the north
balk all the way to the south balk. The
latest middle Middle Bronze layering in
this series was Locus 98, a plastered
surface, probably a street. Under Locus
98 was Middle Bronze layers - 101 a dirt
fill street, and locus 102, a street of large
cobbled stones, streets loci 104, and 106.
Figure IV.9: Drawing of SW 5-4,
Middle Middle Bronze Phase

One layer below Locus 106 was L.108,
determined by the excavator to be an earlier MB IIB earth floor, the only MB IB locus in SW
5-4. It was a “dirt surface, under a complex of strata from 64 - 106. It was apparently not a street,
but represents an early time when the street area was used for a living surface where tabun 111,
trough 110, and from which pit 109 was dug,” (Graesser 1968: 4).

These installations are indications that this area was used during the middle of the Middle
Bronze Phase for domestic purposes. Holland Jones, the supervisor for Square SW 5-4
concluded that, the trough, (Locus 110), was “constructed on surface 108 with tabun 111 and pit
109, evidence that this area was used briefly for dwelling purpose, (SW 5-4 Field Book 1968:6).”
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The Plaster Layer locus 112 may also have been in existence during part of the time when this
area was domestic rather than a thoroughfare. Tabuns 111 and 113 were close to curb-wall 115.
Tabun 113 was adjacent to Wall 115 on the west, at the south end, and Tabun 111 was one-half
meter north of Wall 115 alongside Wall 105. A meter to the west of Wall 115 was a small plaster
surface, Locus 114. A meter west of the multiple street layers, and Wall 105, was rock surface
Locus 117.

Wall 115, an MB IIA Phase, Middle Bronze Wall, ran north and south along the southern half
of the series of Middle Bronze streets. The wall was re-used early in the middle Middle Bronze
phase. Wall 115 was replaced later in the middle Middle Bronze phase by Wall 107. Both walls
served as curbs for the respective streets during their phases. Wall 107 was a curb for plastered
surface 98, and street 102. Wall 115 was a curb for street layers 104 and 106.

SW 5-4 Late Middle Bronze Phase

At the beginning of the third MB Phase, the Late Phase, “a most remarkable
‘street’ surface was put down (136). It was composed of a veritable mosaic of
sherds, all relatively flat body pieces up to 10 cm in length. They exhibit a striking
regularity, all lying flat in one plane rather than in various planes, so as to suggest
that they must have been laid by hand, or at least evened out purposefully. The
resulting street surface does not appear very substantial, yet it was found in good
condition with little sign of disturbance or wear. This surface ran to the west, and
north into the balk, but was not discovered in SW 5-3 to the North. Presumably it
is contemporaneous with street surface 185 in SW 5-3. It is not completely clear
whether curb 115 was originally constructed in the Middle Phase or whether it was
specifically built to bound this Street 136 in this later phase. Also in the Later
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Middle Bronze phase was a patch of a plaster surface, 114, remaining from an
apparent resurfacing of the area South of Wall 126,” (Graesser 1968:6).
Above Locus 136, a sherd and cobbled surface, was L.135, a cobbled surface below L.108
and above L.136.

Early in the late phase, beaten earth Surface 108 was still present, although Tabuns 111 and
113 and Trough 110 had been eliminated in the Late Middle Bronze Phase. In the north, Wall 100
was still in place surrounded by a patch
of plaster surface, (Locus 108). Just to
the south of Locus 108 was a series of
late Middle Bronze Age layers found in a
small square area; Loci 116 (soil layer
below L.62; below level of curb 105),
117 (a rock surface), 118 (a dirt layer),
and 119 (an earth surface). South of that
square area was a small late Middle
Bronze dirt area, Locus 120.

In the Late Phase, the overall nature of
the area changed significantly. The west
Figure IV.10: Drawing of SW 5-4,
Late Middle Bronze Phase

half of the square became an open

courtyard area. Curb-wall 115 was gone, replaced by Wall 107 which remained in use and joined
earth surface 108. Tabuns 111 and 113 were gone.
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At the end of the late Middle Bronze phase the area clearly reverted to a street function. A
characteristic “gravel” street surface, (Locus 106), was laid down. Later the street was resurfaced
with a 10-15 cm “cobble” stone rubble, (Locus 104).
“The relationship of trough 110 to street 104 is not fully clear. The trough
may have gone out of use and formed part of the rubble, or it may have
continued to function as a feeding trough for the animals of some local
resident. A new curb is also laid down, 107. It is wider, two stones, .65m,
than the previous curb 115, and also extends a meter further north. It forms a
curb line here in the southern part of the square which remains constant
throughout the life of the street.” (Graesser 1968: 3)
The west half of the square was partially covered by Middle Bronze loci earht layers
with Early Bronze stone layers, (Loci,121 and 122), exposed.

Field C, Square SW 5-1, 6-1, and 7-1

SW 5, 6, 7-1 Early Middle Bronze Phase

Three different Middle Bronze phases were identifiable in the east to west “trench” formed by
the excavation of Squares 5-1, 6-1, and 7-1. This area was dug simultaneously across the south
half of Squares 5-1, 6-1, and part of 7-1, cutting out a virtual trench across the north end of Field
C (fig. IV.1). In the earliest phase of these half squares there was a wall, Wall 79, running northsouth in the east balk of Square 5-1. Wall 79 was the same as Wall 226 in Square SW 5-2. Wall
133 also extended across Square 5-1 in an east-west direction, from the east balk. Going north
from Wall 133 and into the north balk was Wall 124. On the east side of Wall 124 was Pit 4. Pit 4
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Figure IV.11: Drawing of SW 5,6,7-1, early Middle Bronze Phase

was surrounded by the Middle Bronze Floor 138, in the room formed by Walls 133, 124, and 79.
Underneath Floor 138 were three more Floors, (loci 140, 157, and 158), all Middle Bronze by
virtue of attendant pottery in proximity to them. They were all within 0.8 m of each other.

Extending southwest from Wall 124 was Wall 115 which went through the west balk of
Square 5-1 and across the southeast corner of Square 6-1. Also in Square 6-1 were Pit 109,
partially in the east balk, and Wall 121 moving into the middle of the square from the south balk.

SW 5, 6, 7-1 Middle Middle Bronze Phase

In the Middle phase of the Middle Bronze Age, in Square 5-1 were five Middle Middle
Bronze walls. Running north-south within the east balk was Wall 79. At the north end of Wall 79
was Wall 59 going west until it ended in Late Bronze Pit 4. Along the south balk was east-west
Wall 102 which located along the west balk and extended approximately four meters, where it
abutted short Wall 100 which went SW to NE for 1.0 meter. On the north side of Wall 102, was
Wall 58 which extended north from Wall 102 and ended in the Late Bronze Pit L.4.
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In Square 6-1, two walls and five floors, or floor surfaces, were found. There were two short
and unconnected walls, (Loci 51 and 52). Wall 51 was two meters in length and ran from the
west balk, to the center of the square. Wall 52 was a short wall stub near the west balk coming

Figure IV.12: Drawing of SW 5,6,7-1, Middle Middle Bronze Phase

north out of the south balk. Between the two Walls, 51 and 52, was a middle Middle Bronze
phase floor surface, Locus 84. In the west balk, extending into Square 7-1, was Locus 65 a
middle Middle Bronze phase floor. At the east end of Square 6-1, covering much of the square,
was a grey pebbly or plaster middle Middle Bronze Age Surface, (Locus 74). Near the north balk
was Locus 70 a patch of a middle Middle Bronze Age Floor, above Surface 74. Just to the east of
Locus 70 was another patch of flooring, (L.68).

In addition to the walls and floors there were two burials, loci 54 and 83, and a Tabun, Locus
73. Burial 83 and Tabun 73 were on either side of north-south Wall 46, indicating that this had
been part of a domestic living space.
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SW 5, 6, 7-1 Late Middle Bronze Phase

The late Middle Bronze phase, in Square SW 6-1 contained very few Middle Bronze remains.
In the southeast corner of the square, was a Middle Bronze Pit of two loci; Locus 26 with
“huwwary debris” and a fill Locus 27. The Pit was under Wall Stub 41 which entered the square
from the south. In line with Wall 41, and coming out of the north balk, was Wall 46. The two
walls did not meet and their construction was distinct from each other. On the west end of the
square was Wall 17 which proceeded west, through the west balk, into Square 7-1. In the balk
between Squares 6-1 and 7-1, Wall 17 met a parallel Wall, Locus 12, which emerged from Wall
17 and proceeded further to the west across Square 7-1. For a meter along the south balk,
entering the square from the east balk, was Wall 16. Between Walls 17 and 16 was Locus 22, a
flagstone floor.

Figure IV.13: Drawing of SW 5,6,7-1, Late Middle Bronze Phase

Wall 18 went north from parallel Walls 17 and 12 almost to the north balk. There had been
living quarters on either side of Wall 18 in late Middle Phase, indicated by Child Burial 48 along
the west side of the Wall 18 and Child Burial 47 to the east of the wall. Also to the east of the
Wall was Tabun 36.
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Field C, Square SW 6-2

SW 6-2 Early Middle Bronze Phase

Three Middle Bronze phases, the late one having two
sub-phases, were in evidence in Square SW 6-2. In the early
Middle Bronze phase of Square 6-2, a “room” was in the
center of the square. Following along the east balk was
north-south Wall 315. Wall 315 started in the east balk and

Figure IV.14: MB IIC Bowl
#1327from SW 6-2

slowly
revealed itself as it extended north. Within
the balk, to the south of Wall 315, were
Walls 319 and 320 which extended further
to the south along the same line as Wall
315. The eastern limit of the Northern
Courtyard was formed by Walls 315 and
319 in the east balk between squares SW
6-2 and SW 5-2. The three Walls, Loci
319, 320 and 315, make up the east side of
the “central room.” Extending west from
Wall 319, in the southern section of the
east balk, is Wall 287. Wall 287 extends

Figure IV.15: Drawing of SW 6-2,
early Middle Bronze Phase
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west, but it does not connect with Wall 271 coming out of the West balk on the opposite side of
the square. These two walls form the southern limit of the central room with a probable door in
the wall.

MB Loci Matrix for SW 6-2
132 102 129 125
152 155
158
163

In the north half of the square is an east-west Wall,
Locus 300. It establishes the northern limit of the central

175
197 185
203 209
206
212
215 216 217 218
220 222 221
226
224
223
228 230
232
237
233
241 242
269
240
244
264 245 246
251 256 250
247 253 248
258
257
262 261
260 259
267
268
272
265
271
286 274 273
278 277 279
275 276
281 284
285
283 282
289
290 293 294 295
296 297 302
299 298
303 301 315
309
305
310
321
318
313 311
317
312
176

room, or courtyard. In the northwest corner of the north
half of the square is a wall that forms an “angle,” Locus
314. Wall 314 extends east-west for 1.5 m then turns 90º
to the south for one-half meter. It forms the northeast
corner of a room that extends west into the west balk
and was bounded on the south by Wall 300. To the east
of the north-south segment of Wall 314 is another large
room with Wall 300 as its southern wall. The east side of
this room is formed by the previously mentioned Wall
315. The space outlined by Walls 287, 319-315, and 300
was a courtyard. No domestic installations or remains
were found in this area.

181

190 192
201

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Matrix IV.4: Square SW 6-2
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SW 6-2 Middle Middle Bronze Phase

In the middle Middle Bronze phase, the
east-west Wall 300 was replaced by Wall
242. Wall 242 went almost all the way
across the square from the west balk to
Walls 94 and 269. These two walls replaced
Early Phase Wall 315. Wall 94 came south
out of the north balk and extended southsoutheast until it joined east-west Wall 158
which extended west from the east balk for
one meter. In the corner of these two walls
was Locus 218, a middle Middle Bronze
cobblestone floor. On the south side of
Wall 242, and within the space defined by

Fig. IV.16: Drawing of SW 6-2,
Middle Middle Bronze Phase

Walls 242, 94, 269, and 158, was Tabun
256. On the north side of Wall 242 was Floor 181, above a middle Middle Bronze Fill 247 in the
northwest corner. Middle Bronze fills 243, 244, and 246 were in the north-central section of the
square.

In the south half of the square was a room outlined by two walls forming its southeast corner.
Wall 102 came out of the west balk for five meters. Halfway across the square it was abutted by
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Wall 201 which went south from Wall 102 into the south balk. Between Wall 201 and the east
balk was Wall 185. It is probable that Wall 185 abutted Wall 134 in the east balk, perhaps even
Wall 136. Walls 136 and 134 were two Middle Bronze walls extending northwest into the square
from the east balk.

The configuration of walls indicated rooms extending out of the square to the southeast and the
southwest. No artifacts were uncovered that
would indicate a clear use for either of
these two spaces. The courtyard from the
early Middle Bronze phase was still present
with cobblestone floor L.218.

SW 6-2 Late Middle Bronze Phase (I)

The initial late Middle Bronze phase
included Walls 102 and 201 from the
middle Middle Bronze phase, still framing
the southwest corner. Wall 201 no longer
extended into the south balk; instead it
ended a half-meter from the south balk.
Later Wall 192 was extended from Wall
201 to the south balk. Wall 185 extended

Fig. IV.17: Drawing of SW 6-2,
Late Middle Bronze Phase(I)
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from the east balk almost to Wall 201. The gap between Walls
201 and 185 constituted a doorway, or entryway, into the room.
At the east end of Wall 185, before it enters the east balk, was
Wall 202. Wall 202 was bonded to, and extended north for one
half meter, from Wall 185. Further north in the same direction
was Wall 94 which went into the north balk. There were two
short east-west Walls, 158 and 153. They both extended eastwest in the square for less than a meter. Wall 153 abutted Wall
Figure IV.18: Looking SW at
the thin walls of the earlier
MB IIC phase in SW 5-2 and
6-2. Courtyard at left, rooms
about it upper right and
bottom.

94 on the south
end and Wall
158 was located

a meter to the south. On the west side of Square
SW 6-2, coming out of the west balk was Wall
166, which formed the north wall of a large
room, or courtyard, with Wall 102 on the south
side.

SW 6-2 Late Middle Bronze Phase (II)

Later in the late Middle Bronze phase, Wall
166 was still present. It continued to parallel
Wall 102 which came out of the west balk and

Fig. IV.19: Drawing of SW 6-2,
Late Middle Bronze Phase(II)
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extended almost all the way across the square. Walls 141 and 155 extended south from Wall 102
and formed a room between them. Wall 141 was two meters from the west balk. Two meters
southeast of Wall 141 was Wall 192. Wall 192 extended north of the south balk and ended at Pit
120. Wall 192 would have continued north until it joined east-west Wall 102. Wall 155, which
253
256
257
258

Middle Bronze Loci List for SW 6-2
Late Phase Middle Bronze Loci
94
102
120
125
129
132
134
136
141
152
152
155
158
158b
158c
163
166
175
176
181
185a
185b
185c
192
197
198
201a
201b
202
203

N-S Wall, one stone wide
Wall, two stones wide
Pavement
Trench, 1 M wide, (NS) 1.3 M from E balk
Blackish-brown hard-packed soil in 1/2 M extension of NS trench
Light brown hard-packed soil w/stone and flakes of plaster
Pit
Fill below L.135
Pit, fine brown and darker ash debris
Pit below L.151soft fine brown soil
Fill below wall 54 med brown stony black ash
Remains of trial trench
Wall below L.148 has three phases
Wall 1.80 M long and 40 cm high.
Wall two M long, 2 course wide (50 cm) and 5 courses high
Below L.150 Near Wall 157
Below L.162, bricky brown soil
Below L.155, removal of floor L.175. 11 cm. thick
Floor below L.184 & 173 Plaster floor S of L.102 & W of L.201
Below L.235 N of L.242
Wall below L.155 two courses wide, not well made.
Below L.185a Two courses wide and three high.
Wall, two courses wide and 3 courses high
Below L.155, removal of what appears to be remnant of a curtain wall.
Below L.196 A floor of hard white and brown flecks
Floor of hard brown and fleck and orange-sized stonesBelow L.197
Below L.155 & 192. Extends from L.102 to 70 cm fro S balk.
Below L.201a, 2 courses wide (55 cm) and 5 courses high, extends to
the S balk.
Below L.197, compact brown down to orange red
Below L.157, possible foundation trench on N of Wall 158

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269

Early Phase Middle Bronze Loci
270
271
272
273
274
276
277
278
279
280
281
282

Middle Phase Middle Bronze Loci
206
209
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
220
221
222
223
224
226
227
228
229
230
232
233
235
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251

Continues B534
Below L.225, This is a probe trench to Wall 242.
Below L.253, packed brown and white flecks and chunks of huwwar
Below L.250, removed stones and soft dark brown soil down to an ash
layer
Below L.222, packed brown flecked with orange-sized stones
Below L.258, ash and soft dark brown soil over a floor.
Below L.226, remove fallen stone at W end of L.158
Below L.256, hard brown fleck
Below L.195, 212 and 231. Packed brown fleck between L.269 and 159
and E balk.
Below L.176, remove what appears to be wall stub immediately under
plaster floor L.176.
Below L.259, hard brown flecked soil
Below L.245, hard tan with white chunks and many fallen large stones.
Below L.266, packed brown and chunks of huwwar and some ash at
bottom. Down on a floor or surface.
Floor below L.267, packed dark brown and white flecked.
Below L.175, 212 & 221 A wall , one course high and one course wide

283
284
285
286
287
288

Below L.167, and probably equals L.167
Soil out of Wall 94
Wall below L.195 2 courses wide and 2 courses high
Below L.206 & 212 a ton reddish floor & packed dark brown fleck
below
Below L.213, Medium brown and fleck with fallen stone
Below L.163, 1 M trial trench against W balk between L.102 and 166
Wall below.214
Below L.167, removal of some stones and huwwar S of L.168
Below L.214, removed packed brown fleck in floor on both sides of
L.216
Below L.219, 1 M trench against E balk between S balk and Wall 185
Below L.85 and 209 Remove wall, not go through balk but sit on
surface about same level as top of L.175.
Below L.220, dark brown compact soil in S half of square
Below L.211, med packed dark brown with pebbles- trial trench against
E balk
Below L.202, dark brown, med packed soil under wall
Below B492, Mostly under plaster in ashes
Below L.208, Foundation trench on E side of Wall 201
Below L.223, packed dark brown soil
Huwwar plaster off E side of Wall 201
Below L.228, hard brown with orange sized stones
Below L.168, remove stone lining of vat 168
Below L.232, soft brown soil with white and yellow flecks
Below L.177 and 178, clean top off of L.181
Below L.166, hard brown soil with brown and yellow flecks
Below L.189, possible foundation trench S of L.102
Below L.189, possible foundation W of L.201
Below L.176, packed brown with many orange-sized stones
Below L.182, soft brown ash and orange-sized stones
Wall below L.237 1 to 1.5 M S of 6-1
Hard brown soil layer, sub L.233
Below L.243, removal of another surface below vat L.168
Below L.240, 1 M trial trench along W balk
Below L.243, packed brown and white flecks
Below L.241, packed brown with white and yellow flecked
Below L.244, hard light brown flecked soil
Below L.218, remove stone platform and soft brown ashy soil in
between
Below L.249, soft brown soil with reddish tinge and ash under stones.
Below L.250, pit of soft dark brown with much ash

289
290
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
305
309
310
311
312
313
314
315a
315b
317
318
319
320
321

Below L.256 Floor below L.260
Below L.268, packed brown and whited flecked and chunks of brick
and huwwar, comes down on a floor.
Below L.265, series of earth floors
Below L.272, ,more floors removed down to a yellowish floor.
Below L.230, packed tan floor down to a floor with ash over and
patches of yellow plaster.
Below L.274 Remove series of floors. Foundation trench of L.185 cut
through them.
Below L.260 Foundation trench on N side of L.158.
Below L.260 & 262 Remove floor - packed brown and ash soil.
Below L.269 Remove stone pile and fine dark brown soil below L.269.
Below L.279 remove stones and fine dark brown earth
Below L.257, 256 & 2778. Remove packed red to tan floor
Below L.273 one M trial trench along S balk. Med packed dk brown
and ash.
Below L.273 last bit of foundation trenchS of L.185.
Below L.257 remains of foundation trench N ofL.102
Below L.275 Foundation trench S of L.158
Below L.185c Part of foundation trench E of L.201
Wall below L.274 and 271
Loose dark brown ground, below L.201b. On same floor as L.282
which went under L.201b
Below L.271 at N end, Soft brown flecks and fallen rocks
Below L.281 Hard tan and pebbles down on huwwar, ash and dark
brown soil
Below L.241 Stones just N of L.242 and loose brown dirt
Below L.242 & 293 Huwwar and dark brown and some fallen stones
Below L.278 Packed brown and pebbles on white ash layer and floor
Below L.279 Remove some of rocks on top, ash
Below L.254 Remove pile of rocks down to white ash layer
Below L.297 & 296 following a floor with thin white layer
Below L.298 & 295 Foundation S of Wall 300
Wall (E-W) below L.242
Su L.296 & 298 Remove floor that had ash above packed dark brown
and orange-sized stones
Below L.247 & 294 A pit of soft dark brown and many pebbles and
orange-sized stones.
Below L.275 Packed browned stones down to same reddish surface as
under L.301 and Wall 158
Below L.138 Packed ashy brown S of big pot and N of L.175 & 211
Below L.221 Packed brown and pebbles down on a reddish floor w/in
balk
Below L.230 Foundation N of L.185
Below L.181, 246 & 292 Hard brown and orange-sized stones and
some huwwar down to a surface
Below L.292 Soft brown with huwwar and stones
Below L.181 =foundation trench L.313soft brown soil w/orange-sized
stones
Wall below L.151
Below L.309, 304 & 254 removed wha appeared to be top phase of
wall.
Removal of wall one course wide.
Below L.292 This section E of wall, hard brown soil with stones
Below L.230 Pit in E balk = L.269 in SW 5-2
Wall below L.158 and 305
Wall below L.318 and 271
Below L.292 Hard brown and huwwar, from foundation trench of

List IV.4: MB Locus List for Square SW 6-2
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would have paralleled Wall 192, was probably on the east side of Wall 192. A segment of Wall
185 was still present. It extended east from Wall 155 for less than a meter where it abutted the
short north-south Wall, 202.

The late Middle Bronze phase changed from an early sub-phase (I) to a later sub-phase (II).
During the later sub-phase Walls 94, 153, and 158 were removed, leaving an open area in the
northwest quadrant of the square.

Field C, the West Trench, Squares SW 9-1, 8-1, and 7-1

In the 1966 season there was evidence of three Middle Bronze phases in the excavated parts
of Squares 9-1, 8-1, and 7-1. The excavation consisted of a trench across the north half of these
three squares which was excavated as one complete unit with one common loci list and one set
of top plans across all three squares.

SW 9, 8, 7-1 Early Middle Bronze Phase

In the first Middle Bronze phase, Glacis 140, Fill 133, and Wall 33 were in place. A meter east
of Loci 140, 133 and 33 was Wall 139 the initial inner wall of the early Middle Bronze Casemate
Wall at Taanach. The first Middle Bronze City Wall, in this area of the tell, was constructed of
Walls 33 and 139 with Fill 133 to the outside and a glacis, (L.140), on top of that. There was also
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Fig. IV.20: Drawing of SW 9,8-1, early Middle Bronze Phase

another wall, Wall 147, between Walls 33 and 139. This Wall, 147, may have been a support, or
part of a foundation, for the City Wall.

To the east, two walls were bonded to Wall 139. Wall 134 was to the south along the balk and
extended east for approximately two meters.
MB Loci Matrix for SW 9,8,7-1

Wall 123 also extended east from Wall 139,

33

but at the north end of the wall, for almost two

18

85 87 86
88
89 91
98
90
92 93
94
96
99
101
103
105
109
110
112
113
125
140
145
151

meters. As a support, Wall 123 may have
extended past 139 to the west where it may
have gone past Wall 147 and continued on
until it connected with outer Wall 33. Just
inside the east balk of Square 8-1 was a

17
82
95

104

116
123
144

154

freestanding north-south Wall 135. In the first
Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze

Middle Bronze phase, the west city wall,
Casemate Wall 33-139, was already present

Matrix IV.5: Square SW 9, 8, 7-1
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with an external glacis, Locus 140, appended to it on the the west.

SW 9, 8, 7-1 Middle Middle Bronze Phase

The middle Middle Bronze phase in Squares 8-1 and 9-1 revealed a more developed Middle
Bronze city wall. On the east edge of Square 8-1, running north-south on bedrock, was single

Fig. IV.21: Drawing of SW 9,8,7-1, Middle Middle Bronze Phase

course Wall 135. Near the west balk of Square 8-1 was Wall 110. Wall 110 replaced Early Phase
Wall 139, which made Walls 33 and 110 the inner and outer walls of the casemate wall, Wall
110-33. The City Wall (loci 110-33), which ran north and south through Square 9-1, was
constructed of two parallel Walls, 110 and 33, with rubble consisting of stones and dirt packed in
between. The excavator described it in the Field Book, as “Wall 110-33 constructed of two
‘skins’ 2-3 stones, ca 1 m wide. Center is rubble fill, stones small and larger, and much loose
brown soil” (Daily Top Plan for SW 9, 8,7-1 page 33). Wall 33 was in the west balk of Square
9-1. Outside the city wall, to the west of Wall 33, was a coarse orange layer Locus 133 and
Glacis 140. Glacis 140 was part of the Middle Bronze defensive system.
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Middle Bronze Loci List for SW 9, 8, 7-1
17

Wall 2 stones wide, set on huwwar and
stone mass

18

Wall 80 cm wide, set on huwwar and
stone mass
A battered, poorly constructed, one stone
thick revetting wall
Tabun below L.94,
Wall 2 stones high, 1 course high, small
stones
Below L.84 soft gray/black brown soil
Below Wall 82
Hard huwwar and brown and stone mass,
below L.15
Wall, one stone wide
Below L.81, compact dark brown and
huwwar flecked supra L.96
Brown huwwary and stone mass below
L.81, 87,17
Hard light brown and huwwar flecks
below L.81
Wall, one large rough field stone, 55 cm
wide, four uneven courses
Wall, one rough field stone, 45 cm wide,
one course high, forms room with
L.88 and floor L.95
Below L.90, coarse black/brown and
much pottery
Below L.91, ashy and dark brown
compact earth

33
49
82
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

96
97
98
99
101
103
104
105
109
112
113
116
121
123
125
140
144
145
147

Below L.93,92,94, thick dark brown soil
with pebbles and patchy grey-brown
soil
Ash layer next to Tabun, and removal of
Tabun
Tabun base
Pit, grey ashy soft below L.96
Below L.96, Yellow brown soil NW of
trench
Softer patch grey soil. below L.96, 101,
102
Coarse orange-brown earth with white
flecks
Ashy dark grey/brown soil, below L.96,
99
Coarse orange-brown patchy huwwar
Installation of line of large and small
stones, purpose unknown. A wall with
fall
Tumble of stones or stub of wall with
huwwar beneath
Unstratigraphic removal of balk
Coarse black soil = L.71 and perhaps
some of L.70
Wall
Pit, patchy orange and stoney mass,
below L.117 E of L.126
Internal glassy buttresses , wall of stones
Bricky orange earth, below L.117
Pebbly grey-brown soil
Wall, 3 courses high, well laid of larger
stones some 25x35 cm. bottom not
clear

List IV.5:MB Locus List for Square SW 9, 8, 7-1

Inside the city wall, going east from Wall 110, were three walls; two single-course parallel
walls, Loci (122 and 134), and one double-course wall (Locus 123). Wall 122 was partially in the
south balk. Just north of it was Locus 134, a short low wall, which may have been a bench
associated with Wall 122. A meter further north was Wall 123, a two-course wide wall coming
off Wall 110 to the east, into Square 8-1 for one meter. Free-standing north-south Wall 135 was
still in place. The most significant remains found in this middle Middle Bronze phase was the
city wall which was casemate in style, approximately five meters wide from the center of Wall
110 to the center of Wall 33.
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SW 9,8,7-1 Late Middle Bronze Phase

The late phase of Middle Bronze occupation was simple and only found in Squares 7-1 and
8-1. Coming out of the north balk in Square 7-1 was Wall 93. It extended for less than two
meters, at which point it joined
Wall 88, running west from Wall
93 into Square 8-1. Two-thirds
across Square 8-1, Wall 88
joined with north-south Wall 92.
Wall 92 came out of the north
balk and went across the entire

Fig. IV.22: Drawing of SW 9,8,7-1,
Late Middle Bronze Phase

width of Square 8-1 and
continued out through the south balk. These walls formed a “room” east of Wall 92, north of
Wall, 88 and west of Wall 93. Inside the room were Middle Bronze surfaces Locus 91, a hard
light-brown huwwar floor with flecks, and L.95, an ashy and dark-brown compact floor. This
space formed a large room by Middle Bronze standards, not including the area to the north in the
balk and into the unexcavated half of Square NW 8-1.

Field C, Square SW 9-1
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Following the1968 Season, Carl Graesser wrote a summary report of SW 9-1 which is
unpublished. His descriptions for SW 9-1 are clear, concise, and informative. Two drawings are
included here for the purpose of clarity. Graesser’s “Phase A” corresponds to the middle Middle
Bronze phase and his “Phase B” is equivalent to the late Middle Bronze phase here.

Figure IV, 23: South Balk of West Trench (SW 7-1 to 9-1)

FIRST MIDDLE BRONZE STRATUM, PHASE A, DEFENSES.

The Middle Bronze city was defended on the West by a stout glacis complex. First Wall
27 was raised 2.4 m high on Early Bronze Footing 110F. Early bronze Wall 110, which
Wall 27 virtually replaced, may have already lain in ruins at this time, or the new builders
may have dismantled what was left of its Western face to provide a firm foundation for
their own wall on Footing 110F. Perhaps the bulge evident in Wall 27 is a remnant of
W110. Wall 27’s gently battered western face is remarkably even, though built of stones
of differing sizes Wall 27 served as a terrace wall, without any eastern face. It retained
rubble to the East at its lowest levels and is bonded to huwwar layers 65A and 70 at its
upper levels. These huwwar layers, clearly datable to Middle Bronze IIC by the pottery
they yielded, also date Wall 27. A very careful dismantling of the wall, particularly in a
section labeled Locus 68 just south of the SW corner of the West Building and north of
Wall 53 failed to discover any sherds indisputably from between the stones of the west
face. Yet the materials immediately behind the west face produced Middle Bronze sherds,
and it is difficult to imagine that they were not contemporary with the construction of the
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wall. Wall 27 was partly robbed out in the northern portion of SW 9-1 by the foundation
trench for the West Building.
Glacis 69, made of a uniform dark purplish material, was then laid against the western
face of Wall 27. It contained a number of inner “terrace” walls, L29/70 and L31, which
presumably were intended to consolidate the glacis against slippage, and may also have
aided in the process of constructing this section of the glacis.
This defense system continues northward into NW 9-1 in the same general plan. Wall
30 forms the battered retaining wall against which glacis 29 is placed, and both are
disturbed at their upper levels by the foundation trench of the West Building. A

Fig. IV.24: Drawing of SW 9-1, Phase A Defenses
significant difference consists in the fact that Wall 30 is most likely an Early Bronze
construction which remained standing in good condition and was therefore reused by the
Middle Bronze builders. It should be noted, however, that though all the pottery from
within Wall 30 dated to Early Bronze, there is no absolute proof that Wall 30 could not be
of Middle Bronze origin. The glacis in its lower portion affords a good example of the
“sandwich” construction of alternating huwwar and brown stripes. At its upper level it is
simply a stone and soil fill, (Graesser 1968: 4).

SECOND MIDDLE BRONZE STRATUM, PHASE B, DEFENSES.
Sometime after Phase A and before the West Building Stratum, the western
defenses were refurbished by laying down a second glacis, Locus 67 in SW 9-1 and
Locus 15 in NW 9-1. It is not clear whether this glacis should be assigned to Phase B, C
or D of the First Middle Bronze Stratum, since the glacis is not linked stratigraphically to
the intramural structures, and the periods are all too close for any convincing pottery
distinction. The assignment of this second glacis to Phase B is thus arbitrary.
The glacis materials in both SW 9-1 and NW 9-1 include a high proportion of
stones. In contrast to the smooth well-preserved surfaces of both the first glacis (SW 9-1
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L.69, NW 9-1 L.29) and the third glacis (SW 9-1 L.64, NW 9-1 L.12) The surface of this
second glacis is badly eroded and quite uneven. This may reflect the less durable
materials of which it was constructed or simply longer use. In NW 9-1 an inner glacis
element, terrace Wall 33 helped to consolidate the glacis. The need for such consolidation
is perhaps illustrated by the sloping line immediately to the right of number 15 (of NW

Fig. IV.25: Drawing of SW 9-1, Phase B Defenses

Middle Bronze Loci List for SW 9-1

34

17

50
52
53

18
19
24
26
27
29
31
33

Wall of double line of stones extant to two
courses, abutting L.19
Wall of double line of stones extant to two
courses, abutting L.19
Two lines of stones with stones between
set on thick huwwar surface beneath
Brown, ashy with much pottery, and
brown levels below L.23, over L.26
Dark brown in glacis - below L.24, over
L.30
Battered wall of small to medium stones ,
robbed out 1 m below foundation
trench L.25
Retaining Wall one stone thick, poorly
constructed 4 or 5 rough courses high
Scrappy uneven wall, supra L.32
Step wall at base of L.27

56
60
61
64
66
67
69?
72
73

Black-brown soil below L.32 abutting
L.33
Fine brown soil and stones, below L.46
Compact brown and stones below L.46
Wall with huwwar and stones behind it,
below L.19
Line of stones joining L.53 enclosing L.61
Hard brown, below L.52, supra L.64 in
west
Wall and brown soil against L.53, below
L.51 and 57
Yellow and white huwwar, below L.52
and 60
Brown earth and huwwar
Brown and grey, below L.66
Pebbly dark-brown with reddish tint, =
L.28
Dark Brown earth below L.69
Huwwar below L.69

List IV.6: MB Locus List for Square SW 9-1
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9-1) which appears to be a slippage line along which the glacis materials to the west
slipped nearly half a meter down the slope.
Glacis 67 was surmounted by huwwar surface 23, 1.3m wide, along Wall 27, or more
precisely, along locus 11, the topmost line of stones on Wall 27. The full extent of the
surface was not exposed at any single time during excavation, it must have run north
along locus 11, for a huwwar layer appears in the western balk and can be seen in section,
cut by the West Building foundation trench. Glacis 15 in NW 9-1 was probably also
topped by such a flat walkway, for a series of horizontal layers can clearly be seen in the
section. Of course, the very top of the glacis and of Wall 30, against which it lay, have
been removed by the West Building foundation trench. At first blush, L.23 appears to be a
walkway along the crest of the tell, but just how such a walkway would serve the
defensive purpose of the glacis remains a conundrum. Unless SW 9-1 Locus 19 is its last
remnant, no trace of any fortification wall above the glacis remains. Our understanding is
also hampered by the fact that later inhabitants have removed whatever soil or structure
immediately overlay surface 23. Layers SW 9-1 L.21 and L.14, immediately above 23,
contain Late Bronze pottery and presumably comprise a deposit laid down after Late
Bronze pitting had removed later Glacis 64 and whatever else existed here, (Graesser
1968:5-6).

Field C, Square SW 9-1

Two perceptible Middle Bronze phases exist in Square SW 9-1. In the balk in the northeast
corner of the square (not shown) was Locus 20, a remnant of “the south wall of the West Fort of
‘mizzi’ stones” (Field Book SW 9-1 1963, page 1) at an elevation of 173.64 meters.

The Early Phase is primarily in the eastern half of Square 9-1. Out of the east balk are two
parallel walls of double stones, Walls 17 and 18, which entered the square for almost two meters
until they abutted north-south Wall 19. Wall 19 consists of two lines of stones with chink stones
in between, sitting on a thick huwwar surface beneath.

Below and alongside Wall 19 was north-south Wall 56, a single line of stones. Two walls
extended west from Walls 19 and 56; Wall 61, a single line of stones, and Wall 53, a wall of two
lines of stones. (See primarily Fig. IV.21: Drawing of SW 9-1, Phase B Defenses) Below Wall
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53, and west of Wall 19, was a Middle
Bronze Layer of huwwar, (Locus 65),
which lay between Walls 19 and 21. North
and west of Wall 11 was Wall 27, “a
battered wall of small to medium
stones.” (Field Book SW 9-1 1963, page 2)
Adjacent to Wall 27 and running along its
west side was Wall 33. Between the Walls
27 and 33 and the west balk was a
construction of fills and a glacis. At the

Figure IV.27: South Balk of Square SW 9-1

north end of the square was Wall 31 and to the south was Wall 29. Both of these were support
walls which
extended westward
from Wall 33 into
the west balk.
Between these two
walls was a series
of Middle Bronze
fills - 24, with much
Fig. IV.26: Drawing of SW 9-1
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Middle Bronze

pottery, dark brown 26, and black-brown 34. In the southwest corner of the square an extension
was dug to the west into the west balk. In this extended section was several soil layers (50, fine
brown and stones, 52, compact brown and stones and 60 a hard brown layer. Below these were
Loci 64, a layer of yellow and white huwwar, composing the third glacis, then a brown and
huwwar layer, (Locus 66) with Locus 67, a brown and gray of the second glacis, and the pebbly
dark brown of the first glacis (Locus 69). These glacis layers were laid upon dark brown earth
loci 72 and 73 made of huwwar. Below Loci 72 and 73 was support Wall, Locus (78), with
plaster layer 79 beneath it. This construction in SW 9-1 was a typical Middle Bronze glacis
construction, of the “sandwich method,” comparable to the glacis structure found on the south
slope of Tell Taanach. It is possible that the two constructions followed around the southwest
corner of the tell to connect and form one defensive fortification. The southwest corner of Tel
Taanach was not excavated so there is no known evidence of a continued defensive glacis from
the south to the west side of the tell.

Field C, Square NW 8-1

Squares NW 9-1 and NW 8-1 were the only squares in Field C north of the east west
meridian. They were only dug in 1963, and then only in the southern half of each square as an
exploratory trench. In NW 8-1 there were only five Middle Bronze loci, Locus numbers 4, 5, 6, 7
and 8. Locus 4 was an “orange and huwwar floor,” (Field Book SW 8-1 1963, page 27) the
others were simply shallow fill layers of different colors and compositions.
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Field C Square NW 9-1

The strategy for excavation in NW 9-1 was to square off the south side of Sellin’s east-west
trench, then to peel back the south balk until it was vertically square. In the process of peeling
back the south balk, the locus layers, and pottery were recorded.

In the process of pursuing the excavation plan, three Early Bronze Age retaining walls
running north and south, were uncovered in the east end of the trench. Along the south side of the
trench from the three retaining walls to the west balk was Middle Bronze Wall 38. Between the
Wall 38 and the north balk were Middle Bronze loci 41 and 42. Locus 44, an Early Bronze locus,
was north of Wall 38 by one meter to the west balk.

The three glacis’ recorded in Square SW 9-1 all continued to the north into NW 9-1. In Square
SW 9-1 was glacis 69, the earliest one, which corresponded to glacis 15 in Square NW 9-1. Also
in SW 9-1 were glacis’ 67 and 64 which corresponded to glacis 29 and 12 respectively in Square
NW 9-1.

Paul Lapp described the walls in his preliminary report,

Sellin had cut a test trench to bedrock west of the West Building. We cut the south side of
his trench to a vertical face and then cut a thin slice off the face, separating the finds from
each layer. In this economical way we were able to secure a picture of the defenses and a
precise date for the West Building. NW 9-1 shows the balk after the slice had been cut. To
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the left is the outside face of the west wall of the West Building. About a meter to the
right of this face is a vertical line of tags marking the outline of the foundation trench for
this wall. The potsherds taken from this trench indicate that the West Building was built
in the first half of the 16th century B.C.
The West Building was constructed before the third and final phase of the Middle Bronze
fortifications. The three phases are typical of the defenses for this period, which have
been traditionally called Hyksos glacis. This fortification consists of a steep embankment
with a prepared waterproofing surface usually of hard chalky earth. It is finished with a
retaining wall at the base and a defensive wall crowning its summit. The three phases in
the west trench are represented only by their embankments. Excavation was not carried
down the slope far enough to reach the basal retaining wall, and the points of junction
between the summit of the embankment and the crowning wall have been disturbed by
later construction or eroded. The earliest embankment is located just above the meter
stick in NW 9-1 and consists of thin alternating white and brown layers of what is
sometimes called the sandwich method of glacis construction. Just to the right of the West
Building foundation trench are horizontal layers under a prominent white layer; these
were retained by Wall 33, from from the base of which extends the thin white surface of
the the second embankment. The line of the surface of the third embankment cuts the
upper right corner of NW 9-1 into an equilateral triangle. It may be presumed that this
thick white embankment originally lay against the west wall of the West Building, which
was thick enough to serve admirably as a crowning defense wall, (Lapp 1967b:10-12).

West
Building

Foundation
Trench

12
15

29

33

30
60
59

38

Figure IV.28: Looking south at NW 9-1, Middle Bronze IIC glacis
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Lapp explained his interest in the Taanach casemate walls in his 1968 preliminary report
saying,
So detailed a treatment of a tiny segment of the MB-LB defenses would hardly be
justified in this preliminary report except that it seems to have significance for a muchdiscussed topic, the origin of the casemate. It is generally presumed that casemate
construction originated in the Middle or Late Bronze age in Anatolia and reached
Palestine through Syrian mediation in the Iron I period. There should be no question of
the casemate character of the first phase of the later MB II C-LB I defense system at
Taanach. In fact, there is a remarkable contemporary parallel in a wall capping the
embankment of the lower town at Hazor. It may also be suggested that the flimsiness of
the earlier phase represents a rather halting first attempt to cap a glacis with a casemate,
and the lines of the later casemate follow those of the earlier phase. If this be accepted, it
is possible to suggest that, aside from a fairly small group of MB II B squatters, near
1600 B. C. a new group reached Taanach bringing with them a knowledge of casemate
construction. This group, presumably of northern origin, seems to have dominated
Taanach in the 16th century B. C. In any case, it is clear that the casemate can no longer
be cited as an instance of Palestinian cultural lag. It provides the clearest evidence to date
on the origin of the casemate in Palestine, and perhaps for the entire Near East. (Lapp
1969: 21-22)
To confirm Lapps supposition, a review of the pottery from squares SW 9-1 and 7-1 would be
necessary. However, the pottery is not readily available. What there is, is stored at the University of Bir
Zeit, West Bank, Palestine.

FIELD C, OUTLINE BY PHASE

One of the main goals in excavating Field C was to uncover and describe defensive
installations along the west wall of the city. The Middle Bronze Age defenses were laid bare in
Squares SW 7-1, 8-1 and 9-1 and NW 9-1. These Middle Bronze Age defenses, on the west
slope, were composed of three separate glacis’ constructions against the city wall during the MB
IIC Phase in two major periods of construction. The earlier phase included the building of the
first two glacis and the latter phase is when the last (third) glacis and the “West Building” were
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built. The glacis were built against a “Casemate Wall” formed of two parallel walls with rubble
and intermittent cross-walls between them.

The Middle Bronze walls on the west slope were not impressive for their size, but they were
located at the top of a steep hill and
therefore were able to provide an
efficient defensive complex. The
west wall and the Middle Bronze
Age defenses can be seen clearly by
looking at the south balk of the
West Trench (SW 7-1 to 9-1), from
the 1966 excavations, (see Figure
IV.17: South Balk of West Trench).
Wall 27 is a re-facing of Wall 110,

Figure IV.29: Picture of Square SW 9-1 taken October 27,
2018; fifty years after Lapp’s last season of excavations.

the last Early Bronze Age defensive
wall, which corresponds with Wall 30 in NW 9-1. Against Wall 27 was a series of three
embankments. The first is Glacis 69, the second is Glacis 67 and the third, and last, is Glacis 64.
Figure IV.17: South balk of West Trench, shows the construction of a typical Middle Bronze
defensive glacis.

In addition to defenses, Field C contained three distinct wall types. These were typical of the
Middle Bronze Age horizon across the region. The types of walls were those built of one large
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stone, those fabricated of two small stones next to each other, and those composed of two larger
stones assembled next to each other. These were all in evidence in most squares. There didn’t
seem to be any pattern to their use except that single-width walls were more often used to divide
rooms than to outline buildings.

Another objective of the 1963 season that was accomplished was the dating of the West
Building (the Westburg, according to Sellin). The excavation showed that the foundation trench
for the West Building was cut into the horizontal layers of the second glacis. The second glacis
was dated by pottery sherds to the 16th century B.C. The foundation trench of the building itself
came from the first half of the 16th century B.C., during the MB IIC phase.

At the south end of Field C, in Square SW 5-4 was a significant Middle Bronze Age street
composed of seven individual layers of various materials. One street in the last Middle Bronze
phase, was made up of sherds all carefully laid out on a level plane. This street ran north and
south through the square. It exited the square to the south, and to the north it continued into
Square 5-3. In Square SW 5-3 the street seemed to angle slightly to the northeast as it left the
square. It did not go into Square SW 5-2, but it may have angled through the balk into Square
SW 4-2 which was not excavated.

Throughout the Field were child burials common to the Middle Bronze Age in Palestine. An
unusual burial was revealed in Square SW 5-2. It consisted of a “circle” of stones with a burial
inside the circle. Then stones were laid over the “circle” in a gabled fashion.
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Field C revealed typical Middle Bronze Age building patterns, construction methods, burial
practices and street levels as found in Canaan in the 17-15th centuries B. C.

Fig. IV.30: Schematic Drawing of Field C
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CHAPTER FIVE

STRATIGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS IN FIELD D
Delbert R. Hillers of Johns Hopkins University was the Field Supervisor for all three seasons
of excavation in Field D. In 1963, he started work in this field with four squares, (6x8 meter
rectangles) Square SW 5-5, 5-6, 6-5, and 6-6. Square 6-6 was excavated again in 1966, along
with four new Squares (4-7, 5-7, 5-8, and 6-7). In 1968, eight squares from previous seasons
(4-7, 5-5, 5-6, 5-7, 5-8, 6-5, 6-6, 6-7) and one new one (7-7), were dug. Square SW 7-7 was
excavated as an east-west trench. It was 3.0 meters (north to south) x 8.5 meters (east to west) in
the northern half of Square 7-7, and extended slightly into Square 8-7. This whole area was dug
and recorded as Square SW 7-7. Hillers took advantage of an opening among the olive trees to
extend Square SW 6-7 westward in order to reveal an Early Bronze Age Fortification Wall. This
portion of the Southwest quadrant of the tell was chosen for excavation because it “was
presumed to lie within the walls, and where Sellin had not dug at all” (Final Report Site D; page
1). Field D was chosen for excavation in the hope of exposing domestic and/or industrial
installations.
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FIELD D, OUTLINE BY SQUARE

Field D, Square SW 4-7

SW 4-7 Early Middle Bronze Phase

Three Middle Bronze sub-phases were exhibited in
Square SW 4-7 (See Fig. IV.1). In the early Middle Bronze
phase was a north-south Wall, (Locus 214), which was
partially in the west balk. Wall 214 was identified by the
excavator as a “north-south wall of an MB IIC building.”
The

Figure V.I: Schematic
representation of the Fields and
Squares at Tell Taanach

building
was not identified in the top plans or the daily
notes for Square SW 4-7. In the northern half of
the Square was east-west Wall 205. It was under
the place where Late Phase Wall 38 had been. In
the south of Square 4-7, two walls entered the
Square from the south balk. The two walls, Loci
137 and 216, were parallel to each other. Wall
137 was earlier and partially under Wall 216.
Figure V.2:
Drawing of SW 4-7 Early MB Phase

They both came into the Square for 1.5-2.0 M,
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then made a right turn, to the east for another meter. The early Middle Bronze phase had an

4
5
6
7
8

Figure V.1:Drawing of Field D
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6

5

9

Field D Schematic Drawing

3

2

1

earlier sub-phase which was comprised of Walls 224, 225, 230, and 137. Walls 224 and 225 were

parallel to each other stretching north into the center of the Square. At the east of the north end of
Wall 225 was short east-west wall stub L.230.

SW 4-7 Middle Middle Bronze Phase

MB Loci List for SW 4-7

199

Late Phase MB Loci
9
10
19
32
33
34
38

200
201
202

E-W Wall, 3 courses high, 1 stone
wide, cut by Pit 6
N-S Wall, 2 courses high,
E-W Wall (EB)
Below 26, Earth compact brown over
darker ashy earth
Below 26, 18 and 32
Black ashy soil below
Stump of Wall between two Pits

203
204
205
206
207
209

Middle Phase MB Loci
45
46
64
73
162
163

211
212

E Wall stub, 1 course high
South Wall fragment
N-S Wall fragment, cut by Pit
Ashy gray, gravely soil
Wall lying on L.167
Wall lying on L.167 and W of L.184

213
214
216
217

Early Phase MB Loci
137
139
177
180
182
183
185
192
193
194
195
197

218

NS Wall stump
Compact gravel sub L.135
Gravel stones and sherds sub L.174
Mixed hard and loose soil sub L.1787
Gravel sub L.181
Mixed soils, mostly brown, sub L.182
Between L.107 and W balk = 5-7
L.138
Hard red soil sub L.179 + 196
Comp gray in test
Gravel sub L.139
Slab pavement = surface of L.192 +
earth beneath
CB # 19 sub L.192

219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
229
230

= CB # 55, Pit, soft soil cut through
L.194
Ashy, loose sub L.198
Ashy w/some white plaster sub L.200
CB # 20 - remove south wall of
chamber
Gravel sub L.194
Hard brown soil sub L.191
E-W Wall fragment - no pots
More hard brown sub L.178 along
L.137 incl some rocks of cistern
Hard brown sub L.190
Rocks and mixed earth, some of
cistern Wall.44
Compact soil sub L.208
Hard brown soil over cut plaster Sub
L.192 and 204
Mixed soil in balk removed to expose
L.207
N-S Wall of MB IIC building
NS Wall sub L.162
Loose stones at N side of EW wall
conn to L.216
Medium compact dark brown soil in
N sub L.142
Medium compact dark brown soil sub
L.218 in N
Sub L.215, medium compact dark
brown soil
Hard brown soil sub L.216
Same as L.220 but including cistern
167
Medium hard brown
N-S Wall not excavated
N-S Wall not excavated
Soft brown soil in pit = CB # 52
CB # 54
Wall, not excavated

List V.1:Locus List for SW 4-7
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In this phase, all the architectural elements of the early Middle Bronze phase were gone. Only
four walls and a street were found in the middle Middle Bronze phase. In the north balk was
north-south Wall 64, a stub of a wall about 1.5 M
long. Along the east balk, running north and south,
was a short wall two courses wide (Locus 45). There
was a wall stub Locus 46 coming out of the south
balk. (Locus 46) was a single course wall of large
stones which extended north for only one meter. In
the center of the Square was north-south Wall 162, a
single course wall of small stones, east of which there
were remnants of an east-west street, (Locus 73) that
came up to and met Wall 162 from the west.

Figure V.4:
Drawing of SW 4-7
Middle Middle Bronze Phase

SW 4-7 Late Middle Bronze Phase

In the late Middle Bronze Phase, only four wall stubs were found, all entering the Square
from outside of the balks. Wall 10 entered the Square for approximately two meters from the
middle of the north balk. Wall 9 came into the Square in the northern half of the east balk. At the
west end of Wall 9, in the middle of the square, was Pit 6. To the west of Pit 6 was 1 M east-west
wall (Wall 38). Walls 9 and 38 were directly across from each other, separated by Pit 6, and may
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have been connected at some point in time. The fourth wall, Wall 19, came into the Square from
out of the southern half of the west balk. It

MB Loci Matrix for SW 4-7
7

6
10

19

32

38
46
73

33

64

45
137

182
183
192
195

34

194

193

139
162
177

163
180

185

197
201 200 203
204
205
209 207 206
212
213 214
218
216
219 217 220/222
221
223
224
225
226
230
202

9

199
211

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Figure V.5:
Drawing of SW 4-7
Late Middle Bronze Phase

229

extended east for only 1.5 meters.
If Walls 9 and 38 had connected with each

Matrix V.1: Square SW 4-7

other, they could have been joined by Wall 10
coming in from the north. It is likely that a combined Wall 9-38 traversed the entire Square and
that Wall 10 joined it from the north. However, it is impossible to confirm this construction due
to Late Bronze Pits 7 and LB stone-lined Pit 6. Pit 6 was where Walls 9, 38, and 10 would have
met. Pit 7 was between the west balk and Wall 38 where Wall 38 would have exited the square if
it had continued west. A burn layer composed of surface layer Loci 32, 33, and 34 sealed off the
latest Middle Bronze phase from the Late Bronze Period.
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Field D, SW 5-5

Square SW 5-5 had only one phase of Middle Bronze Age occupation. Across the middle of
the square was Middle Bronze Wall 73 coming into the square from the west balk. Wall 73
extended east for approximately two meters, until it was cut off by Pit 68. On the opposite (east)
side of Pit 68 was Wall 66, which continued to
the east. The excavator concluded that Wall
66 was a continuation of Wall 73. In the
center of the square, Wall 66 abutted northsouth Wall 67, which was composed of mud
bricks. Wall 67 extended south from there for
about one meter.

The area in the southwest corner of the
Square 5-5 framed on the north by walls 73,
66, and 67 was floored by multiple Middle
Bronze Age layers. The flooring included

Figure V.6: Drawing of SW 5-5

layers Locus 56B, a dark-brown, brittle, rather
soft ash mixture; L.72, a burn layer of very loose ash, mixed with some burnt huwwar and some
orange-brown soil; L.76 a soft brown soil below L.72; L.74, a fall of stones and dark-brown
medium-hard soil; and L.88, a medium-brown soil stacked on a thin plaster floor at 173.55
meters. Locus 88 was the earliest Middle Bronze locus in the southwest area. On the south side
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MB Loci List for SW 5-5
30
56
57
61
66
67
70
72
73
74
76
80
85
86
87
88
90

Paving stones of a road
Below L.47, Dark brown hard soil
Sub L.38 Brown mixed with huwwary streaks
An E-W Wall running into such balk from L.90
Below L.60, stone wall running NE-SW in center of square
Mud wall right angle to L.66 running south
Below L.52, a mud wall running N-S in north area
A burn layer Sub L.65, 66, 69, 74, very loose ash
Below L.72, foundation not yet found at expedition end; an E-W stone wall in W
central area
Directly beneath fall of stones of L.61, dark brown soil
Soft brown soil, sub L.72
Sub L.69, at same level as L.72 Hard very dark plaster
Below L.84 and 39, stone wall running into N and W balks. Foundation not yet
found at expedition end.
Sub L.76; another burn layer, running from L.85 to L.73
Pit just north of L.73; sub L.86
Hard brown soil, sub L.72, coming down to a plaster floor at 175.55
Below L.74at right angle to L.61. A N-S wall in SE area. Foundation not yet found at
expedition end.

List V.2: Locus List for SW 5-5

of these floor layers was Wall 61, which emerged from the south balk as it extended from west to
east. This wall, mostly in the south balk, paralleled Wall 73-66. As it entered the square, it
abutted north-south Wall 90 which proceeded north from the south balk for 1.25 meters. Wall 90
would not meet or join Wall 67 coming south because, in relation to Mud Wall 67, Wall 90 was
slightly west of Wall 67. It would not be expected that these two walls would join because of
their different positions and constructions.

Two Middle Bronze walls were in the northern half of the square. Partially in the north balk,
lying east and west, was Wall 85, a substantial stone wall two courses wide. It extended most of
the way across the square. At the mid-point of the Square was Wall 70, a mud wall extending
south from the north balk, past Wall 85 for roughly a meter.
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Although it was not shown on any top plan, there was an MB IIC locus (Locus 86) identified
as “part of a roadway” mentioned in the Field Book. The most likely place for this “roadway”
was in the east balk extending the entire length of the square. If so, it would have been under a
later road, Locus 30. According to the Field Book, Locus 30 was composed of “paving stones
running the length of the Square.” It is impossible to be sure of the position of Street 86, since
Locus 86 is not recorded on any top plan, but
descriptions in the Field Book indicate it would

MB Loci Matrix for SW 5-5
30

have been in this location along the east balk. In

61

66
67

this location, Street 86 may have extended

70
73

northwest into Square SW 5-6. There is a wall in
Square 5-6 which would have bordered on a road
in the early Middle Bronze Phase of that square.
In Square 5-6, that wall extends from the

80
87 88

72
76
86

74

90
Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

southeast corner of the Square into Square 5-5 on
Matrix V.2: Square SW 5-5

the north. In which case, road Locus 86 would
have run through the north balk and would have been part of the Middle Bronze roadway
running north and south in the eastern section of Square SW 5-6. This road continued north
through the balk into Square SW 5-3 as a gravel street of many layers, where it ended at the
north balk. This roadway extended south from SW 5-3, through Square SW 5-4 and SW 5-5, and
may have entered Square SW 5-6. These Squares were part of what Dr. Hillers called the “Great
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North-South Section/Trench,” which included eight squares from SW 5-1 in Field C to SW 5-8
in Field D.
Field D, Square SW 5-6

SW 5-6 Early Middle Bronze Phase

There were two Middle Bronze Age phases in

MB Loci Matrix for SW 5-6
17

Square SW 5-6. The earlier phase was the simpler

32 36
42
84 88
90
95

of the two. In the early phase, there was a large
room, or perhaps a courtyard since no roof

100
104 101

remains were found, which covered most of the

105 102
111 112

square. On the south side of this room was Wall
147 which ran east and west, exiting the south
balk as it moved east. In the southeast corner of
the square, Wall 147 was bonded to north-south

out of the square through the north balk. About a

125
132 133 134

136
139

149

where it abutted Wall 88. Wall 88 continued north

113
117

120 121
126
127 128
129
130 131

Wall 143 which was the eastern wall of a large
room. It progressed north along the east balk to

103

141

138
143
144
145
147 148
146
150 151
152

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

meter north of where Loci 143 and 88 met was
Wall 150, an east-west wall which connected Wall

Matrix V.3: Square SW 5-6

88 with north-south Wall 126 near the west balk. Wall 150 is the northern wall of a large room.
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Wall 126 extended into Square 5-6
from the north balk and traveled south
past Wall 150 for a meter, where it was
bonded to Wall 130, which continued to
the south for another 1.5 meters. On the
south end of Wall 130, there was a
“doorway.” On the south side of the
doorway, Wall Stub 131 exited the Square
into the south balk where it joined with
Wall 147. This completed the outline of
the room covering most of the Square,
with a door in the southwest corner. In the
southeast corner of the room was a small

Figure V.7:
Drawing of SW 5-6
early Middle Bronze Phase

EB III surface (locus) 145, Middle Bronze
Child Burial 42 was beneath Locus 145.

The Burial was determined to be Middle Bronze by the pottery involved.

Within the large room was Locus 138, a Middle Bronze Age stone pavement, which covered
most of the room. Under Locus 138 was L.144 a hard, brown Middle Bronze Age beaten earth
surface. Cut into Loci 138 and 144 were Pits 132, 133, and 134.
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Loci List for SW 5-6

125
132
133
134

Late Phase MB Loci
7
17
32

36
42
84
88
91
95
100
101
102
103
104
105
111
112

113
117
120
121

Loose brown soil underneath a
layer of rocks and across square
Pit in NW, near but not at the balk,
N of L.16 and under L.14
Broken clay-like patches at N end of
square, possible occupation level
under L.28
Patchy plaster layer off north balk.
Below L.33 and 35
Semi-circle of stones resting on
L.44, N of center of square
E-W Wall
NS wall sub L.83
Street layers sub L.90
Loose brown sub L.94 in L.87
N-S Wall = SW 6-6 L.36, abuts
L.101, 103 and 104
E-W Wall = SW 6-6 L.142, abuts
L.100
N-S Wall = SW 6-6 L.143, abuts
L.101
E-W Wall = SW 6-6 L.55
E-W Wall abuts L.88 and 100
Threshold consisting of three large
stones
Hard brown silt or clay sub L.106
Surface between L.100, 104, 88
and 105; dark gray with large
stones
Soft dark grayish-brown soil, sub
L.91; pit or trench
CB # 32 cut through L.112; also CB
# 36 right beneath it
Soft brown sub L.119
Medium hard brown fill sub L.120

Flagstones sub L.103
Pit cut from L.129, sub L.97
Pit
Pit

Early Phase MB Loci
126
127
128
129

130
131
135
136
138
139
141
143
144
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

N-S Wall below L.100 and N of
L.103, abuts L.84 and 104
Hard brown sub L.121
Medium hard brown fill sub L.129
Hard brown fill sub occupation
surface- top of L.129 is a surface
sub L.97
N-S Wall below L.100; not
excavated
N-S Wall below L.100, abuts L.147;
not excavated
Sandy brown sub L.124
Hard brown earth with ash sub
L.127
Stone pavement sub L.124
Sandy brown earth with flecks sub
L.136
Soft dark brown sub L.135
N-S Wall below L.102, lies in balk
abuts L.147
Hard brown fill sub L.115 and 138
Hard brown fill sub L.101
E-W Wall below L.101; not
excavated
Fill sub L.108 and 110
Hard brown fill sub L.104
E-W Wall below L.104, abuts L.88
and 120; not excavated
Red surface below L.148; not
excavated
Large storage jar below L.148;

List V.3: Locus List for SW 5-6

The large room covered the southern two-thirds of the Square. The northern third of the
square contained another much smaller room. This room was outlined by Wall 126 on the west,
Wall 150 on the south, and Wall 88 on the east. On the northern side of Square 5-6 was the north
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balk. Inside the small room was the surface Locus 148, an early MB IIC Fill, with Locus 151, an
unexcavated red surface, underneath it.

SW 5-6 Late Middle Bronze Phase

The late Middle Bronze phase in Square SW 5-6 was made up of three separate domestic
rooms. In the north balk, extending
east and west was Wall 84. Coming
into the Square SW 5-6 near the west
balk and extending the entire length
of the square from north to south was
Wall 100. This wall was the western
wall for all three rooms in the
Square. At the southern end of the
square, along the south balk, was
Wall 101. It traversed the square
from Wall L.100 to the east balk,
where it bonded with north-south
Wall 102. Wall 102 went north along
the east balk to about the middle of
the Square. At the middle of the

Figure V.8:
Drawing of SW 5-6
Late Middle Bronze Phase

square, Wall 102 bonded with east162

west Wall 103, near where Wall 88 came from the north balk. North-south Wall 88 abutted Wall
103. Wall 103 went east-west across the Square and joined with Wall 100 to form the
southernmost, and largest, of the three rooms. Inside this room was Child Burial 17 in the
northeast corner. In the southeast corner was locus 105, a threshold of three large stones for a
doorway.

In the northern half of the Square, Wall 88 went north from Wall 103 at an angle of about 10º
to the west. Wall 88 continued north into the north balk where it bonded with Wall 84 in the
north balk. One meter north of Wall 103 was an east-west wall, Wall 104, between walls 88 and
100. This framed out the last two rooms in the northern half of the square. In the middle room,
formed by Walls 88, 104, 100, and 103, was Locus 117 in the southeast corner of the room,
which contained Child Burials 32 and 36. In the northernmost room, formed by Walls 88, 84,
100, and 104 was Locus 151, an unexcavated red surface below MB IIC Fill 148 covering the
whole area. Under fill 148, along the north balk, was Locus 152 a large MB IIC Storage Jar.

Field D, Square SW 5-7

SW 5-7 Late Middle Bronze Phase

Most of the Middle Bronze remains in SW Square 5-7 came from the late Middle Bronze
phase. The bulk of those remains were in the north half of the square. An east-west wall 1.0 M
from the north balk, Wall 103, came out of the east balk and traversed two-thirds of the square.
North of Wall 103, and mostly in the north balk, was Wall 114. Wall 114 extended slightly
163

southwest to northeast, parallel to Wall 103. There were two loci found between Walls 103 and
114. They were determined to be from the MB Age IIC by the ceramics found within them. The
two loci were Locus 166, a soft, darkbrown soil, and L. 212, an MB layer
of sandy-brown-with-ash soil.
Coming south out of the north balk in
the northwest quadrant of the square
was Wall 102. Wall 102 crossed Wall
114 in the north balk and continued
north into Square SW 5-6 as Wall
100. Going south, Wall 102 bonded
with Wall 176 coming from the south
Figure V.9:
Drawing of SW 5-7 Late Middle Bronze Phase

balk, near the location where the west
end of Wall 103 was bonded to Wall
176. These three walls, 114, 102, and

103, along with Wall 107 in the east balk, formed a room in the northeast corner of the Square.

In the middle of Square SW 5-7 was Wall 210, an east-west wall bisecting the square. At the
south end of Wall 102 was Wall 176, which extended all the way to the south balk. To the west of
Locus 176 were two Middle Bronze surfaces - L.156, a compact brown stratum, and L.216, a
hard reddish-brown surface.
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Loci List for SW 5-7

209

Late Phase MB Loci

210
211

61
102
103
107
114
156
158
162
166

174
176
179
184
187
188
192
193
195
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

Ashy soil at bottom of pit L.34
N-S Wall
E-W Wall
Wall on line of L.142 in SW 5-6

212
213
214

Compact brown soil below L.155
Large stones next to E balk part of an
E-W wall
N-S wall below L.160, abuts wall 103
Soft dark brown Sub ash layer which
covered the whole area of L.166
Sub L.165 abuts L.174
E-W wall below L.156 and 102, abuts
174
NS wall Sub L.156 and 102, abuts
L.174
Child Burial # 29 Sub L.170
Sandy brown earth with occupation
debris Sub L.182
Broken plaster surface Sub L.151
Medium hard brown dirt fill Sub L.136
Hard grey Sub L.182
E-W wall Sub L.103
Dark brown fill Sub L.187
Medium hard brown earth with brick
Sub L.196 & 194
Cobbles sub L.162 & 147
Tabun Sub L.159
Probably W.C. pit Sub L.197 and ash
layer
Hard brown fill Sub L.102
Hard brown fill sub L.166
Air and loose brown trab(?) in cavity;
perhaps wall that dropped
Sandy ashy brown Sub L.197 & 201
Occupation debris on top of surface
L.208
Hard brown soil Sub L.207

216
217

Hard brown on plaster = L.220 Sub
L.163 & 194
E-W wall sub L.197, 163 & 159
Plaster and earth-packed floor Sub
L.208
Sandy ashy brown soil Sub L.204
Sandy brown soil Sub L.206
Hard brown and plaster surface occupation level connected with
room S of L.174 and E of L.176
Hard reddish brown surface and fill
Sub L.156
Sandy brown earthSub L.214 and on
top of earth surface = L.218

Early Phase MB Loci
102
218

N-S wall
Surface Sub L.217 - hard earth
L.344; also composed of hard
brown fill under the surface
220 Plaster huwwar and earth surface
below L.209
221 Hard brown with flecks Sub L.188
222 Stony ashy sandy brown earth Sub
L.221
223 Plaster, huwwar and earth surface
Sub L.220
224 Hard brown fill Sub L.223
225 Hard brown fill Sub L.211
227 Soft brown Sub L.216
228 Removal of top of N balk
229 N balk Sub L.228
230A Sandy ashy brown Sub L.218
231 Flagstones and soft brown Trab(?)
underneath - probably contains a
burial which runs under E balk
232 Hard brown fill Sub L.174
233 Hard brown fill Sub L.176
234 Hard brown fill Sub L.210
235 Sandy brown fill Sub L.224

List V.4: Locus List for SW 5-7

Approximately 2.0 M to the east of Wall 176 was Wall 162 another north-south wall between
Walls 103 and 210. Walls 103, 176, 210, and 162 formed a room in the middle of the Square.
Inside this room was Locus 217, a sandy-brown Middle Bronze Floor-surface, a packed soil on
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top of hard earth. On the east side of north-south Wall 162 was another room formed with Walls
103, 210, and 107 in the east balk.

Wall 103 proceeded into the east balk where it bonded with north-south Wall 107. Wall 107
exited Square SW 4-7 in a south-southeast direction through the east balk until it entered Square
SW 5-6. In the 1966 excavations, Wall 107 was labelled Wall 214 in Square SW 4-7. Just to the
south of Wall 210, going into the east balk, was Wall Stub 158. There was no obvious
continuation of Wall 158. It may have connected with Wall 107 within the east balk, but the
excavation did not extend that far east into the balk to determine.

SW 5-7 Early Middle Bronze Phase

In the early Middle Bronze phase, the
Middle Bronze Walls 176 and 210 were
already present. Wall 103 was removed to
expose Wall 174 underneath. North of Wall
174, layer 212 still remained. West of Wall
176 and between Walls 174 and 210 were
Layers 227 and 231. Locus 227 was a soft
brown layer. Underneath it was Locus 231, a
layer of flagstones in soft brown earth. In the

Figure V.10:
Drawing of SW 5-7
early Middle Bronze Phase

southwest corner of the Square SW 5-7 was a
166

hard, brown Middle Bronze Age fill, (Locus 225). South of east-west Wall 210 and east of Wall
176 were Layers 220 and 223. Both were plaster and huwwar surfaces. Locus 223 was very thick
and was the main floor connected with Walls 210 and 176.

The existing rooms and floors indicated this square was domestic space throughout the
inhabited Middle Bronze phase. Walls in this square connected with walls in the squares to the
north and east. They were part of a larger house, or palace, that covered parts of at least Squares
6-6, 5-6, 7-7,6-7, and 5-7. In the late Middle Bronze phase, Wall 214 of Square SW 4-7 equals
Wall 107 in SW 5-7. To the north, late Middle Bronze phase Wall 102 abuts east-west Wall 114
in the north balk. It may have continued north through the square as Wall 100 in late Middle
Bronze Age Square SW 5-6.

Field D, Square SW 5-8
In 1968, this square was excavated down only to the LB I layers, so there were very few
significant Middle Bronze Age loci uncovered in Square 5-8. It appeared that walls from Square
SW 5-7, to the north, would continue into Square SW 5-8, but the excavation did not go deep
enough to find any corresponding walls from another square.

Field D, Square SW 6-5
Middle Bronze Age remains were found only in the extreme southwest section of the square.
There were several Middle Bronze Age soil layers including Loci 54, 60, 61, and 72 within the
southeast quadrant of the Square, and soil lenses (Loci 68, 69, and 77) in the east balk.
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In the south balk was east-west Wall 74. Wall 74 went slightly northeast along the south balk
into the east balk. After going through the east balk, Wall 74 came out of the south balk of
Square SW 5-5 as Wall 61. Middle Bronze Age Loci 70 and 71 were alongside the Wall 74 in
Square SW 5-5. These soil layers and Wall 74 were the only Middle Bronze Age remains in
Square SW 6-5.

Field D, Square SW 6-6

SW 6-6 Early Middle Bronze Phase
MB Loci Matrix for SW 6-6
25

According to the Field Book for Square

55
59

SW 6-6, the early phase of the Middle

84
163 164

75
165

Bronze Age occupation in Square SW 6-6

169
172 174 176

contained remnants of an earlier MB IIA

177
179
180
186
183 184
187
188
191
193
199
202 201
203

“campsite occupation.” The early Middle
Bronze phase itself included a wall running
the entire length of the square from south to
north in the west half of the Square. The
wall was composed of two walls bonded to
each other. At the south was Wall 84. About

173

157
171
175
178
185

189
192
200

190 199
194 195
196 197 198

206

204

Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

four meters into the Square it met and joined

Matrix V.4: Square SW 6-6
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with Wall 183, which continued north out of the square and into the north balk. There was a wall
stub, Wall 172, entering the square from the middle of the west balk, going east for less than a
meter to abut Wall 84. To the west of Wall 84 and south of Wall 172, in the SW corner of the
square, was Locus 186, a loose, light-brown soil layer, and Middle Bronze Pit 187.

To the east of Wall 84, across the southern
third of the square were Loci 188 and 189.
Locus 188 was medium-brown with some
reddish soil, with L.189 underneath. Locus
189 was a loose brown soil exposing a work
area and possible campfire ash.

Coming out of the east balk, one meter
north of the south balk, was Wall 197. This
Wall extended west into the square 6-6 for
one meter. Parallel to Wall 197 and one meter
Figure V.11:
Drawing of SW 6-6
early Middle Bronze Phase

to the north, was Wall 198. Wall 198
extended west into the Square for roughly

one meter, then turned 90º to the south and continued until it bonded with Wall 197. This
possibly formed parts of a room, comprised of Wall 197, and the L-shaped Wall 198. Just to the
north of this configuration was Locus 190, a 1.5 meter square layer of soft brown soil with heavy
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ash, exposing what the excavator called a “campsite occupation;”and others might call “squatter
occupation.”

Just to the north of Locus190 and across most of the northern third of the square was L.192, a
“very thin bleached layer sub L.185 exposing campsite occupation.” (Field Book SW 6-6 1968,
page 5) Below Locus 192 were Middle Bronze Loci 199 and 200, both consisting of dark-brown
fill, and both in the northeast corner of the Square.

SW 6-6 Late Middle Bronze Phase

The later Middle Bronze period
was more developed than the earlier
interval. Wall 84 was still present. At
the north end of Wall 84, going into
the north balk, was Wall 163,
replacing previous Wall 183. Wall 172
was still present. North of Wall 172
and between Wall 163 and the west
balk was a locus of “loose dark
brown, [with] some sand,” (Field
Book for SW 6-6 1966, page 3)
Figure V.12:
Drawing of SW 6-6, Late MB Phase

L.174. In it Loom Weight 1381 and
170

bowl 1536 were found. Going east across the square from Wall 172, where Walls 163 and 84
abutted, was Wall 55. Adjacent to Wall 84, and running from Wall 55 to the south balk, was a
“secondary wall along the east face of L.84.” Delbert Hillers decided that Wall 179 was probably
a bench along Wall 84.
Loci List for SW 6-6

183

N-S Wall extending S to L.172, only
one course preserved
184 Sub L.173 & 180 Dark brown earth
above ash line
185 Sub L.175 Removing flagstones,
very hard bricky above crushed
tabun and hard earth surface
186 Loose light-brown soil layer
187 Pit cut from L.186
188 S. below L.75 and 177 med brown
and some reddish soil
189 Sub L.188 Loose brown soil,
exposing work area and possible
campfire ash
190 Sub L.184 Soft brown soil with heavy
ash, exposing “campsite”
occupation
191 Removing crushed tabun sub L.185
192 Sub L.185 Very thin bleached layer
Sub L.185, exposing “campsite”
occupation
193 Sub L.174 Loose medium brown soil
194 Sub L.179 Compact medium brown
earth
195 Removing stone installation above
patches of plaster and huwwar
196 Sub L.188 Medium brown and
reddish above plaster patch and
hard packed soil
197 Wall stump against E balk below L.75
198 Wall stump against E balk below L.65
199 Sub L.192 Dark brown fill
200 Sub L.192 Dark brown fill
201 Sub L.192 Dark brown fill
202A Sub L.190 Medium light brown
203 Compact dark brown soil
204 Sub L.134 of 1963, trimming balk,
removing wall
206 Sub L.196 Medium brown and rocky
earth

Late Phase MB Loci
25
85
55
59
75
84
157
163
164
165
169
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

Brick detritus over stones
Stone fall near L.84 Sub L.71 above
Wall86
Removing E-W wall
Removing E-W wall
E-W Wall of LB building
N-S Wall
Removing stone-lined pit L.131 of ’66
season
N-S Wall
Pit cut from L.77
Pit cut from L.77
Sub L.168 Brown bricky earth above
uneven rock surface
Sub L.157, 159, & 160 taking up
plaster and hard brown soil
Wall stump running west from L.55 to
W balk
Sub L.166 & 167 very dark brown
soil
Sub L.77 Loose dark brown soil w/
some sand
Stone pavement below L.173 in N
end of locus
Pit cut from L.174
Sub L.171, Loose brown soil above
huwwar ash and burned brick
Sub L.164, taking up uneven stone
surface
Removing secondary wall along E
face of L.84
Sub L.55 Compact dark brown earth
w/ some ash

Early Phase MB Loci

List V.5: Locus List for SW 6-6
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To the south, about one meter from the south balk, was east-west Wall 75; it ran from Wall 84
across the square into the east balk. South of Locus 75 and east of L.84 was L.177, a Middle
Bronze layer of “loose brown soil above huwwar, ash, and burned brick” (Field Book SW 6-6
1966, page 3).

In the middle of Square 6-6, Wall 59 came south from the north balk, abutting Wall 55, then
continuing south from Wall L.55, almost to Wall 75. To the east of Wall 59 was Locus 178 an
uneven stone surface, with L.190 directly underneath. Locus 190 was “soft brown with heavy
ash, exposing ‘campsite’ occupation.” (Field Book SW 6-6 1963, page 5) To the east of Wall 59
and north of Wall 55, were Locus 175, a stone pavement, and L.185, a layer of flagstones with a
crushed tabun underneath. They both extended to the east balk. Pits L.165 and 164 were located
to the west of Wall 59.

Field D, Square SW 6-7

SW 6-7 Early Middle Bronze Phase
The remains of the earliest phase of Middle Bronze Age occupation in Square SW 6-7
consisted of a few unrelated walls. In the northwest corner of the square was the outline of a
small room that continued out of the square to the northwest. The room in Square SW 6-7 was
formed by two walls, north-south Wall 97 on the east, and east-west Wall 92 on the south. In the
early Middle Bronze phase, these two walls came out of the balks; Locus 92 for 1.5 meters to the
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east and L.97 for 2.0 meters to the south. In the later
phase, these two walls continued past each other. Wall
217, partially in the west balk, moved south from Wall
92, for about 1.0 meter.

Near the southern edge of Wall 217 was Wall 214
coming out of the west balk at a slight southeast angle.
MB Loci List for SW 6-7

Figure V.13:
Drawing of SW 6-7
early Middle Bronze Phase

83
97

92

97

133 134
138

144

152
158

Wall 214 extended 3.0 meters into Square 6-7.

163
167
178
183
186 185

182 181
184

217
222 221
224

187>188 189
190
194 193 196
192 195
197
199
200>201
205 202
204
208
218 219
214

From the east side of the square, coming out of
the east balk, was Wall 204. Wall 204 extended
roughly 4.0 meters into the square going slightly
to the southwest. These two walls passed each
other near the center of the square, but didn't
connect.

235 238
Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

In the northeast corner of Square SW 6-7
was a curved Wall, 235, moving in a southeast

Matrix V.5: Square SW 6-7
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arc out of the east balk. The open side of the arc faced south, and within the arc was Locus 238,
which included Middle Bronze Age Burial 38.

SW 6-7 Middle Middle Bronze Phase

The middle Middle Bronze phase consisted
of only a few walls which formed larger rooms
than those of the early Middle Bronze phase.
In the northeast corner were the same two
Walls, 92 and 97, as in the early phase. Wall
92 extended a meter east from the west balk.
At the east end of Locus 92, another wall, Wall
Figure V.14:
Drawing of SW 6-7
Middle Middle Bronze Phase

144, continued east almost to the east balk.

Wall 97, which came out of the north balk, continued past Wall 92 for another one-and-onehalf meters until it abutted east-west Wall 138. Wall 138 traversed the square from near the west
balk to the east balk. About two-thirds of the way across the Square SW 6-7, from west to east,
was north-south Wall 186 which extended south from Wall 138 into the south balk. This
configuration of four walls formed parts of six rooms, none of which was completely within the
square.
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Loci List for SW 6-7

189

Late Phase MB Loci

190

83
92
97
133
134
138
144
152

158

163

167

178

181

182
183

184

185

186

N-S Wall approximately three meters long
E-W Wall on line of L.103 in Square 5-7
N-S Wall
Wall
E-W Wall
E-W Wall of varying heights
Line of stones in line with Wall 92
Between Wall 138 and drain L.164 Sub
L.151 above a surface of somewhat
grayer material
Layer that contains child burial, Sub L.157
around the skeleton - rather soft dark
earth
Yellow hard soil with little white stones to
the N of western extension of Wall
138, Sub L.122, 134, 83 & 114
Deepening of trial trench L.166 somewhat
darker soft brown surface w/many flat
lying sherds
Sub L.168 Removal of plaster surface and
red layer below/above a partially
yellow plastered surface which runs up
to the surface sub L.167
Sub L.95, fairly compact yellow-gray. This
trial trench has cut through two kinds
of dirt separated by a vertical red lining
Sub L.181, to the north of the red lining;
red brown fine compact dirt
Stone pavement in SE corner of the
square, Sub L.173, fine brown earth
below
Sub L.181 south of the red lining, dark
yellow-brown fill with many little white
stones, above a very dark brown layer
at the bottom of walls 97 & 92
Sub L.181, between tumble of rocks, N
balk and Wall 97, dark brown, almost
black, earth
Wall leading to-from Wall 138 to S balk

192

193

194
195
196
197

Early Phase MB Loci
199
200
201
202

204
205

208
214
217
218
219
221
222

Middle Phase MB Loci
224
187
188

Fine-grained brown earth, Sub L154
Sub L.187, a harder layer with little white
stones, light brown above a surface
with white streaks

Sub L.157 and 95, cleaning dirt on the
east side of Wall 97
Sub L.169, above beaten earth, red
surface
To the north of L.191, trial trench going
through fine dark brown solon the
outside stone-lined pit L.160
Extension of L.191 t the west, Sun L.169
and 190, a brown layer above an ashy
surface
Sub L.179 and 180, gray at some places,
dark brown earth
Trial trench sub L.192, soft pure, dark
brown earth inside of pit L.196
Stone-lined pit L.160 continued sub L.160,
below ash layer, darker earth
Solid brown with little white stones above
a plastered surface Sub L.193, bottom
of it runs below walls L.92 & 97

235
238

Trial trench Sub L.192 & 191
Sub L.184 & 197, loose gray soil
Sub .200 corresponding to L.199, fairly
loose brown
Sub L.197, above L.201, hard yellowbrown; yellow plaster red bricky streak
in grayish soft
E-W Wall several courses high
Removal of Wall 186 and the very hard
black brown earth adjoining it to the
west. Sub L.186, 187 & 188
In N balk, Sub L.206, hard light tan soil (=
L.85)
Wall Sub L.38
Wall leading up to Wall 92 fro the south
Sub L.177, hard brown and white earth 8
cm thick above ashy surface
Sub L.218 ashy layer 5 cm thick, above
white huwwar L.22
Sub L.295, white huwwar (5 cm) and dark
brown earth below, around pit L.222
Sub L.221, immediately below the white
huwwar; soft red-brown earth = pit 80
cm deep, bell shaped
Sub L.189 & 179, medium hard grey
above L.226 & 227
Semi-circular wall below 198
Burial # 38 within Wall 235 and on level of
L.199

List V.6: Locus List for SW 6-7
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SW 6-7 Late Middle Bronze Phase

The last Middle Bronze phase, the third phase,
included Walls 97, 92, 138, and 186 from the
Middle Phase. In the southern part of the square,
Wall 97 no longer extended past Wall 92 to Wall
138. It ended at Wall 92. West of Wall 138 was
north-south Wall 83. Wall 83 was about 3.0 M
long. At the south end of Wall 83 was Wall 133
which bonded with Wall 83 near the west balk. At
Figure V.15:
Drawing of SW 6-7
Late Middle Bronze Phase

the north end of Wall 83 was Wall 134 apparently
“linking the northern extremity of Wall 83 to the

W balk, sub L.68.” (Field Book SW 6-7 1968, page 7). These three walls, 134, 83, and 133,
formed the east end of an enclosed space which extended into the west balk. To say a wall links
something to a balk is incongruous since a balk is an arbitrary designation for the limit of the
square and therefore can’t be an integral part of the contents of the square.

The Middle Bronze phase in Square SW 6-7 was made up of three sub-phases, all of which were
uncomplicated in their arrangement. They indicated a slow progression toward a more organized
plan which was comprised of larger living spaces than those evidenced in the previous phases.
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Field D, Square SW 7-7

What the excavators called Square 7-7 was actually comprised of the southern half of Square
SW 7-7 combined with the southeastern quadrant of Square SW 8-7. The excavators treated this
odd-shaped configuration of approximately 4.0 M north and south by 12.0 M east and west a
square.

Square SW 7-7, Early Middle Bronze Phase

The earliest Middle Bronze phase in Square SW 7-7 consisted of a series of walls which
comprised part of an early casemate city wall. The square was divided in half by north-south
Wall 96. Two walls went east from Wall 96. One, Wall 66, went east from the center of Wall 96

Figure V.16:
Drawing of SW 7-7 early Middle Bronze Phase

to the east balk. The other Wall, (Locus 98), went directly east from Wall 96 for 2.0 M where it
bonded with Wall 72, which proceeded to the northeast and out the north balk.
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To the west of Wall 96, bisecting the west section of the odd-shaped Square SW 7-7, was Wall
76. North of Wall 76 was a Middle Bronze Age pavement (Locus 101), bounded on the east by
Middle Bronze Wall 96, Wall 76 to the south, and Wall 105 on the west side. A Middle Bronze
section of medium-compact, fine, brown soil (Locus 94) was on the south side of east-west Wall
76 next to north-south Wall 96. This square-shaped segment of earth was surrounded by four
Middle Bronze Age walls: Locus 96 on the east, L.76
on the north, Wall 77 to the west, and Wall 95 in the
south balk. Adjacent to north-south Wall 77, running
between the south balk and east-west Wall 76, was
Wall 109. One-half meter to the west of Wall 109,
parallel to Walls 77 and 109, was Wall 108 stretching
from the south balk to Wall 76. The excavator
believed that the space between Walls 108 and 109
was a channel probably for drainage. On the west
side of Wall 108 was north-south Wall 102. Wall 102
came out of the south balk and extended north to the
west end of Wall 76. At the point where Walls 76 and
102 come together, another wall, (Locus 105),

FIG. V.17. Looking south in SW 7-7 at Wall
118 projecting to the right (west) of Early
Bronze defense Wall 152. The upper courses
of Wall 118 have been removed but may be
noted in the balk.

coming from the north balk, joining the pair. Wall 105 = 102 forms one wall from north to south
in the square, with east-west Wall 76 coming from north-south Wall 96 to join them. Extending
to Wall 76 further west from Wall 102=105 was Wall 118, an L-shaped wall which went 0.5 M
west before going 90 degrees left and out of the square through the south balk (See Fig. V. 17).
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Loci List for SW 7-7

104

Late Phase MB Loci
11
32
38
40
51
53
59
60
62
66
69
70
72
75

105
106

North-south city wall
North-south wall
Dark ashy occupation soil
East-west wall joining L11 & 32
Stony layer (wall) abutting west side of
Wall 11
Thick huwwar sub Wall 11 and L.51
Sub L.38 Brown ashy soil surface
Dark ashy, medium compact soil, sub L.48
& 46
Sub L.54 and perhaps same, hard brown
E-W Wall extending east from Wall 96
CB = 7, sub L.59 in corner of Walls L.40
and 11
Soft brown sub L.38, may be part of a later
pit
Short Wall bonded to east end of Wall 98,
extending to the northeast
Stone lie and possible burial, sub L.62, in
balk

107
108
109
110
112
113
115
116
117
118
119

Early Phase MB Loci
66
67
68
72
73
74

Middle Phase MB Loci
76
77
78
79
80
92
93
95
96
98
100
101
102

Hard compact fine brown sub L.11, N of
L.76
N-S wall sub L.104
Medium compact dark brown soil sub
L.93, 98, 165, 167 & 168
Fine light brown clay
NS Wall west side of channel
NS Wall east side of channel
Soils L.47, like L.107
Equals L.53
Medium brown soil
Large stones and soft brown soil sub L.53
Hard brown = L.113 sub L.118 and 115
Hard red brown crunchy soil sub L.116
L-shaped wall E-W, turning left to south to
exit square
Brown earth with much huwwar

E-W wall sub L.78
N-S wall sub L.78
Medium brown layers sub L.59 between
L.11 & 32
Medium brown sub L.78 between L.77 and
11
Sub L.69 in E balk
Plaster sub L.71
Medium compact brown-red earth was,
sub L.65 and 67
E-W Wall along south balk
N-S Wall
E-W Wall, bonded to Wall 72
Fine brown soil sub L.11
Pavement sub L.99
N-S wall sub L.100

94
95
96
97
99
98

118
120
121
122
123
124

E-W wall of “LB Bldg” joining wall of 6-7
Loose black soil sub L.65
Ashy, reddish medium compact soil sub
L.62
N-S wall
Red brown soil sub L.62
Stone tumble and earth north of L.66, sub
L.61 & 62
Medium compact fine brown earth, sub
L.32
E-W wall in S balk sub L.32 & 94
N-S wall across square sub L.32 & 94
Loose stony brown sub L.94
Medium compact
Line of stones, 1 stone high, parallel to
L.66 t brown soil sub L.38 & 40, N of
L.96
Stone wall on west side of Wall L. 102
Ashy pit sub L.93 cut into L.176
Hard red clay sub L.174
Hard red with huwwar
CB # 10, stone jar under Walls 96 & 66
Soil sub L.66

List V.7: Locus List for SW 7-7

This made up the earliest phase of the Middle Bronze Age city wall. This formation indicates a
Casemate Wall, comprised of an inner wall (north-south Wall 96) and an outer Wall (north-south
Wall 102=105) with stabilizing Walls (east-west Wall 76 and north-south Walls 77, 109, and 108)
in between. “Wall 77 merely subdivides the southern casemate and can be associated with the
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particular use of the room indicated by the channel and drain (Lapp 1969: 22)”. On the west side
of Wall 108 was an initial, Early Bronze Age glacis built along, and revetted by, north-south Wall
118.

Square SW 7-7, Middle Middle Bronze Phase

The middle Middle Bronze phase was very different from the early Middle Bronze phase. It
included in part, a Casemate Wall, comprised of an inner wall (32) and an outer Wall (11) built
where earlier walls, W.102-105 and 96, had been. with a stabilizing Walls (east-west Wall 76)
between them. The two new parallel walls,Loci 11 and 32, were both about 2.0 M thick with a
space of 1.5 M between them. These walls form the last iteration of the Middle Bronze Age
“Casemate wall”. Wall 11 was the west “outside” wall. Between the two walls was a group of
support walls. Extending north and south for one meter along the east side of Wall 11 was early
phase Wall 77. Running east and west were walls 40 and early phase Wall 76. Wall 40 was at the
north edge of the square, half in and half out of the north balk. It crossed the space between
Walls 11 and 32. One meter to the south of Wall 40 was early phase east-west Wall 76. It
transversed the area from Wall 32 to Wall 11.

Outside, and on the west side of Wall 11 was a series of layers making up the outer rampart of
a typical Middle Bronze fortification. The top two layers, Locus 51, a stony layer sealing the
west face of Wall 11, and L.53, a layer of thick huwwar underneath L.51, were the latest layers in
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the rampart construction. Successive layers under Loci 51 and 53 progressed downward as
follows:
Loci 112 which equalled L.53
Loci 113 Hard brown soil sub L.53
Loci 115 a layer of stones and soft brown soil sub L.53
Loci 116 Hard brown soil = L.113, sub L.115
Loci 117 Hard medium-brown, crumbly soil sub L.116
loci 119 Hard brown dirt layer with much huwwar sub L.117 (EB)

This sequence of loci comprised a typical Middle Bronze Age exterior fortification. It
consisted of three layers of hard-packed brown soil-Loci 119, 117, 116; a layer of stones, L.115;
another two layers of hard-packed earth-(Loci 113 and 112); with a glacis layer of thick crushed
limestone huwwar, (L.53); and a stony layer, (L.51) sealing against the external casemate wall
(Locus 11).

Figure V.18:
Drawing of SW 7-7 Middle Middle Bronze Phase

Within the space between Walls 77 and 32, on the south side of Wall 76, was a square-shaped
area with Middle Bronze Age soil layers (Loci 78 and 79). Locus 78 was a light-brown Middle
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Bronze Age soil layer; L.79 was a medium-brown soil layer. On the north side of east-west Wall
76 was Locus 80, a fine brown Middle Bronze soil layer, which included Child Burial 7.

Square SW 7-7, Late Middle Bronze Phase
MB Loci List for SW 7-7

The late Middle Bronze phase in Square SW

11
32

7-7 included two walls, Loci 11 and 32, from the

38 40
53

middle Middle Bronze phase. They were
composed of medium-large-to-large stones. There
were also the same two east-west cross-walls
from the middle Middle Bronze phase. One, Wall
40, was at the north edge of the square, and was
half in the north balk; and the other, Wall 76 was
in the middle of the Square.

76

67
60
69 70
78 79 80 77

66
62
72 73 74 75 68

93
100 99 101 97 94 95 96 98
115 116
102 105 106 104
107
118 117
110
112
120
114
122 124
123
125
131
129 121 133 134
137 138 135 136 139
141 140 142
139 144 148 147 150
155
158 159
160
Orange - Islamic
Blue - Iron
Green = Late Bronze
Red = Middle Bronze
Aqua = Early Bronze

Within the space between Walls 11 and 32,

Matrix V.6: Square SW 7-7

both north south side of Wall 76, was a two

square-shaped areas with Middle Bronze Age soil layers (Loci 38 and 59). Locus 38 was a dark,
ashy occupation soil, sub. L.22; L.59 was a brown, ashy, soil surface. Loci 38 and 59 were also
on the north side of east-west Wall 76, which also included Child Burial #7.
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Figure V.19:
Drawing of SW 7-7 Late Middle Bronze Phase

Loci 51, 53, 112, 113, 115, 116, 117, and 119 were still in place on the outside of Wall 11 in the
late Middle Bronze phase in Square SW 7-7.

FIELD D, OUTLINE BY PHASE

Field D was excavated for the purpose of exposing domestic and/or industrial installations.
The work in this field yielded considerable domestic construction and some noteworthy
fortification remains. The three seasons concluded in 1968 with the unfolding of the earliest
phases of the MB IIC - LB I Building in Squares SW 4-7, 5-6, 5-7, 6-6, and 6-7. The odd-shaped
Square SW 7-7, was a trench across Square 7-7 and part of Square 8-7. The field was excavated
in order to lay bare a cross section of the MB IIC fortification wall. In every field on Tell
Taanach, there was a long occupational gap after the EB III Age. Middle Bronze Age
resettlement began in the MB IIA phase with a short time of limited campsite/squatter
occupation. Occupation resumed in the MB IIC with the construction of a large MB IIC building
on the west side of an earlier street, which ran north and south for almost the whole length of
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Field D. To the west, the building was connected to the Middle Bronze Age fortifications. There
were two successive Middle Bronze Age Fortification structures; an earlier MB IIC defensive
complex and a later MB IIC - LB I casemate wall.

The earliest phases from the Middle Bronze Age occupation in field D have been completely
excavated only in Square SW 7-7. Elsewhere (in Squares SW 4-7, 5-6, 5-7, 6-6, 6-7), Middle
Bronze Age layers have been reached and lines of some walls have been exposed; but for most of
these walls, the earliest material was not excavated.

One of the earliest walls from the Bronze Age excavated in Field D was Early Bronze Wall
148 in Square SW 7-7. Above this wall lay the corner formed by Walls L.141 and 145. Both
Walls 141 and 145 were covered by a layer of soil (Locus 142), on which the earliest MB IIC
fortifications and the Middle Bronze Age building were founded, hence L.142 was obviously
earlier than the MB IIC occupation. Locus 142 demarcates the beginning of the Middle Bronze
Age construction. The same stratigraphic relationship can be observed in the east section of
Square 5-7, where Middle Bronze Wall 210 is covered over by the earliest floor of the Middle
Bronze Age building. Thus Wall 210 is earlier than the Middle Bronze Age building and is a
reuse of an Early Bronze Age structure. Another of the earliest walls in Field D was Wall 67 in
Square SW 5-5. Wall 67 was a mud brick wall extending south from where it had been attached
to a wall two stones wide (Locus 66). Wall 67 was the only sample of a mudbrick wall in the MB
IIC phase found in Field D. Wall 67 lies near and is adjacent to Stone Pavement 86; and it may
have been an early curb for the Street 86.
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Although this is a fragmentary witness, it does indicate that there was occupation in Field D
during the MB IIC phase before construction of the first fortification wall, the Middle Bronze
Building, or the Middle Bronze Street. This early MB IIC habitation seems to be a period of
temporary re-occupation after a period of abandonment. The occupants built permanent, if
flimsy, buildings and had not yet fortified this section of the tell. Eventually, more substantial
buildings were constructed. In the process of rebuilding, almost the whole extent of Field D was
cleared and leveled to prepare the ground both for fortifications and for the large Middle Bronze
Age building and street. This obliterated most of the earliest MB IIC remains. Some remains
from the earliest period of occupation were found in the form of campsite/squatter remains and/
or debris in SW 6-6. According to the Field Supervisor, Delbert Hillers, when Loci 189, a loose
brown soil, 190, a soft brown soil layer with heavy ash, and 192, a very thin bleached layer, were
removed, they exposed a work area, possible campfire ash, and a general campsite occupation
area. Hillers suggested this was early in the Middle Bronze Age, likely the MB IIA.

THE EARLIEST FORTIFICATIONS

The First Middle Bronze Casemate Wall

The MB IIC fortifications were found in Square SW 7-7. The early phase fortifications were
in the northern portion of Square SW 7-7 where there was what the excavators described as a
casemate wall composed of two parallel walls, Loci 105 and 96, running north and south and
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connected to each other by a cross wall (Locus 76), (Fig. V.14: SW 7-7 early Middle Bronze
Phase). Due to the size of the walls composed of small stones, this fortification complex was not
very strong. On the west side of the north-south casemate wall, made up of Wall 105 = 102, was
a projecting Wall 118. The space between Wall 118 and the casemate wall was filled in with
loose stones and earth. A number of glacis layers had been laid against the west side of Wall 118.
The construction of walls, soil layers and three glacis layers made up the fortification
arrangement. Given its weak construction, perhaps it was more for appearance than effective
defense.

The MB IIC - LBI Casemate Wall

The Late Phase, MB IIC - LB I, casemate wall was a more substantial construction than the
earlier MB IIC fortifications. Larger stones were used in the new construction. The outer wall
(Locus 11), was built over the previous wall (L.102-105). It was multiple stones wide (approx.
1.75 m thick), and, therefore, it was larger and heavier than the previous wall. Walls 76 and 40
were still used as cross-walls connecting Locus 11 with the inner Wall 32 (1.50 m thick). The
space between the walls was about 1.25 m wide, so the overall thickness of the wall complex
was approximately 4.5 meters.

Child Burial number 7 was found tucked into the corner of two interior walls of the casemate
wall. It was found between Outer Walls 11 and 32 in the northwest corner in a space formed by
Walls 11, 40, 76, and 32. The burial contained six whole MB IIC jars and lay just below the
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surface of Locus 59. This indicates a probable living space between the two larger outer walls of
the casemate wall. Burials in domestic spaces were common in the Middle Bronze Age in
Palestine. Middle Bronze Age child burials at Taanach were typically along the inner side of
household walls. Child burials along the walls at Taanach indicate that the walls were there when
the graves were dug. The practice of intramural child burial and the pottery used in this burial
indicate an MB IIC construction date for the walls.

The MB IIC Building

Most of Field D was taken up by a large MB IIC-LBI Building. In fact, the structure may
have been several buildings: the condition of the remaining walls and their arrangement
precludes a clear schematic understanding. The building covered the space between the street
along the east edge of the field to the fortification wall in the west section of Square SW 7-7. The
north to south dimensions are difficult to assay because the southern wall of the building has not
been found. The excavators regarded this structure as one large building. There seems to be a
bisection between the eastern and western parts of the square. Such a division is unlikely since
the only access to the building found so far is from the street to the east. In the west, the building
abuts the city-wall directly (not bonded to, but against). The plan of the building does not suggest
a clear division along any line, except for a long east-west wall in Squares 7-7, 6-7, and 5-7
(Walls 66, 92, and 174). They extended from the city wall in the west, to the street in the east.
This long wall divided the building into north and south halves.
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Not much material evidence was found to indicate the function of most of the individual
rooms. Some of the rooms along the street contain evidence of use as work-rooms. Debris
indicates that these rooms were likely to have been only partially roofed and some of them stood
open.

The largest room in the building is Room 1, which was about 4.0 x 5.0 m. Room 1 spread
across four different Squares, 5-6, 5-7, 6-6, and 6-7. In all, eighteen individual rooms of various
sizes were in this complex. Rooms 2, 3, and 4 were described by the excavator as nothing more
than closets since their small size would have precluded any other use. The walls in this large
building were too thin to have supported a second-story. They averaged about .30 m wide and
were built in two different types of construction. The most common construction type was a
simple assembly of one stone in width. The relatively large stones used were laid up with their
longer dimension across the line of the wall and, where necessary, chinked with smaller stones.
Other walls were made of smaller stones and were two stones wide.

Although this building may be larger than the ordinary MB IIC building, there is nothing to
suggest that it is anything other than a domicile complex - perhaps for an upper class family but, nonetheless a place of residence.
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The Street in Field D

Along with the casemate wall and the large Middle Bronze building, the third major
construction in Field D was the north-to-south street which ran along the east side of the Middle
Bronze building, partially in the east balk. This street was excavated in both Squares 5-5 and 4-7.
At the south end of Square 4-7, the whole width of the street was cleared. The street was 2.0 m
wide at its widest spot and as narrow as 1.5 meters. Thirty-seven meters were uncovered, running
south to north from Square 4-7 through Square 5-6 and into Square 5-5.

A side street ran east-west from the main street in Square 4-7, where it extended into the west
balk. This side Street may have provided an entry from the Street into the building. The Street
was constructed of numerous layers over time. Correlating these layers between squares has
proved impossible. It was possible to associate street layers in a broad outline within squares, but
not in detail across the field. Many of the surfaces discovered, whether plaster or gravel, did not
extend over the whole length of the excavated street, or sometimes even through a whole
square.The layers of material form a street more than 1.0 meter thick and indicate the long use of
the street and the adjacent building. Over time, the street level rose much higher than the floors
inside the building, so by the Late Bronze Age it would have been necessary to step down to
reach the floor inside the building.

The MB IIC-LBI street entered Square SW 4-7 in the southwest corner of the Square. It
proceeded north-west along, and into, the west balk. On the west edge of the street was Wall 214,
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the east wall of the MB IIC building. A short north-south wall (Wall 224), may have been a
remnant of a wall, or curb, on the east side of the street. Or, Wall 224 may have been a remnant
of the west wall of another building on the east side of the street. This space would define the
width of the MB IIC street in the Square SW 4-7. The street continued north in the west balk
until it entered Square SW 5-6 and continued on into Square SW 5-5. The street must have been
the main north-south passageway through this part of the Middle Bronze Age City, with the large
MB IIC domestic building on the west side of the street. Remnants of the wall were also found to
the north, in Field C, in Squares 5-4, 5-3, and 5-2.
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Figure V.20:
Field D Schematic Drawing
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

In the early 1960s Dr. Paul Lapp chose to investigate Tell Taanach because it was a wellknown and fairly large biblical site. Taanach had already been excavated, and reported on, by the
1902-1904 excavations of Dr. Ernst Sellin. Sellin, a professor on the faculty of Theology in
Vienna, thought he had uncovered everything of interest, or importance at Taanach; but Lapp
thought he saw hints of more to be found there. As he noted in his first preliminary report, Dr.
Lapp was interested in revealing more information regarding “fortifications, domestic and
industrial installations, public buildings, and cult structures of the Bronze and Iron Ages” (Lapp
1964: 5). In the course of Lapp’s excavations, each of the four fields at Taanach produced some
material relevant to his goals and interests for the Taanach Expedition.

Taanach was a relatively large site in the Bronze Age. In their article, Middle Bronze Age II
Palestine: Its Settlements and Population18 Magen Broshi and Ram Gophna presented an
inventory of approximately 400 Middle Bronze Age sites, divided into ten regions. The report
lists forty-seven sites in the Jezreel Valley. Of the forty-seven sites, Taanach is the fourth largest
town by area. According to Broshi and Gophna, Taanach was approximately 4.5 hectares, or,
11.119 acres. There were three sites on the Jezreel Valley list that were larger than Taanach. The
larger sites included: Megiddo covering six ha, Yoqne‘am at 10 ha, and Shimron with 25 ha.
Other selected Middle Bronze Age II sites across Palestine included Jerusalem at four ha,
18

Broshi and Gophna, 1986: 87.
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Lachish on 12 ha, Beit Mirsim of 3 ha, and Yavne Yam with 6.4 hectares. Taanach was a
relatively large town in Middle Bronze Age Canaan.

MIDDLE BRONZE AGE OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY

The story of occupation at Tell Ta‘anach begins early in the third millenium B.C. Until the
27th century B.C. Taanach was a bare isolated uninhabited outcrop on the southern edge of the
Esdraelon Valley. The first habitation period included three massive fortification systems at the
south end of the mound made possible by the leveling of the top of the mound. This early
construction determined the size limits for the town throughout the Bronze and Iron Ages. For
two centuries Taanach was an active community, a typical town of the Early Bronze Age “citystate” system.

Excavations disclosed no evidence of town life during the next eight centuries. After the
period of abandonment Taanach began to come back to life in the early second millenium. “A
very few sherds either indicate a slight settlement in the 18th century, or are perhaps remnants of
a larger settlement which has been completely obliterated by massive building operations of the
late Hyksos period in the area of the tell so far investigated,” (Lapp 1964: 6). A cave from the,
MB IIA (19th century) in Square SW 6-28 may be the earliest Middle Bronze Age habitation
spot. The cave contained a child burial, a common custom of the Middle Bronze Age. There was
also some early habitation outside the city to the southeast side of the mound, where the present
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day village of Ta’annek is located. Following the MB II A there was no evidence of occupation
until the MB II C phase.

In the 17th and 16th centuries B.C. Taanach blossomed into a municipal center with
sophisticated fortifications at the southern end, a casemate wall to the west, a street system, and a
large area of domestic structures. All the construction was in the southwest quadrant of the tell
where Lapp had permission to dig. The timing, spatial arrangements, and types of construction
all correspond to the general patterns of infrastructure across the region. For example, “the
fortifications and other features of the late Middle Bronze city at Gezer testify to a major phase
of expansion and development at the site beginning in the early-to-mid 17th Century. In this
regard, the settlement at Gezer reflects the pattern of extensive growth that is evident throughout
the region during MB IIB and C,” (Seger 2013: 27). This same pattern of growth and destruction
is found at Beth Shean, Megiddo, Lachish and others. At Lachish there was minimal settlement
in the MB II A and B followed by a great influx of population in the MB IIC. That population
ended with the destruction of Lachish ca. 1550.

The 17th and 16th centuries B.C. must have been the apex of prosperity and prestige for
Taanach. A substantial destruction in the 16th century B.C. initiated a decline followed quickly
by a period of stability beginning around 1550 B.C. This population in the early Late Bronze
village continued until the approximate time of the campaign of Thutmose in III in 1468 B.C.
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FIELD A

The earliest Middle Bronze Age habitation in Field A started in the early MB II A phase, in
the form of cave habitation. This cave habitation died out and then appeared again, for a short
period, at the end of the MB II C phase. Cave dwelling reappeared yet again after the massive
demolition of the late 16th century B.C., as Taanach was transitioning to the LB I phase. The
location of the earliest cave habitation was in Square 6-28, a cave in the soft nari limestone at a
depth of 3.0 meters. In front of the cave under a plastered floor a typical MB II C infant burial jar
was found. Inside the cave were several intact MB II C vessels.

There were four other cave habitation areas in Field A. In Square SW 1-30, there was a small
cave (Locus 17). Inside the cave was pottery and sherds dating to the MB II C - 1500 B.C. phase;
at the transition to the Late Bronze Era. In Square SW 2-30 was a cave under a rock shelf. An
earth layer locus (Locus 8), was both inside and outside of the cave, with many ceramics dated
by the excavator to 1500-1468 B.C., the very end of the MB IIC phase and the beginning of the
Late Bronze Age. A cave in bedrock of Square SW 3-29 which containing both Early Bronze and
Middle Bronze Age pottery was not large enough to accommodate occupancy. The location
within the square indicates it may have been used for storage. There was also a cave in Square
SW 4-29 which was too small for habitation, but did contain a trove of Middle Bronze Age
pottery.
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MB II C Habitation on the South Slope

Slightly lower down on the south slope there was evidence of typical MB II C phase
habitation in Squares SE 1-26, SW 1-26, and SW 2-26, from the late 17th century. B.C There
was a series of three rooms from west to east across Squares SW 2-26, SW 1-26, and SE 1-26
(Fig. VI.1).

In Square SW
2-26, Wall 75-85
was the western wall
of a room outlined
with Wall 45.
Toward the east,
Wall 45 forms a
second room with
Figure VI.1: MB habitation in SW 2-26, SW 1-26 and SE 1-26

Wall 74 on the north
and Wall 61 on the east, in Square SW1-26. Also in Square SW 1-26, Wall 61 forms part of
another room to the east with partial Wall 74 and Wall 144. Another room is possible to the east
of Wall 146, which went north and south before it turned northeast and extended into Square SE
1-26. It is possible that wall 38 in Square SE 1-126 extended into SW 126 and formed a southern
wall for some of the walls outlined. These rooms belong to the earliest permanent Middle Bronze
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Age occupation on the south slope from the early part of the MB II C phase. They were covered
by a glacis in the later seventeenth century B.C.

MB II C Glacis’ on the South Slope

Further down the south slope, near the base of the mound, there are remnants of two MB IIC
glacis structures in Squares 1-28 and 1-29 (See Figure VI.2). The glacis in Square SW 1-29

Fig. VI.2: Field A North-South Trench

included remnants of the “sandwich” technique of glacis construction. The two glacis were both
from the MB IIC phase. Ceramic evidence shows that these glacis were constructed in the latter
part of the 17th century B.C. The earlier glacis is seen in the lower left and upper right hand
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corners of Figure VI.2. The second glacis is seen to the left of Wall 14 in SW 2-29. There was no
evidence that these glacis extended across the base of the tell to the west side of the tell.

A Wall across the South Slope.

At the bottom of the south slope was a wall running east and west across tell in Squares SW
1-29, 2-29, 3-29 and 4-29. “The east-west wall with a tower were constructed on a leveled area
of fill, consisting of hard brown earth, which was laid over the earlier EB layers on bedrock. The
ceramic analysis places this fill, and the wall above it, at the very end of the MB Age IIC, near
the beginning of the LBI phase” (Rast 1968: 11), during the sixteenth century B.C. No great city
wall, or gate, was discovered from Middle Bronze Age Taanach. Taanach was not a major
politically power like nearby Megiddo or Beth Shean. It was a small community, probably acting
as a resource for the agricultural community in the surrounding area.

FIELD B

Even after three seasons of excavation, the understanding of the Middle Bronze Age
occupation within Field B is confused and incomplete. Some Middle Bronze Age remains were
found in all eight squares. Square SW 3-6 exhibited almost no Middle Bronze Age remains, but it
was only excavated during the 1963 season. The other squares all contained enough Middle
Bronze Age material to identify at least two, and in Squares 1-7, 2-7, 3-7 three, Middle Bronze
Age occupational phases. A maze of walls was found in most Squares (1-7, 1-8, 2-7, 2-8 and
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3-7). In some squares possible architectural connections to other squares through the balks were
in evidence. The walls in Squares SW 1-7 and 2-7 did continue through the balk. There was also
a north-south wall running north and south along the east balk of Square SW 3-7 (Wall 153).
This wall is connected to east-west walls in both Squares 2-7 and 3-7. There may also be a wall
under the balk between Squares 1-8 and 2-8. Further excavation could possibly clarify the nature
of these walls, which might help clarify the whole architectural scheme in this area.

The Middle Bronze Age domestic spaces (rooms) were small, about 2.5 x 2.5 M on the
average. The construction of walls was typical of the Middle Bronze Age. The earlier phases
were constructed with a single width of large stones, while the later phases were usually
assembled with smaller stones, two stones wide (see Walls 210 and 213 in Square SW 3-7).

There were child burials in the floors of these rooms, usually, but not always, near the wall as
in Squares 2-8 and 3-7. According to Paul Lapp, “there are many good parallels to this practice
of burying infants under the floors of houses in MB II Palestine” (Lapp 1963:11). Varying width
walls and infant burials within domestic spaces are both typical attributes of Middle Bronze Age
occupation in Palestine (Fig. VI.3).

The Middle Bronze II C City in Field B

On the upper mound of the tell was an area Paul Lapp called the The Middle Bronze II C City.
This city area was found in squares within Fields B, C, and D. The common unifying element
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across these fields was a north-south street extending from Square SW 5-2 through Squares SW
5-3 and 5-4, all in Field C, and into Squares 5-5, 5-6 and 4-7 in Field D. The street was never
found completely preserved in
any of these squares. It was
located along the eastern balk of
the square and therefore some
part of the street also laid in the
unexcavated squares
immediately to the east. The
street ran at a slight angle to the
east as it extended south in and
through the unexcavated row of

Fig. VI.3: Square SW 3-5 looking north at rooms of MB IIC city;
jar burials of infants were found in front of Wall 76 and to the left
of Wall 81.

squares. The limitations of time, money and workers kept Lapp from excavating the squares to
the east.

In Square SW 3-5 there was one complete room and portions of other rooms. Square SW 3-5
was immediately east of the street. The east wall, along the street, was Wall 73 in the west balk
of the square (Fig. VI.3).
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FIELD C

The main goal in excavating Field C was to uncover and describe defensive installations
along the wall on the west side of the city. The Middle Bronze Age defenses were laid bare in
Squares SW 7-1, 8-1, 9-1 and NW 9-1. These Middle Bronze Age defenses, on the west slope,
were composed of three separate glacis’ structures constructed against city walls during the MB
IIC in two major periods of construction. The earlier Middle Bronze phase included the building
of the first two glacis and the latter Middle Bronze phase is when the third glacis and the “West
Building” in Square SW 9-1 and NW 9-1 were built. The three glacis were built against a
“Casemate Wall” formed by two parallel walls with intermittent cross-walls between them. Some
spaces between the walls were filled with
rubble and others were left open as
habitable space. Child burials and pottery
found in some of the open spaces indicate
areas of habitation.

Another general objective of the Lapp
excavations was the dating of the West
Building ( the Westburg, according to
Sellin). The West Building was along the
northern boundary of the southwest quarter
of the square. Most of the building was in

Figure VI.4: SW 9-1, Looking South
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the northwest quadrant, and therefore outside of Lapp’s license to dig, but a small corner of the
building extended into the southwest quadrant where Lapp did have permission. During the 1963
season, the excavation in Square SW 9-1 showed that the foundation trench for the West
Building was cut into the horizontal layers of the second glacis. The second glacis was dated by
pottery sherds to the 16th century B.C. Therefore, the foundation trench for the building and
consequently the West Building was from the later half of the 16th century B.C.

The Middle Bronze Age walls on the west side of the slope were not impressive for their size,
but they were at the top of a steep hill and therefore were able to provide an efficient defensive
complex. The west wall and the Middle Bronze Age defenses can be seen clearly by looking at
the south balk of the West Trench (Squares SW 7-1 to 9-1), from the 1966 excavations (see Fig.
VI.5). Wall 27 is a re-facing of Wall 110, the last Early Bronze Age defensive wall, which
corresponds with Wall 30 in NW 9-1 (Fig VI.4). Against Wall L.27 was a series of three

Figure VI.5. West Trench in Squares SW 8-1 and 9-1
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embankments. The first embankment is Glacis (Locus 69), the second is Glacis (Locus 67) and
the third, or last, is Glacis 64. The illustration, in Fig. VI.5. “South Balk of West Trench,” shows
a typical Middle Bronze Age defensive glacis construction.

In the Middle Bronze Age defenses, contained in Field C, three distinct wall types were used.
These were typical of the Middle Bronze Age horizon across the region. The three types of walls
included those built of one large stone, those fabricated of two small stones next to each other,
and those composed of two larger stones laid next to each other. These formations were all in
evidence in most squares. There wasn’t any consistent pattern for their use except that the single
width walls were more often used to divide rooms than to outline buildings.

Traversing Fields C and D was a north-south street found in Squares SW 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, 5-5,
5-6 and 4-7. The street was composed of seven individual layers of various materials. In the last
Middle Bronze Age phase, one part of the street was made up of flat sherds all carefully laid out
on a level plane.

An image of the street can be seen in Square SW 5-4 (See Fig. VI.6). In Figure VI.6, the street
is extending north and south with walls 105 and 107 on its west edge. The walls form an outline
for the street and are also the eastern walls of the large Middle Bronze Age II C building. In the
picture, (Fid. VI 6) the eastern half of the street is still in the east balk. In Square SW 5-3 the
street seemed to angle slightly northeast as it left the square. Further north, the street cut across
the southwest corner of square SW 5-2, and angled into unexcavated Square SW 4-2.
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105

136

111

107
109
FIG. VI.6. Looking north in SW 5-4 with Walls 105 and 107 along west side of street. In
center is Tabun 111with MB II C sherd street, 136, beneath large meter stick, and
subsequent MB IIC and LB I street surfacings in balk at upper right.

By the end of the 1968 season, a picture of the successive construction that took place
between the “Casemate Wall” to the west and the line of the north-south street to the east became
clear. In the earliest Middle Bronze Age remains there were MB IIB ceramic remains, especially
in Square SW 6-6 in Field D. Given the flimsiness of the first structures of their immediate
successors, no more than squatter occupation can be assumed in the MB IIB Phase. “It is clear
that early in MB IIC (ca. 1650-1600 B.C.) there was a beginning of stone building construction
on the mound, even before the surviving stumps of the EB defenses were given any attention.
Perhaps some additional elements of this phase remain unexcavated, but it is doubtful that a
coherent plan will emerge, for the structures were largely obliterated by the preparations for the
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MB IIC structures associated with the earlier
defense phase” (Lapp 1969: 25). The
stratigraphy and the planning indicate that MB
IIC defense phase, the earliest street, and the
intervening structures were all built at about
the same time. The entire area from the edge
of the mound to the street line was leveled
with a fill, upon which the earlier casemate
and the adjacent structures were built. The
curb lines for the street were built up to serve
as outer walls for the rooms bordering the
street on the west. Four meters west of the
curb wall a parallel wall was erected. Rooms
were formed by the construction of cross-walls

FIG. VI.7. Looking north along the west side of
street paralleling west defense phase showing
rooms formed by parallel walls along street in the
MB II C phase of the insula.

at various intervals (See Fig. VI.7). Most of the rooms contained some evidence of use as
workrooms. The the space to the west of the parallel wall, between the shops and the casemate
wall, is bisected buy another wall. Cross-walls were built to form more work rooms. One crosswall follows the same line from the street to the casemate wall, indicating a single coherent plan
of construction for this whole area.

After this complex was constructed, the outer “Casemate Wall” was remodeled to make a
stronger defense line.
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Apparently, the defense line held at this point, but at the end of MB II C an enemy gained
entrance elsewhere and destroyed the MB II C structures between the street and the
casemate, including much of the inner casemate wall. There was a subsequent minor
occupation of some of the rooms, presumably those best surviving the destruction.
Shortly thereafter a major renovation was undertaken largely following the earlier plan.
This refurbished complex is what was previously described as the LB I Building.44 The
most obvious difference is the shift from characteristic single-stone thickness of the MB
II C phase walls to the two-stone width characteristic of the walls of the "LB I Building."
The destruction of this " building " is attributed to the 1468 B. C. campaign of Thutmose
III (Lapp 1969:25).

This main outline of rooms remained consistent through three phases, the MB IIC and two later
LB I phases. The two LB phases are characterized as the red floor and the plaster floor.

This area was called a building, but as
excavation continued it became obvious to
the excavator that this was an imprecise
designation. “It is a complex of rooms which
is an integral part of the town plan. A glance
at similar structures at the eastern edge of
contemporary Megiddo clarifies the
impression that what is involved is
commonly called and insula or block of
continuous structures bounded by
streets” (Lapp 1969: 27).
FIG. VI.8. Looking south in SW 7-7 at Wall 118
projecting to the right (west) of Early Bronze
defense Wall 152. The upper courses of Wall 118
have been removed but may be noted in the balk.

Throughout Field C were child burials
common to the Middle Bronze Age in
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Palestine. One burial, unusual in terms of its construction was revealed in Square SW 5-2. It
consisted of a “circle” of stones with a burial inside. Then stones were laid over the “circle” in a
gabled fashion. In most burials infants were buried in a shallow grave at the base of a wall, in a
stone-lined cyst. Children and adults were buried in simple cysts along wall lines or, occasionally
elsewhere inside a room. The burials reflect people of modest wealth. Lapp concluded that the
inhabitants of Taanach in the Middle Bronze Age were more likely to be skilled artisans than
local farmers. He thinks that the practice of intramural burials, previously unknown in Palestine,
indicates that this group came to Taanach from outside Palestine. The introduction of the
casemate and the carefully planned insulae, also new to Palestine at this time, indicate a new
population in the MB IIC.

FIELD D

Field D was excavated for the purpose of exposing domestic and/or industrial installations.
The work in this field yielded considerable domestic and fortification remains. The three seasons
concluded in 1968 with the unfolding of the earliest MB IIC phases of the “LB I Building” in
Squares 4-7, 5-6, 5-7, 6-6 and 6-7. Square, SW 7-7, was extended west in order to lay bare the
entire MB IIC fortification wall. As seen in almost every field on the tell, there was a long
occupation gap after the EB Age III. Middle Bronze Age resettlement began in the MB IIC, with
the construction of a large MB IIC building which, with the street on its east side, covered almost
the entire field. To the west, the building was connected to the Middle Bronze Age fortification
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wall. There were two successive Middle Bronze Age fortification structures, an earlier MB IIC
defensive complex and a later MB IIC-LB I “Casemate Wall”.

The earliest phases of Middle Bronze Age occupation in field D have been completely
excavated only in Square SW 7-7 (See Fig. VI.6). Elsewhere (in Squares 4-7, 5-6, 5-7, 6-6, 6-7)
the Middle Bronze Age loci have been reached and lines of some walls exposed, but in most
cases the bottom of these walls have not been reached.

The earliest wall of the Middle Bronze Age to be excavated in Field D is Wall 148 in Square
SW 7-7. Over this wall lay the corner formed by Walls 141 and 145. Both of these walls were
covered by layers of soil on which the earliest MB IIC fortifications and the wall of the Middle
Bronze Age building were founded, and hence are obviously earlier. The same stratigraphic
relationship can be observed in the east section of Square 5-7, where Middle Bronze Age Wall
210 is covered over by the earliest floor of the Middle Bronze Age building, and is thus earlier
than the building, or street. Another of the earliest walls in Field D was Wall 67 in Square SW
5-5. Wall 67 was a mudbrick wall extending south from where it had been attached to a stone
wall, two stones wide (Wall 66). Wall 67 was the only sample of a mudbrick wall in the MB IIC
in Field D.

Although this is an incomplete witness, it does indicate that there was occupation in Field D
within MB IIC before construction of the first fortification wall, the Middle Bronze Age
Building, or the Middle Bronze Age Street. This seems to indicate a period of reoccupation after
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a long period of abandonment. The occupants built permanent, if flimsy, buildings and had not
yet fortified this section of the tell. After a generation or so, the community recognized a need for
more substantial buildings. In the process of rebuilding, almost the whole extent of Field D was
cleared and leveled to prepare the ground for fortifications and for the large Middle Bronze Age
building and street. This obliterated most of the earliest MB IIC remains. Some remains from the
long period of non-occupation were found in the form of campsite/squatter remains and/or debris
in Square SW 6-6. According to the excavator, Delbert Hillers, Loci 189, 190, (soft brown with
heavy ash layers) and 192 together exposed a work area and a possible camp-fire ash within a
general campsite occupation area. Hillers suggested that this was early in the Middle Bronze
Age, perhaps as early as MB IIA.

THE EARLIEST FORTIFICATIONS

The Middle Bronze Age Casemate Wall

MB IIC fortifications were found in square SW 7-7. The early phase fortifications were in the
northern portion of Square 7-7 where there was what appeared to be a casemate wall composed
of two north-south walls, W 105 and W 96. These two walls were connected to each other by a
cross-wall, W 76, (see Fig. VI.9). This fortification complex, composed of small stones, was not
very strong. On the west side of the N-S wall, made up of walls 105 and 102 was a projecting
Wall 118 (See Fig. VI.8). The space between Projecting Wall 118 and Walls 105 and 102 was
filled in with loose stones and earth. A number of glacis layers were laid against the outside of
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these walls. This construction of
walls, soil layers, and three glacis
layers made up the fortification
102

arrangement. This arrangement
96

105
76

does not appear to have been very
strong, perhaps it was more for

77

appearance than actual defense.

FIG. VI.9. Looking north at earlier MB II C defenses in SW
7-7. Wall 105 is upper left, plaster surface 139 beneath the
meter stick, Wall 96 at right. Wall 76 divides the picture
horizontally. Beneath it from left to right are Wall 102,
channel running under Wall 105 and through chamber, Wall
77, oblique channel 127, and Wall 96.

The MBIIC - LBI Casemate Wall

The Late Phase MB IIC - LBI casemate wall was a more substantial construction than the
earlier MB II C fortification. Larger stones were used in this construction. The outer wall, (L.11),
was built over the previous
MB Age Wall 102=105. It
was multiple stones wide
(approx. 1.75 m. thick), and
11

therefore was larger and

32
B7

heavier than the previous
wall. Walls 76 and 40 were
still cross-walls connecting
Wall 11 with the inner Wall
32 (1.50 m. thick). The space

FIG. VI.10. Looking north at the Casemate Wall constructed in SW
7-7 during the later MB IIC defense phase. Wall 11 is at left, meter
stick resting on cross-wall 40, inner Wall 32 at right. Surface within
chamber is top of Locus 59. Beneath the large sherd at the upper left
lay Burial 7.
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between the walls was about 1.25 m. wide, so the over all thickness of the wall complex was on
the order of 4.5 meters.

There was a child burial (#7) in the northwest corner of the space formed by walls L.11, 40
and 32. The burial contained six whole MB IIC jars and lay just below the surface of layer L.59.
A burial tucked into the corner of two walls was a typical location for Middle Bronze Age burials
at Taanach. It also indicates that the two walls were there when the grave was dug. This would
encourage the interpretation of an MB IIC construction date.

The Middle Bronze Age II C Building

Field D was almost completely covered by a large MBIIC-LBI building. It may have been
several buildings, the condition of the remaining walls precludes a clear schematic outline. The
building covered the space between the street along the east edge of Field D to the fortification
wall in the west (Square SW 7-7). The north-to-south dimensions are difficult to assay because
the southern wall of the building has not been found. The original excavators (Sellin) regarded
this structure as probably one large building. There is a wall bisecting the eastern and western
halves the building. Such a division is unusual since only one access to the building has been
found so far, along the street to the east. In the west, the building abuts the western city wall
directly. The plan of the building does not reveal a clear division along any particular line, except
for a possible long east-west wall (Wall 66 in Square SW 7-7, Wall 92 in SW 6-7, and Wall 174
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in SW 5-7) which extended from the city wall on the west, to the street in the east. This wall
establishes the center of the building north and south.

Reviewing the rooms; there is not much material
evidence to indicate the function of any individual
room. Most of the rooms along the street contain
evidence of use as work-rooms. Debris indicates that
these rooms were likely to have been only partially
roofed and some of them would have stood open.

The largest space in the building is Room Number
One, about 4.0 x 5.0 meters. This largest room was
found in four different Squares, 5-6, 5-7, 6-6 and 6-7.
FIG. VI.11. Looking north along the west
side of street paralleling west defense
phase showing rooms formed by parallel
walls along street in the MB II C phase
of the insula. Most of the MB II C floors
are removed, exposing foundations.

There were 18 individual rooms of various sizes in
this complex. Some other rooms, like (2, 3 and 4),
were described by the excavator as closets, “their
small size would have precluded any other use.” The

walls in this large building were too thin to have supported a second-story. On the average the
walls were about .30 m. wide and were built in two different types of construction. The most
common type was an extremely simple construction of one stone width. The relatively large
stones used were laid up with their longer dimension across the line of the wall and, where
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necessary, chinked with smaller stones. Other walls were made of smaller stones, and were two
stones wide.

Although this building maybe a larger than ordinary MB IIC building, there is nothing to
suggest that this is anything other than a domestic complex. Sellin called this building area a
palace, assumedly for a community leader/ruler, but there is no indication of this possibility in
the construction or the material remains found in this area. In fact, the number of small rooms
along with the fact that there is no evident communication between them (doorways or hallways)
makes a convincing determination difficult. Nonetheless this is probably an area of residence.

The Street In Field D

Along with the casemate wall and the large Middle Bronze Age building, the third major
construction in part in Field D was the north - south Street. This street was found in Squares 5-2,
5-3, 5-4, and (in Field C) 5-5, 5-6, and 4-7 (in Field D). Only at the south end of Square 4-7 was
the whole width of the street uncovered. The street was from 1.5 to 2.0 M wide. As far as the
excavations have gone, approximately 43 M of the street have been uncovered, running south-tonorth from Square 4-7 into Square 5-2 in Fields D and C respectively. The street paralleled the
line of the western casemate wall about 15 m. to its east. Along the west edge of the street was
Wall 214, the east wall of the MB II C Building. The fact that the casemate wall, the north and
south street, and the structures in between were all built at the same time is indicated by the
stratigraphy and the plan of the area. The area from the edge of the mound to the line of the street
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was leveled by a fill upon which the earlier casemate wall and adjacent structures were laid. A
parallel wall was constructed between the casemate wall and the street. Rooms were formed in
this space by cross-walls at semi-regular intervals (Fig. VI.11). Most of these rooms contained
evidence of use as workrooms. During the time these rooms were used, a later, heavier, casemate
wall was constructed. Apparently, at the end of the MB IIC, these structures between the street
and the casemate wall were destroyed. Subsequently, there was minor reoccupation of some of
the rooms.

The street was constructed of multiple layers over time. Correlating these layers between
squares has proved impossible. Many of the surfaces discovered, whether plaster or gravel, did
not extend over the whole length of the excavated street, sometimes not even through a whole
square. Correlating the layers can only be done in broad outline but not in detail. The layers of
material compose a total deposit more than 1.0 M thick and indicate the long use of the street and
the adjacent buildings. Over time the street level rose much higher than the floors inside the
building, so that by the Late Bronze Age it would have been necessary to step down to reach the
floor inside the building.

A cross-street ran east-west from the main street in Square 4-7, where it extended into the
West Balk. Presumably this side street provided an entry from the street into the building. The
street must have been the main north-south passageway through this part of the Middle Bronze
Age city, with the large MB IIC domestic building on the west side of the street.
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Summary

The final reports for Taanach have not been published. Two Dissertations have been written
about the Early and the Late Bronze Ages at Taanach,19 but they have not been published. The
overall purpose of this dissertation was to examine and interpret the Middle Bronze Age data
from Paul Lapp’s three seasons of excavation at Tel Taanach in the West Bank20. Most of the data
was available, although it is difficult to collect because it is stored in two different locations.
Some of the material is at the Kelso Museum of Near Eastern Archaeology at Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary in Pittsburgh PA, and some is at the Institute of Archaeology at Bir Zeit
University in Birzeit, West Bank, Palestine.

“Taanach was one of the first sites to attract excavation in Palestine. It stands at the beginning of
the German archaeological tradition, even before Megiddo and Jericho. Ernst Sellin began
planning for excavation soon after he first saw the tail on April 11, 1899. His plans soon came to
fruition with three campaigns between 1902 and 1904” (Lapp 1967:4). Taanach was both a
typical and an extraordinary town in Middle Bronze Age Canaan located along the southern edge
of the particularly fertile Jezreel Valley. It was positioned on the northern flanks of the central
hill country along the Southern edge of the Jezreel Valley; this location between hills and valley
offered not only protection to those who once lived in the region, but ready access to valuable
natural resources and access to major trade-routes. First settled in the third Millenium B.C. (ca.
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Meehl, M. 1995, and Ziese, M. 2002

Paul Lapp excavated at Taanach between June 17 and August 10 1963, July 11 and August 26, 1966, and June 4
and August 10, 1968.
20
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2700). After abandonment in the 25th century B.C., Taanach was reoccupied in the 17th and 16th
centuries. In the 18th century there was only minimal settlement, with no permanent
construction, but by the 17th and 16th centuries Taanach had become a town. As time passed it
grew into a small city-state very much like other MB towns. To say “city-state” about Taanach,
and other Tells in Middle Bronze Era, is almost misleading. It is necessary to remember that like
other towns of the Era, Taanach was dependent upon the surrounding countryside for its’
subsistence. Early in its’ settlement, in the 18th c., due to the small number of occupants, it
would have been self-sustaining. As the population grew, some people would have moved off the
Tell in order to sustain themselves, and others, by farming or raising livestock. At that time
Taanach would have become part of a “system”, part of a symbiotic association with the
surrounding population, the animal breeders and tillers of the soil. There was a perpetual spring,
on the northern base of the Tell.

Taanach was near the main transportation route along the Jezreel Valley. This placed it in a
strategic location along the “via maris,” the main road from Egypt to either Anatolia or
Mesopotamia; right through the Middle East. The road began at al-Qantara, in the eastern Delta,
and went northeast along the Mediterranean coast to Dor. From there it turned east near Megiddo
and crossed into the Jezreel Valley passing near to Taanach. The Via Maris continued along the
Valley southeast past Taanach to Tiberius on the Sea of Galilee. It turned north again and
followed the western coast of the Sea of Galilee through Migdol, Capernaum, and Hazor. It
crossed the river Jordon. Going north, it climbed over the Golan Heights arriving at Damascus.
From Damascus, travelers could continue toward the Euphrates River, or go northwest into
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Anatolia. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries B.C. Taanach was geographically positioned to
be affected and perhaps involved in things happening in Egypt, Anatolia, and Mespotamia all the
Empires of the Levant.

Taanach is a Biblical city, mentioned seven times in the Bible. Recognizing the connection to
Scripture, seeing the characteristics and history of Taanach, and after reviewing Sellin’s reports,
Lapp decided that it would be a fruitful project for him to excavate Tell Taanach. The broad goals
of the campaign were “to provide opportunity for field experience in archaeology, to contribute
to our understanding of the history of Taanach and its times, and to clarify the German
discoveries at the site where possible" (Lapp 1964:5). He decided to concentrate his efforts
looking for public buildings, walls, domestic and industrial occupation, and cultic materials.
Sellin had found Middle Bronze Defenses, and an area he called the “Middle Bronze II C City,”
Lapp was particularly interest in these areas in hope of gaining a clearer picture of defensive
constructions and town planning at Taanach.

Understanding a communities’ history and development needs a structure within which an
historical outline can be made. An occupational history is such a framework. At Taanach the
occupational history was typical of other Bronze Age cities in Canaan during the third and
second millennia B.C. Like other MB cities, Taanach was inhabited in the 27th and 26th
centuries B.C. (Early Bronze Period) and then “abandoned rather early in the EB III Phase, at the
same time as Megiddo and shortly before Tell el-Farah (N)” (Lapp 1964: 6). Other cities
followed the same patterns of occupation and construction, many were occupied in the middle of
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the third millenium B.C. and then, like Taanach, they were vacated for approximately 5-7
hundred years before showing signs of renewed habitation. Lapp described the Middle Bronze
Age occupation pattern at Taanach as follows:
“Excavations at Taanach revealed only, "scant evidence for MB I occupation, and
there remains a gap in the MB IIA. Sherds from MB IIB were rare except in SW
6–6, where there are enough sherds in a mixed fill to suggest that there might
have been more MB IIB occupation then is indicated by our other finds. Most
evidence of a substantial MB IIB occupation could have been swept away from
the west central portion of the mound in preparation for the major MB IIC
structures discovered by both German and American excavations. On the other
hand, evidence that the MB IIC defenses in SW7-7 and SW 8–1 were built
directly on EB remains makes such a possibility very doubtful,” (Lapp 69:4).
And, “Toward the end of the 16th century, at the end of the Middle Bronze age, Taanach
suffered a substantial destruction,” the city rebuilt during the next half century becoming
a prosperous urban settlement which was “brought to an end near the middle of the 15th
century B. C., probably during the course of Thutmosis III's destructive campaign of
1468 B. C.,” (Lapp 67b: 8).

Other Middle Bronze Age cities that had occupational patterns similar to Taanach include:

Hazor: The first excavated settlement at Tel Hazor was from the Early Bronze Age II and III
periods, (approximately the 27th to 24th centuries B.C.) and was confined to the upper city. The
later third millennium BC, was a period of urban decline, with an eventual gap in settlement at
the beginning of the MBA I (2200 -2000 B.C.). Re-urbanization began again in the 19th century
MB II A ( 2000 - 1750 B.C.) and continued into the Late Bronze Age. The lower city was
founded in approximately the 18th century B.C. (MB II A-B) and continued to be settled until the
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13th century (the end of the Late Bronze Age) when both the upper and lower city were
destroyed.

Megiddo was inhabited in the Early Bronze Age I (3500–3100 B.C.) in Megiddo included a
temple described by its excavators as the most monumental temple so far uncovered in the Early
Bronze Age Levant. As Early Bronze Age political systems collapsed across the Levant, the town
declined in population and ceased to be occupied in the Early Bronze Age IV period (2300–2000
B.C.).

Early in the second millennium B.C., at the beginning of Middle Bronze Age, urbanism once
again took hold throughout the southern Levant and Megiddo reached a size in area of more than
20 hectares. It continued to expand until somewhere around 1700-1600 BCE, when the
population and power of Megiddo reached its peak.

Lachish experienced the same renewal of urban culture as other cities of the Bronze Age. After a
long period of abandonment settlement resumed in the MB IIB-C. Occupation in the early MB II
when Lachish became a fortified city with ramparts, a palace, and tombs, then ca. 1550 B.C.
there was a destruction by fire followed by squatter inhabitation transitioning into the LB Phase.
Lachish was a major city in the Southern Levant. The renewal in the MB II included two palaces,
the later palace was protected, at least in part, by MB fortifications including a casemate wall,
and was surrounded by a plastered glacis with a fosse.
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Tel Beit Mirsim was first settled as a small MB city around 2100-2000 B.C. (during the
Intermediate Bronze Age). After a comparatively brief time the city was destroyed by fire. The
city was rebuilt, but this time it was fortified with very high walls (7m high), a dry moat (3m
deep), and a glacis. These formidable MB fortifications indicate this was a Canaanite city of
great importance. The city was partially destroyed in the 16th Century.

Gezer was an unfortified settlement covering the tell in the early third millenium B.C. “At the
end of the third millennium, settlement was reestablished at Gezer early in the MB II
period” (Seger 2013, 13)/ It was destroyed in the latter part of the third millenium (EB III).
Data indicates that urban life resumed in the latter part of the MB IIA, (the nineteenth century),
and that it continued into the MB IIB period. It reached its height of culture and settlement in the
MB IIB-C period continuing into the LB I in the late 16th century. “Overall, MB IIC city at
Gezer includes all the classic features of Middle Bronze Age "urban" settlements, with imposing
fortifications, palace and temple complexes, and storage and residential areas. (Dever 1974; 28)
Gezer was a well-fortified city, within an inner wall system with towers and a large gate of the
“three entry-way” variety and, as at other Middle Bronze sites there was also a glacis.

Jericho shows evidence of permanent occupation in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A Period (PPNA)
between 9,500 and 9000 B.C. The settlement reached its largest extent in the Early Bronze III A
(2700-2500 B. C.). By the later Early Bronze III B (2500-2200), there was a large palace and the
site was surrounded by walls. Jericho was continually occupied during the Middle Bronze Age; it
reached its greatest Bronze Age extent in the period from 1700 to 1550 B.C. (MB II B-C) which
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reflects the same pattern as the other greater urban centers in Canaan at the time. The defenses
were fairly advanced, completely up-to-date, for that period. The MB city was surrounded by
extensive defensive walls strengthened with rectangular towers, and a massive stone revetment.
Jericho was destroyed in the 16th century at the end of the Middle Bronze Age. It was repopulated in the Late Bronze Age.

Middle Bronze Fortifications at Taanach

Fortifications found at Taanach, common for the Middle Bronze II B and C included fosse,
ramparts, walls, and gates at Taanach. These were all parts of a multifaceted defensive structures
on the Middle Bronze Phase. Earthen ramparts were typical defensive fortifications found almost
everywhere in Middle Bronze Age Canaan. They were primarily walls and a Glacis’ supporting
the walls with fills higher on the slope. There was on the southern Slope, an E-W wall complex
across the site which included a glacis fronting the wall. There was another glacis to the west at
the top of the mound. “The history of the defenses on the west is clearly distinct from those on
the south. It is not to be expected that the entire defense system was re-consolidated each time an
individual segment required substantial repair. The gentle slope on the south could be expected to
receive different treatment and more care and is more likely to have suffered from attack then the
defense line on the steep west scarp,” (Lapp 1967:10). These type of structures were found in
Megiddo, Jericho, and other MB cities in Canaan.
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In 1966 Kathleen Kenyon published, Amorites and Canaanites, in which she claimed the origins
of the Middle Bronze Defensive Systems were the result of Amorite immigration into the
southern Levant in two separate waves, one in the EB IV and one the MB IIA. Other scholars
followed her supposition to one degree or another, until Peter Parr suggested that the MB
fortifications were the result of a natural progression in the process of construction not an import
from Syria or Anatolia. As the slopes became higher they also became weaker and more
vulnerable to the ravages of rain, sun, and animals grazing all of which would have contributed
to the weakening of the walls at the very point where they needed to be strongest, at their
foundations. So even in the third millenium, fills were added to the outside base of the walls to
add strength and stability to the walls. This process naturally continued into the MB Phase. These
fills widened the base of walls, but increased the rate of destruction by water runoff and animal
traffic and caused the need for a covering, a glacis, to protect the slope of the wall. Peter J. Parr
summarized that, “all this betokens no more than a natural development and there is thus, in the
writer’s opinion, no need to postulate and external challenge, in the form of new methods of
warfare, to which the M.B. glacis was a conscious response,” (Parr 55: 43). A glacis can now be
seen for what it was, a method of protecting the lower steeper slopes of earthen ramparts. Aaron
Burke asserts that, “A glacis was an intentionally prepared surface of a slope, whether that of a
rampart, a mound, or a tell, which prevented its erosion and improved its defensibility,” (Burke
2008: 55). It was primarily to prevent or retard erosion, and usually constructed of materials at
hand including plaster, cobblestones, crushed limestone (huwwar) chipped stone, gravel,
mudbricks, mud plaster,”beaten earth”, or clay as at Taanach. The choice of materials depended
on the availability of appropriate matter in the area and the amount of rainfall. Although others
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have thought of a glacis as a protection against an enemy coming too close to the wall, or
undermining the wall, Burke is convinced “that glacis’ should be viewed as features intended to
protect the time and energy invested by a population in the construction of ramparts against
erosion due primarily to rainfall,” (Burke 2008: 56).

At Taanach glacis were found to the west in SW 9-1, and to the south in SW 28 and 29. At the
south end of the Tell near the base of the mound was remnants of two glacis angles. "Ceramic
evidence shows that all these glacis were constructed within a century beginning in the latter part
of the 17th century B.C., (Lapp 64:15).

At the top of the mound on the west side, was square SW 9-1 containing a structure of three
glacis with a wall at the top. Above the wall was a building, which Sellin called the palace and
Lapp called the West Building. Examining the building he concluded, “The West building was
constructed before the third and final phase of the Middle Bronze fortifications. The three phases
are typical of the defenses for this period, which have been traditionally called Hyksos glacis.
This fortification consists of a steep embankment with a prepared waterproofing surface usually
of hard chalky earth. It is finished with a retaining wall at the base and a defensive wall crowning
its summit,” (Lapp 67:10). Beneath the wall was a glacis structure to protect the outer wall of the
site. In the square were found three distinct glacis phases. The first phase was based on earth
containing orange-brown and chocolate colored sherds of an earlier EB defense wall. The first
glacis consisted of horizontal strips of huwwar and clear brown earth in the "sandwich method"
of glacis construction. The second glacis was composed of a series of horizontal layers on top of
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a layer of brown stony rubble faced with a stone revetment to give stability to the layer. A single
layer of yellow – white huwwar over a meter thick comprises the third glacis. “Ceramic evidence
shows that all these glacis were constructed within a century beginning in the latter part of the
17th century B. C. Evidence from elsewhere on the mound suggests that these MB defenses
suffered substantial destruction in the late 16th century. The MB II C dating of the glacis is in
complete agreement with that for the copious parallel material, which extends from Anatolia to
lower Egypt”. (Lapp 1964: 15).

In addition to the wall and glacis construction on the south, to the west there was a casemate wall
at the top of a steep slope with a succession of three glacis’ fronting the slope. The glacis on the
south and the north appeared to be two separate and distinct constructions, no connection
between them was discovered in the excavations so far. This would not be unusual, “while a
glacis may have covered one slope of a tell or an earthen rampart, it cannot be assumed that it
featured a similar construction in other areas around the site,” (Burke 2007: 47).

There were three types of walls at Middle Bronze Age sites in the northern Levant. At Taanach
there were two types, revetment walls and core walls. A revetment wall, according to Aaron
Burke, is a type of wall construction intended to reduce erosion of ramparts. “Revetment walls
were exclusively built at the foot of earthen ramparts, often with a battered surface.” (Burke
2008: 55) Core walls were built to stabilize a rampart, then later as a solid foundation for the
wall that crowned the rampart.These configuration were found at Taanach in Squares SW 9-1
and NW 9-1.
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A supplemental rampart was used in front of a wall at the top of a slope to increase the vertical
angle of the outside slope, making it harder to surmount from the outside. A glacis was added to
protect the surface from erosion which also made the slope even more difficult to scale.
Supplemental ramparts were not easily constructed for settlements built upon a Tell like Taanach
because of the degree of slope. But a supplemental wall was constructed at the top of the Tell
along the Western edge, or crest, of the hill in Squares SW 9-1 and NW 9-1.

No complete Middle Bronze Age city gate has been revealed at Taanach. Lapps’ excavations
only surveyed the southwest quadrant, so it is possible the there may have been a main city gate
somewhere along the perimeter of the mound. However, the most likely place for a gate along
the circumference of the city would be to the south. According to Burke, “the location of gates in
the Middle Bronze Age, as during other periods, was predominately determined by the
orientation of routes to and from particular destinations,” (Burke 2008:67). The location of gates
could also be affected by the contour of the land around the site. At Taanach, the contour of the
land called for the city gate to be on the south. There was a remnant of an MB Wall, one stone
wide, across the south but there was no evidence of a large MB city wall or gate.

Casemate walls were a part of MB II B-C fortifications. “In addition to solid fortification walls,
evidence from a number of sites demonstrates that casemate-style walls were introduced during
the Middle Bronze Age. Sites such as Nebi Mend (Kadesh), Kumidi, Abu Kharaz, Dothan,
Far’ah South, Hazor, Shechem, Shiloh and Taanach all featured such walls. While it is possible
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that some of these casemate walls were constructed around the entirety of a settlement, most
were employed for only a part of a town's defenses, whether to address the specific defensive
concerns of one area or more likely to satisfy space constraints at such within certain quarters
(e.g., Far’ah South, Hazor, and Shiloh),” (Burke 2008: 61).

Casemate walls were constructed of two parallel walls between two and four meters apart. The
space between the two walls was divided by cross-walls which in addition to providing some
stability and outlined a series of rooms. It is assumed that casemate walls would have been
stronger than ordinary, or common, solid walls and therefore better for defense. It is possible that
they were stronger, if the space between the walls were filled in, if not, logic would claim that
they were about the same as a single stone wall. The “rooms” formed within a casemate wall
may have been filled in for strength, or used as storage, or even habitation. Habitation would
possibly leave some remnant in a space indicating occupation. In only a few sites have storage
jars been found within casemate the walls. At Taanach a few storage jars have been found inside
the casemates and those were in close proximity to an infant burial. The presence of a burial in
the corner of a casemate space, a room, would seem to indicate, the possibility of that area being
used for habitation, not storage or fill.

Paul Lapp excavated at Taanach in order to expand knowledge of Middle Bronze Age cities
including aspects such as construction, architecture, city planning, defenses, or any material
artifacts that would give him new knowledge of or insights into life in a city-state in the ancient
Middle East. He hoped to expand his personal knowledge, and share what he discovered with
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others in order to contribute to the general public knowledge of of living in a Biblical city in the
first, second, and third millennium B.C. Depending on what he found, he would be willing and
able to share his knowledge to either expand the general awareness, or fill-in some vacant spots
in understanding. He was hoping to expand his knowledge by comparing and contrasting his
excavation work done by others at other M.B. sites.

Dr. Lapp’s efforts at Taanach, and other sites where he worked, have contributed much, in
knowledge and understanding to the Field of Ancient Near Eastern Archaeology.

Middle Bronze Age Defenses

In square NW 9-1 Lapp found a glacis construction comprised of there glacis surmounted, not by
a wall, but by a building. Normally the glacis may have been topped by a wall, but here the wall
was an outside wall of a building. Below the building was a series of three glacis, the first
consists of homogeneous hard-packed material. The second glacis above was composed of a
series of horizontal layers set upon a stony rubble. “The third glacis “involved the laying of a
single layer of yellow-white huwwar over a meter thick against the disturbed slope of the second
glacis,” (Lapp 1964: 15).

In squares “SW 1-29 and 1-29 at the south end of the mound remnants of two glacis were found
at the base of the mound, suggesting in view of parallels that the MB glacis completely surfaced
the slopes of Taanach, (Lapp 1964: 15). No connection of the glacis to the west and the glacis on
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the south was found. “Ceramic evidence shows that all these glacis were constructed within a
century beginning in the latter part of the 17th century B.C.,” (Lapp 1964: 15).

The dating of the West Building at the top of the glacis found in square NW 9-1 was one of the
goals of 1963 season. In that season, the foundation trench for the west wall of the building was
found to have cut into the second glacis. The sherds from the foundation trench belonged to the
latter part of the MB II C phase, therefore the building was almost certainly constructed within
the first half of the 16th century B. C. Three points on which Lapp differentiated from Sellin’s
conclusions were Sellin’s thought that the building was built on bedrock, it wasn’t; it was found
on earlier EB defenses. A “gate-room” in the south wall was not original to the building, and, the
wooden superstructure that Sellin claimed was indicated was actually a mudbrick structure
instead.

MB remains in SW 3–5 and 5–5 were mostly house walls covered in mud brick on either side of
a cobbled street. Only the west edge of the N-S cobbled St. was excavated. Three walls extended
west from this wall to outline walls between the street and the western defensive casemate wall.
Infant burials in storage jars placed upside down and buried in the floor near a wall were
common in these MB II C rooms. The burial of infants under the floors of houses was a common
practice in MB II Palestine.

Another look at the glacis defenses and the casemate wall at the top of the western defenses was
found to the west of the MB II C city, in Square 7-7. There were two main defenses phases. The
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first main phase was constructed in the first half of the 16th century B. C. The second phase was
assigned to the last half of the 16th century B. C., through the beginning of the 15th century to
1468 B. C., and then the last half of the 15th century B. C. About the earlier phase Lapp said,
“The dominant impression left by the earlier MB II C defenses is their flimsiness,” (Lapp
1969;19). That the later defense phases were more substantial is shown by both the thickness of
the walls, and the large size of the stones used to construct them.

Lapp describes the casemate wall in detail because he thinks it is pertinent to
“a much-discussed topic, the origin of the casemate. It is generally presumed that
casemate construction originated in the Middle or Late Bronze age in Anatolia and
reached Palestine through Syrian mediation in the Iron I period. There should be no
question of the casemate character of the first phase of the later MB II C – LBI defensive
system at Taanach. In fact, there is a remarkable contemporary parallel in a wall capping
the embankment of the lower town at Hazor. It may also be suggested that the flimsiness
of the earlier phase represents a rather halting first attempt to cap a glacis with a
casemate, and the lines of the later casemate follow those of the earlier phase. If this be
accepted, it is possible to suggest that, aside from a fairly small group of MB II C
squatters, near 1600 B. C. A new group reached Taanach bringing with them a knowledge
of casemate construction. This group, presumably of northern origin, seems to have
dominated Taanach in the 16th century B. C. In any case, it is it clear that the casemate
can no longer be cited as an instance of Palestinian cultural lag. It provides the clearest
evidence to date on the origin of the casemate in Palestine, and perhaps for the entire
Near East, (Lapp 1969:21-22).

If this thesis is correct, it would indicate that not only was the casemate wall at Taanach in
Canaan earlier than previously thought, but that Taanach was inhabited in the first half of the
16th century B. C. By immigrants from the north which may have had an affect on the
relationship Taanach would have with other nearby cities from other northern cultures.

The MB II C - LB I casemate wall was paralleled a street 15 m. to the east. The casemate wall
and the street continued from the West Building to the southern crest of the mound. Between the
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wall and the street MB II C meager ceramic remains were found indicating an early residential
area. Along with the pottery remains the flimsiness of the construction in the area during the MB
II C phase suggest no more than an inconsequential squatter occupation at that time. Through the
MB II C into the LB I phase, the walls were rebuilt with heavier stones and walls becoming two
stones wide.

Conclusions about the occupants of the MB II C - LB I structures in Fields C and D (the
occupied area between the casemate and the street) begin with,

“they were people of at least modest means. Various installations in the insulae also
suggest that they were more probably skilled artisans than local farmers. A second
observation is that this group reached Taanach from outside Palestine. This is indicated
by the practice of intramural burial, unknown in Palestine then recent past. It is also
suggested by the introduction of the casemate and the carefully planned insulae, also
unparalleled in earlier Palestine. Together these conclusions point to an incoming
aristocracy, which dominated Palestine in the MB to C. Period the picture from Tom
knock is especially clear because the situation is not complicated by an earlier and
contemporary habitation by other groups,” (Lapp 1969:28).

Evidence of MB II C occupation on the South Slope was skimpy. There were indications of cave
dwelling and fortifications composed of walls and glacis’ across the south slope.

The work Paul Lapp completed at the Taanach excavations in 1963, 1966, and 1968 was
exceptional for the time. He was up-to-date in his excavation techniques, his organization was
capable, his knowledge and understanding of the Middle East and its’ history were excellent. It’s
impossible to assess what he might have accomplished if he had lived longer. Although his
techniques in the field were very good I think he could have made some minor adjustments to
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some of the recording procedures. It would have been very helpful if all the Square Supervisors
had recorded their material in a standard manner. As it is, some Supervisors recorded items by
loci number, while others recorded loci by basket number. The inconsistency makes it difficult to
find loci identified on the Top Plan or mentioned in the Daily Log in the Loci List. There were
also inconsistencies in the orientation of the Top Plans. Some were drawn with North at the top
of the page, others were drawn with North oriented to the left or the right. The inconsistencies
caused confusion which made reporting more difficult.
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